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ABSTRACT 
A Follow-up Study of Program 
Graduates in Industrial Education 
and Technology 
Henry Heston Lacy, M. S. 
Morehead State University, 1984 
Director of Thesis: Dr. Robert E. Newton 
This study was done to determine and to analyze the current 
status of graduates from an Associate and Bachelor Degree program 
from August 1979 to May 1982 and students graduating from the Masters 
Degree Program from May 1979 to May 1982 from the Department of 
Industrial Education and Technology, School of Applied Science and 
Technology at Morehead State University •. 
A list of graduates names from 1979 through 1982 was obtained 
from the Office of the Registrar at MSU. A total of 424 question-
naires were then mailed to graduates Clacking seven graduates who 
left no forwarding address. after leaving the University). 
Many related studies were researched and critiqued before 
developing the questionnaire for this study in order to collect the 
most significant data from which to forecast program needs in the 
Department ·of Industrial Education and Technology. 
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The procedure in this investigation was; (l) develop and 
mail questionnaire to all graduates from MSU who graduated during 
selected years in the Department of Industrial Education and Techno-
logy, and (2) review and correlate valid data on which to base 
decisions pertinent to addition, deletion, or modification of their 
Degree programs. 
The following activities are the major steps involved in the 
investigation. 
1. Mail questionnaire and cover letter with a return envelop; 
2 •. Conduct a follow-up mailing in two weeks. 
3. Conduct a second faculty follow up four weeks later. 
4. Tabulate final survey results. 
5. Write a final report. 
The major findings and conclusions of this investigation are 
as follows: 
1. In most of the programs the graduates have found employ-
ment which is directly related to their training. 
2. Most graduates obtained employment· before graduation and 
did so on their own. 
3. The number of graduates who continued their education chose 
to do so at MSU. 
4. Most of the graduates are continui.ng their education in an 
industrial area. 
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5. The academic advising was adequate in all areas with the 
exception of the Associate Degree in Drafting and Design 
which indicated 40% less than adequate and 20% completely 
inadequate. 
6. In most programs, the overall program evaluation was ade-
quate. 
7. Graduates indicated facilities and equipment should be 
up dated. 
8. Additional courses in high technology seem to be needed. 
Accepted by: / ~, Chairman 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Industrial Education and Technology Department at Morehead 
State University (MSU) has always been and continues to be concerned 
that it provides a quality educational program which prepares the 
student for a successful career. Presently the Department offers 
an Associate of Applied Science (A.A.S.) degree in eleven (11) 
areas, a Bachelor of Science :(B.S.) degree in five (5) areas, and 
a Master of Science (M.S.) degree in Vocational Education. Students 
entering college pursuing one of these technical degrees will follow 
a prearranged program of courses in a specific area. 
Statement of the Problem 
The world of technology has advanced at such a rapid rate that 
it appears high technology is ~accelerating more rapidly than the 
institutions preparing persons for employment in various capacities. 
While the computer and robotics have increased capacities and 
created new jobs, the downward economy has caused major changes 
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in many of the technical fields, causing many jobs to become obsolete. 
Institutions of higher education must insure today's student that 
they are providing programs that equips graduates to be more technically 
competent and competitive as candidates in respective fields so that 
they are more desirable by prospective employers. 
For these reasons above, the Researcher and the Department of 
Industrial Education at MSU has chosen to survey the effectiveness 
of their Associate, Bachelor and Master degree programs. 
The purposes of this study is to determine and to analyze the 
current status of graduates from Associate and Bachelor degree 
programs from August 1979 to May 1982 and students graduating 
from the Master degree program from May 1979 to May 1982 from the 
Department of Industrial Education and Technology, School of Applied 
Science and Technology, at MSU. 
Significance of the Problem 
Morehead State University desires to develop a method to 
evaluate the effectiveness of their Industrial Education and 
Technology programs. The primary purposes of this study were to: 
(1) determine the current employment status of graduates in the 
Department of Industrial Education and Technology at MSU; and (2) 
assess the effectiveness of these programs as perceived by the 
graduates, Effectiveness was examined in the areas of curriculum 
content and instruction, academic advising, program evaluation, job 
preparation, job placement, job satisfaction and education/job 
relationship. In addition, the graduates had the opportunity to 
evaluate and identify needed curriculum changes to reflect current 
knowledge and practices needed in the field of Industrial Education 
and Technology. 
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Limitations of the Study 
The Study was conducted within the confines of the following 
limitations: 
1. The Study will'be limited to those students who graduated 
from Associate and Bachelor degree programs from August 
of 1979 to May of 1982 and students who graduated from a 
Master degree program from May of 1979 to May of 1982, 
2. Due to the nature of this Study and the results which were 
needed, the graduates of the following seventeen (17) 
areas were surveyed: 
a. Broadcast Technology 
b, Construction Technology 
c, Drafting and Design Technology 
d. Electricity Technology 
e. Electronics Technology 
f. Grapliic Arts Technology 
g. Industrial Supervision and Management Technology 
h, Machine Tool Technology 
i, Power and Fluids Technology 
j. Industrial.Education (Vocational Trade and Education) 
k. Welding Technology 
1. Area of Concentration in Industrial Education 
Orientation/Exploration Levels (Industrial Arts) 
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m. Areas of Concentration in Industrial Education 
Preparation Level (Trade and Industry) 
n. Major in Industrial Education (Industrial Arts) 
o. A.rea of Concentration in Industrial Technology 
p. Major in Industrial Technology 
q. Master of Science degree in Vocational Education 
(Industrial Education) 
Definition of Terms 
The following terms are defined as they are used in this 
study: 
Associate of Applied Science Degree (AAS) - The Associate of 
Applied Science degree refers to the two year or four semester 
academic programs in the School of Applied Sciences and Technology. 
Bachelor of Science Degree (BS) - The Bachelor of Science degree 
refers to four year or eight semester academic programs in the 
School of Applied Sciences and Technology. 
Master of Science Degree (MS) - The Master of Science degree is 
advanced education beyond the undergraduate program in the School 
of Applied Sciences and Technology in which the student has ten 
years to complete but may be obtained after one year. 
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On-the-Job Training (OJT) - Is training that one receives during 
employment to gain knowledge and skills related to that particular job. 
Chapter II 
RELATED LITERATURE REVIEW 
While evaluation is being emphasized for accountability and 
program justification, it also has other traditional outcomes that 
should not be overlooked. A fundamental reason for education 
evaluation should be to seek program improvement and future program 
direction. In order to help clarify or determine the outcome of 
the programs other information is sought. 
Related Research 
Information gathered for this purpose, according to Shaw (1981), 
can be valuable to educators for numerous reasons, as well as 
fulfilling legislative requirements and annual program reports. 
The information can improve the administrative decision-making 
process. For management and program planning, it can provide 
feedback that is needed for future program planning and develop-
ment. The information can point out needed programs, services 
and activities by revealing gaps in the program that are needed 
to fulfill the needs of students, business, industry and labor. 
A follow-up study by Doty (1982) of campus and military based 
industrial technical graduates was a study given to determine the 
·effectiveness of a military based program in relation to a compar-
able campus program. Attempts were made to determine the attitudes 
of graduates toward the programs in relation to their employment, 
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possible points of program weakness and miscellaneous employment 
characteristics of the graduates. Questionnaires were mailed as 
a means to gather the data. The sample consisted of all graduates, 
both campus and military, of the Southern Illinois University of 
Carbondale's Technology program for the years 1979 and 1980. 
The findings of the study suggests that the military based 
program is a viable one, teaches what it proposes to teach, 
provides satisfaction to the graduate, properly matches the campus 
program and provides a high level of training in skills needed for 
successful industrial technology performance. 
An assessment by Burnham (1982) of the two-year vocational 
programs at the University of Nebraska, was to determine the effect-
iveness of all vocational programs as perceived by graduates and 
employers of those graduates. Answers received through question-
naires related personal fulfillment, opportunity for job advance-
ment and earning potential and an opportunity to select elective 
courses were the three vocational program outcomes most favored 
by the graduates. Strengths of the programs regarding curriculum/ 
instructional experience were.gained through current faculty 
relationships, variety of course offerings and the quality of 
instruction in major area programs. The most favored instructional 
methods were lecture, contract with instructor, discussion groups 
and open laboratory, These studies· related satisfactorily with 
the programs and general educational courses and the programs were 
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pertinent to job attainment and requirements. All the employers 
found the occupational training of the graduates in the area of 
attitudes, abilities and technical communication skills to be 
· exceptionally good. 
A follow-up study by Jones (1982) of students from career/ 
technical programs of the fourteen public community colleges in 
the Province of British Columbia Institute of Technology involved 
students who had attended career technical programs for one year 
and a year later were not enrolled in any program of study. Among 
observed results were: 29% of students attended their institution 
to learn the skills needed for a job and 33% to improve existing 
skills; 87% of the former students were employed and 75% of their 
jobs were related in some way to their training; 70% found employ-
ment within four months of leaving their institution; one half of 
the respondents intend to take further education in their specific 
field of training arid 39% intend to take further education in other 
areas; and students are concerned about the general reputation of 
post-secondary institutions, the quality of teaching, counseling, 
and the overall educational standards. 
A survey by Hughes (1981) of 161 students who graduated from 
Mississippi County Connnunity College (MCCC) during the year 1977-79 
with an associate of applied science degree was conducted to 
determine the occupational success of the graduates, their 
perception of the strengths and weaknesses of MCCC, and suggestions 
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for improvement. The survey instrument solicited information 
concerning: (.1) the relationship of the graduates job to his or her 
course of study; (2) reasons for not locating a job related to MCCC 
studies; and (3) the quality of MCCC with regard to practical 
and theoretical instruction, career orientation, placement services, 
required and elective courses, and academic advising. In addition, 
suggestions for improvement were sought through two-open ended 
questions. 
Selected findings, based on the 67.3% response rate, reveal 
that 69.4% of the respondents had jobs related to their studies; 
the blending of theory and practice of MCCC was favorably rated by 
most graduates; and general education courses received slightly 
lower ratings than required vocational courses. The survey report 
summarized findings and compares selective data with a similar study 
conducted in 1979. The success of any occupational program lies, 
to a large extent, in the ability of its graduates to locate jobs 
related to their degree objective or to enter into advance training 
in their chosen fields of endeavor. A related study of graduates 
of occupational programs at Mississippi County Community College 
for the years 1977-1981, was conducted to assess the past gradua-
tion success of its graduates. 
A two-page questionnaire identical to the one used in 1979 
A.A.S. program follow-up study was mailed to 117 A.A.S. graduates 
(years 1975-1980) on May 15, 1981. Also, the questionnaire was 
distributed· to forty-four 1981 graduates during graduation 
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rehearsal. A total of 161 A.A.S. graduates were initially contacted 
for their participation in the study with a total of 67.3% responding. 
Of the 97 respondents, 29 indicated they had not found employ-
ment related to their degree. Eleven respondents (33%) could not 
find jobs related to their training, 9 respondents (27%) continued 
their education in some manner and 4 graduates (12%) found that 
the jobs did not pay well enough to meet their needs. 
Graduates viewed with favor all program components, however, 
suggested that more time be devoted to practice or "OJT" related 
activities. Placement services were seen as an area where the 
college could improve its service for occupational programs, 
Related to instruction, major support courses were rated 
highly relevant. They judged to a lesser degree the impact of 
general education courses on their training and reconnnended more 
practical experience courses in their major be offered in place 
of general educational courses. 
A survey by Barnard (1980) of the 443 Illinois Valley 
Connnunity College (IVCC) students who graduated in swruner 1978, 
December 1978, and May 1979, was conducted to determine graduates' 
vocational and/or educational activities and their attitude toward 
the college's strengths and weaknesses. Major findings based on a 
77% response rate indicated that 41% of the respondents were 
attending colleges and universities; this figure represents the first 
gain in the percentage of IVCC graduates to directly transfer to 
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other institutions since 1970, Most (163) were attending public 
colleges and liberal arts was the most popular declared major. 
The percentage of students employed after graduation (33%) 
decreased from, in 1978, a high of 57 ;5%. While responses to open-
ended questions revealed a number of college's weaknesses, as 
well as strengths, 95% of the respondents indicated that they would 
recommend IVCC to other students. 
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A survey by Lack and Others (1979) of all 1978 occupational 
program graduates of Illinois Community Colleges was conducted 
during January and February 1979 to determine graduate employment 
status, placement rates and salaries, job location, job satisfaction, 
graduates' evaluations of community colleges, degree of graduates' 
success in achieving occupational goals and impact of community 
college attendance upon students. 
Of the surveyed group, 7,773 graduates (52.6%) responded. 
The study revealed that the library services, instruction, and 
veterans services were rated highly. Job placement and career 
counseling services received the highest percentage of "poor" and 
"very poor" ratings. Most respondents indicated that a community 
college education was helpful in the development of communication 
skills (92.1%), critical thinking (91. 7%), personal relations 
(87.3%), and life goals and values (87.1%). A high proportion of 
graduates (74.9%} were employed full time; another 12.7% were in 
part-time jobs, 4.9% were looking for work, and 7.5% were 
unavailable for work. Graduates of two year programs earned a 
median salary of $890 per month, while graduates of one year 
programs received $694. Most graduates (63%) found work within 
their community college district. 
A survey by Bathroy and Dicarlo (1980) .cif the graduates who 
had earned an associate degree in liberal arts or career programs 
at Greenfield Community College (GCC) from 1977 was conducted to 
determine the greatest vocational and/or educational pursuits. 
Major findings for all GCC graduates, based on a 42% response 
rate, included the following: (1) 84% had been employed full time 
since graduation; (2) 98% were currently employed full or part-
time and/or were students and/or homemakers; (3) 81% were currently 
Massachusetts residents; (4) 60% had earned in excess of $9,000 
per year; and (5) 61% had gone on for further education, with 59% 
of these graduates receiving additional degrees. 
Major findings for the liberal arts majors, based on a 42% 
response rate, revealed that 64% were currently employed, 33% were 
employed part time, and the remaining 8% were unemployed. The 
majority (80%) were Massachusetts residents, and 62% earned $9,000 
per year or more, most (81%) went on for higher education, with 
64% receiving additional degrees. 
Findings for the career program were based on a 40% response 
rate, revealing that 65% were currently employed full time. With 
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regard to income, 57% earned $9,000 per year or more, less than 
half (47%) went on for further education, but of these 54% earned 
an additional degree. Of all Greenfield Community College graduates, 
45% are men and 55% are women. 
In summer 1980, a survey by McMaster and Staatse (1980) was 
conducted for Mercer County Community College (MCCC) to gather 
data on summer 1976 graduates, with respect to their current employ-
ment status, educational activities and opinions of MCCC. Of the 
561 deliverable questionnaires, 45% were returned. The question-
naire's first section asked the sex, ethnic status and the major of 
the students. Of the 251 respondents, 58% were male, 87% Caucasian 
and 67% graduated from career programs. In the next section, 
students' current job status and activities were explored. Responses 
revealed 80% of the graduates were employed full time, 52% were 
employed within Mercer County, and 22% were employed by a govern-
mental agency. Their yearly salary was $303 per week and 48% were 
very satisfied with their job, 85% rated their MCCC education as 
good or better, 49% were working in a field related to their MCCC 
major, and 34% had heard about their job through a friend or 
relative. The questionnaire's third section focused on educational 
activities. It was revealed that 68% of the respondents had contin-
ued their education since graduation. Of these, 51% had completed 
another degree, 58% maintained the same or a related major, 84% 
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transferred MCCC credit. In answer to a request for comments, 
most respondents focused on advertisement and career placement 
difficulties, problems with transferring and academic standards 
and inadequacy of clinical nursing experience. 
A follow-up student by Walleri (1981) of graduates was 
conducted at Mt. Hood Community College to determine how effective 
the vocational programs had prepared students for employment and 
for continuing education. A questionnaire mailed or administered 
by telephone sought information on training and placement, employ-
ment status, income and satisfaction with services offered. 
The majority of graduates and non-graduates were employed in 
jobs related to their college training and were satisfied with their 
training and employment. Continued education was reported by 33% 
of graduates and 48% of non-graduates. 
A survey by Foellinger and·Aspinwalt (1981) was conducted 
to assess the employment and/or educational activities of vocational 
students who either graduated or dropped out. Members of the survey 
sample were askeq to indicate: (1) the full time/part time status 
of their current salaries if employed and (2) the relationship .of 
their job or current major to their field of training. 
Major findings reported were that 78% of both groups were 
not attending school, the employment rate for graduates at 84% was 
higher than that for early leavers with a rate of 68.4%. Of those 
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who were employed, 83.7% were working full time and 74.8% were 
in jobs related to their training, Salary figures indicated gradu-
ates earned a higher income than early leavers and that female 
income was lower than that of the male salary. 
According to Pinder (1980}, during the academic year 1978-79;-
opinions about the use of evaluation in Industrial Arts education 
were sought from state supervisors, Industrial Arts Chairpersons 
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and school guidance coordinators. Emphasis was placed on minimum 
competency testing as well as strength and weakness of existing 
Industrial Arts programs, At least 45% perceived course content to 
be the greatest strength of their programs. Funding was seen as the 
greatest weakness by 41% of the chairpersons. Approximately 90% 
agreed that course content and facilities should be included in an 
evaluation system. Less than 12% of the schools surveyed indicated 
Industrial Arts items were on a minimum competency list at the local 
level. Thirty-three states conducted regular systematic evaluations. 
Thirty-five states and territorial supervisors thought Industrial 
Arts items should be included on state minimum competency levels. 
A follow-up study by Lester (1980) of graduates from 1977 
to 1979 was donducted to examine the effectiveness of the Associate 
of Applied Science Degree programs, in the Department of Industrial 
Education and Technology at Morehead State University (MSU). The 
effectiveness was examined by questionnaires in the areas of job 
preparation, job placement, job security, and job advancement. 
With a 53% return rate of questionnaires, major findings 
reported that 58% of the graduates were employed full time, 42% were 
continuing their education, 7% were unemployed and 2% were working 
part time. Not one of the 58% employed graduates was assisted by 
an instructor in finding employment. Graduates who were continuing 
their education at MSU was 90%, with 58% continuing their education 
in Industrial Technology. Equipment in the shops .of different 
programs was found to be insufficient. 
Conclusions 
The real test of the effectiveness of an educational program 
is in the performance of its graduates. Employers of the graduates 
can contribute markedly to program improvement by stating whether 
or not the graduates met the expectation the employer had for them. 
Recent graduates are in an appropriate position to make suggestions 
about their educational programs, removed as they are from the 
academic setting and faced with job expectations. 
A follow-up study of graduates, therefore, can give valuable 
guidance to the faculty for improvement. These studies indicated 
various areas of the curriculum that should be investigated as 
illustrated by the following questions: 
1. Is present job directly related to program preparation? 
2. Length of time to obtain employment. 
3. Annual salary range of present job. 
15 
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4. How obtained present position? 
5. If not presently employed, why? 
6. If continuing education, where? 
7. Satisfaction with present position. 
8. Was academic advising adequate? 
9. Was overall program adequate? 
10. Evaluation of each required course in program of study. 
Chapter III 
METHODOLOGY 
Basically, a descriptive type of research approach was 
utilized in this study. The basic concern of the research is to 
relate the effectiveness of the degree program training and the 
employment of graduates in the Department of Industrial Education 
and Technology at MSU. The collection of data was through mail 
questionnaires. 
Population and Sampling 
The population of this study consisted of 431 graduates in 
the Associate of Applied Science, Bachelor of Science and Master 
of Science Degree programs in the Department of Industrial Education 
and Technology at MSU, The population consisted of all students 
who graduated from an Associate and Bachelor -Degree program from 
August 1979 to May of 1982 and all Student:-s who graduated from a 
Master's Degree program from May of 1979 to May of 1982 in this 
Department. 
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A total list of graduate names from 1979 through 1982 was 
obtained from the Office of the Registrar at MSU. The Registrar 
provided the list of graduate names who had an area of concentration, 
a major or a minor in all degree programs. The researcher then 
seleeted all degree program graduates in industrial edueation and 
teehnology from the list. For a eomplete list see Appendix A. 
Addresses and Mailing Labels 
Addresses for the population were obtained from the Alumni 
Assoeiation of MSU whieh is very aetive in maintaining and updating 
student addresses after their leaving of the University. 
Mailing labels, ineluding name, address and a three digit eode 
number system identifying the students degree program (Ol=Broadeast 
Teehnology, ete.) and year of graduation (9='79, ete.) was punehed 
into a eomputer terminal by the researeher so that the eomputer 
eould proeess and print the mailing labels for the mailing of the 
questionnaires. For eomplete list see Appendix A. The graduate 
names, addresses and ·eodes were left in the eomputer so that other 
labels eould be printed out as needed in other related researeh and 
also with entranee to add more upeoming graduate names and addresses. 
Instrumentation and Data Colleetion 
Questionnaires in related studies were used as a basis for the 
development of the ones used in this study. These related question-
naires were reviewed and eritiqued by the researeher to determine 
if similar questions eould be used. 
A questionnaire was then put together with two separate 
seetions; the first seetion eovering employment status of all 
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graduates and the second section evaluating each degree program's 
curriculum. 
A samp.le of the questionnaire was then distributed to faculty 
members in the Department of Industrial Education and Technology 
for their connnents and criticisms. The questionnaire was then 
devised, based upon the comments of the faculty members to establish 
reliability and face validity. 
The final product, a two-part four page questionnaire, 
primarily consists of closed-end items with space allotted at the 
end for comments. Part A of the form includes eight questions 
relating to employment status. There are seventeen possible Part 
B sections, one for each program area. The graduate only received 
the section specific to his/her degree. Part Bis divided into 
three sections; status after graduation, curriculum content and 
specific comments. 
The questionnaire was also coded to protect the identity of 
responding graduates and to aid in classifying collected data. 
Using a nine digit code number, determined several pertinent items: 
the first three digits, represented the number of the questionnaire 
sent out from the total list of graduates; the second three digits, 
represented the number of the questionnaire sent out from a 
specific program area; the seventh and eighth digit, represented 
a specific program area (01 = Broadcast Technology, etc.; the 
last digit, represented year of graduation (9 = '79, etc.). See 
Appendix B for the questionnaires used. 
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For this study to be conducted properly certain .materials were 
used to ensure an appropriate collection of responses. The materials 
which were included were: 
1. Cover Letter - This letter explains the purpose and 
importance of the questionnaire to the population. This 
letter along with a University addressed, posta·ge-paid 
return.envelope was·mailed . .with the questionnaire. 
See Appendix C for the sample Cover Letter. 
2. Follow-Up Letter - This letter was sent out two weeks 
after the first mailing along with another copy of the 
questionnaire, reminding the population of the importance 
of returning the questionnaire. See Appendix D for the 
sample Follow-Up Letter. 
3. Faculty Follow-Up Letter - This letter was sent out four 
weeks after the first follow-up letter by the program's 
advisors explaining the ing,ortan·ce of returning· the question-
naire for program improvement. See Appendix E for the 
sample Faculty Follow-Up Letter 
Material Printing 
The researcher gained access to the Graphics laboratory in the 
Department of Industrial Education and Technology at MSU where the 
Compu-Graphic 1680 Typesetter was used in typesetting the question-
naire, cover letter and the first follow-up letter for the study. 
The researcher then proceeded through the general facets of pro-
ducing the materials to the final product. 
Administration of the Instrument 
The questionnaire survey for this study was soley conducted 
by mail in a two-month period. The questionnaire, cover letter and 
postage paid return envelope was mailed to 424 graduates lacking 
seven graduates who had left no forwarding address after .leaving 
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the University. Ninety-seven graduates, or 23% of the total respond-
ed to the first mailing, and 17 questionnaires were returned because 
of addressee unknown. After a period of two weeks, follow-up 
letters w~th another copy of the first mailing materials were sent 
to the remaining 310 who had not replied to the inquiry. Of 
these 310, fifty-nine or 14% answered. A faculty follow-up mailing 
was constructed and mailed four weeks later to the remaining 275 who 
had not yet responded. After a two-week waiting period, nine or 
two percent, returned the completed questionnaire and the survey was 
then stopped considering all questionnaires were returned that were 
intended to be returned. 
Altogether, 165 of the 424 contacted graduates returned the 
questionnaire. Seventeen letters were· ·returned marked "addressee 
unknowri'1,and four questionnaires were returned by students unable to 
complete the forms due to various reasons. Of the 403 graduates who 
could respond to the questionnaire, 161 or 40%, responded. 
Chapter IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
From the survey results, the data was tabulated and placed in 
appropriate areas or stacks. All data presented in this chapter 
was condensed as much as practical to reduce any confusion by the 
reader. 
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Data received from the questionnaires was tabulated and presented 
in two different methods. The first was by total programs response 
of "Part A" and the second by individual program response of "Part A 
and Part B" in the questionnaire. 
The percentage method of statistical analysis was used to 
compare data and to present this data in usable table form. 
Summary of Survey Results 
The following tabulations of data shows the results obtained 
by this study. There were 424 questionnaires mailed and of that 
number 21 were invalidated due to the following reasons: 
L. It was impossible to contact some of the graduates with 
the address obtained from the Alumni Association, 
2. Some questionnaires were returned for one reason or another. 
With a reduced total of 403 participants in the study and the 
return of 161 thereby giving a 40% return rate. 
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Total Response Tabulations - Part A 
This section presents information pertaining to Part A of the_ 
questionnaire in total degree programs. All tabulations are on a 
total response basis and do not provide information concerning in-
dividual programs. Information of this nature will be provided in 
the next section, Also, due to the nature of some questions and 
responses, the researcher is leaving out information that is not per-
tinent in the total program responses. Information of this nature 
will also be found in the next section under the respective programs. 
Job Relationship to Preparation 
Question number 1, part 1, of questionnaire: Is your present 
job directly related to your degree program preparation? Yes, No. 
This section of the study deals with all the respondents that 
are presently employed. Table 1 indicates whether or not the grad-
uates' employment is directly related to their programs preparation. 
Note the no response category representing 16 or 10% of the respon-
dents giving no reply, which should indicate the graduates that are 
unemployed; but this figure does not correspond with the correct 
figure in Table 6 concerning unemployment. The reason that the 
figure is lower in Table 1 is that some respondents related a pre-
vious job or their continuing education as related or not related to 
the degree program preparation, 
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Table 1 
Employment Relationship to Preparation 
Possibilities Number Percent 
Job directly related 
Job not directly related 
No response 
Total 
Time to Obtain Employment 
83 
62 
16 
161 Total 
52% 
~% 
10% 
100% 
Question number 2 of the questionnaire: How long after receiv-
ing your degree did you obtain employment? Before graduation, one to 
six weeks after graduation, six weeks to one year after graduation, 
longer than one year after graduation. 
This section of the study deals with all the respondents that 
have obtained some type of employment since graduating. Table 2 
indicates the time length it took to obtain employment since their 
receiving of a degree. Note the no response category representing 
14 or 9% of the respondents giving no reply which indicates grad-
uates that did not ever obtain employment since receiving their 
degree. 
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Table 2 
Time Length to Obtain Employment 
Possibilities Ntnnber Percent 
Before graduation 62 39% 
One to six weeks after graduation 38 24% 
Six weeks to one year after graduation 36 22% 
Longer than one year after graduation 11 7% 
No response (indicates never employed) 14 9% 
Total 161 Total 100% 
Respondents Present Salary 
Question ntnnber 3 of questionnaire: What is the annual 
salary range of your present employment? Less than $6,432, $6,432 
to $8,000, $8,001 to $10,000, $10,001 to $12,000, $12,001 to 
$15,000, $15,001 to $20,000, $20,001 to $25,000, $25,001 and 
up. 
This section of the study deals with all the respondents annual 
salary ranges. Table 3 indicates the annual salary ranges of the 
employed and also shows a no response for the unemployed and 
graduates not revealing their salaries. 
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Table 3 
Present Graduate Annual Salary Range 
Possibilities Number Percent 
Less than $6,432 16 10% 
$6,432 to $8,000 9 6% 
$8,001 to $10,000 1 1% 
$10,001 to $12,000 8 5% 
$12,001 to $15,000 22 14% 
$15,001 to $20,000 25 16% 
$20,001 to $25,000 30 19% 
$25,001 and up 23 14% 
No response 27 17% 
Total 161 Total 100% 
Employment Assistance 
Question 4 of questionnaire: How did you obtain your present 
position? (Check all the appropriate answers~). University faculty 
and/or department assistance, university placement services, state 
employment services, found own job, other. 
Table 4 indicates ways the graduates found employment. The 
larger number (12) of respondents or higher percentage indicates that 
graduates had more than one resource assisting them in locating 
their positions. Also, the no response category percentages are 
down as should be representing the unemployed as indicated by Table 
6. This would represent some respondents indicating how they ob-
tained a previous position before becoming unemployed or before con-
tinuing their education. 
Table 4 
Employment Resources of Graduates 
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Possibilities Number Percent 
University faculty and/or 
department assistance 
University placement· service 
State employment services 
Found own job 
*Other 
No response 
8 5% 
9 6% 
14' 9% 
105 65% 
19 12% 
18 11% 
Total 108% 
* The 19 or 12% of respondents who indicated their present position 
was found by other means than those listed above are below in Table 5. 
Table 5 
Other Employment Resources of Graduates 
Assistant Number 
Worked for company before attending college 2 
Already a full-time staff member of organ-
ization 1 
Self-employed 1 
Employer contacted me through faculty 
member 1 
Family 1 
Employed by Father 1 
Friend in company 1 
Friend suggested applying 1 
Newspaper 1 
Orders from U.S. Government 1 
Owned shop before graduating 1 
Private employment services 1 
Private placement agency 1 
Promoted from previous job 1 
Referred by relative 1 
Submitted credentials through contact 1 
United States Air Force recruiting 1 
Worked there during the summer 1 
Total 19 
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Percent 
11% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 
Total 100% 
Reasons for Unemployment 
Question number 5 of questionnaire: If you are not presently 
employed, why? Jobs not available in desired geographic locations, 
not interested in jobs presently available, continuing education, 
other, 
This section of the study gives the reasons for unemployment as 
well as an "other" choice for reasons not listed. Graduates who 
checked one of the responses were categorized as unemployed while 
graduates who did not respond were classified as employed. 
Table 6 
Reasons of Graduate Unemployment 
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Reasons Number Percent 
Jobs not available in desired geographic 
location 
Not interested in jobs presently available 
Continuing education 
*Other 
No response (indicates employment) 
Total 
6 
0 
13 
5 
],37 
161 
4% 
0% 
8% 
3% 
85% 
Total 100% 
·*The 5 or 3% of respondents who indicated their reason of unemploy-
ment was by other means than those listed above are below in Table 
1. 
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Table 7 
Other Reasons of Unemployment 
Reasons Number Percent 
Laid off 3 60% 
No jobs anywhere 1 20% 
Cannot find a job 1 20% 
Total 5 Total 100% 
Educational Status 
Question number 6, part 1, of questionnaire: If presently 
continuing your education, please indicate status. Full time, part 
time. 
The educational status of the respondents who are continuing 
their education was studied in this section. Table 8 indicates the 
current educational status of the respondents. Note in Table 9 of 
the 17 graduates who are continuing their education full time, only 
13 have indicated they are continuing their education instead of 
holding a job. This would indicate that four of the respondents are 
continuing their education while employed full time. The no 
response category indicates graduates not continuing their educa-
ti.on. 
Status 
Full time 
Part time 
No response 
Table 8 
Current Educational Status 
Total 
Ntnnber 
17 
30 
114 
161 
Institutions of Educational Continuation 
Total 
31 
Percent 
11% 
19% 
71% 
100% 
Question ntnnber 6, part 2, of questionnaire: Name of college or 
institution. 
This section also deals with those respondents who are continu-
ing their education. Table 9 indicates where these 47 respondents or 
30% have chosen to continue their education. Note that 2 of the 47 
or 4% wished not to reveal their institution of educational continua-
tion. 
Table 9 
Institutions of Educational Continuation 
Institutions 
Morehead State University 
University of Kentucky 
Florida Institute of Technology 
Ntnnber 
27 
5 
2 
Percent 
57% 
11% 
4% 
Ohio State University 2 4% 
Purdue University 2 4% 
University of Southern Mississippi 2 4% 
Company Taught 1 2% 
Rollipgs University 1 2% 
Western Michigan University 1 2% 
Wright State University 1 2% 
Xavier University 1 2% 
No response 2 4% 
Total 47 Total 100% 
Progams of Educational Continuation 
Question number 6, part 3, of questionnaire: Name of program. 
The final section concerning the 47 respondents who are continu-
ing their education deals with the choice of a program of study. The 
respondents were asked to give the name ofFrogramthey have chosen 
to continue their education. Table 10 indicates the different pro-
grams of study and the number of respondents studying in that program. 
Note that 9 of the 47 or 19% did not indicate their program of study. 
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Table 10 
Programs of Educational Continuation 
Programs Number 
Industrial Technology 8 
Master of Science in Vocational Education 7 
Master of Arts in Business and Adminis-
tration 
Industrial Education 
Corrosion Control 
Doctoral 
Electrical Engineering Technology 
Industrial Education/Industrial Org. Psy. 
Master of Arts in Mass Communications 
.Master of Education 
Master of Science in Industrial Education 
Mechanical Engineering 
Secondary Guidance Counseling 
Tele-communications 
No response 
Change of Employers 
Total 
7 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
9 
47 Total 
Percent 
17% 
15% 
15% 
13% 
2% 
2% 
2% 
2% 
2% 
2% 
2% 
2% 
2% 
2% 
19% 
100% 
Question number 7, part 1, of questionnaire: How many times 
have you changed employers since graduation? None, one, two, 
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three or more. 
This section of the study deals with all the respondents that 
have obtained and changed employment since earning their degree. 
Table 11 indicates the number of times the graduates have changed 
employers since their first job after graduating. Note the no 
response category representing 15 or 9% of the respondents giving 
no reply which indicates graduates ·that never obtained employment 
after receiving their degree. 
Table 11 
Change of Employers 
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Amount Number Percent 
None 98 61% 
One 21 13% 
Two 15 9% 
Three or more 12 7% 
No response (indicates 
never employed) 15 9% 
Total 161 Total 100% 
Reasons for Change in Employers 
Question number 7, part 2, of questionnaire: If employment has 
changed, list the primary reasons. 
This section also deals w±th employment changes but gives only 
the primary reasons for employment changes. As indicated by Table 
11, 48 or 30% of the total respondents have changed employers at 
least once since graduation. Table 12 indicates why these respond-
ents have chosen to change employers. 
Of the 48 graduates, 45 listed one primary reason, one listed 
two reasons and two did not respond as to the reason for changing 
employers. 
Table 12 
Reasons of Change in Employers 
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Reasons Number Percent 
Better pay 10 21% 
Laid off 9 19% 
Relocation 5 10% 
Dissatisfaction with job 4 8% 
Better job 3 6% 
Benefits 2 4% 
Personal 'preference 2 4% 
Better opportunity 1 2% 
Change in career goals 1 2% 
Employer attitudes 1 2% 
Job expectations did not materialize 1 2% 
Job market slow 1 2% 
Lack of challenge 1 2% 
No transportation 1 2% 
Previous jobs were temporary 1 2% 
Seasonal job 1 2% 
To obtain job desired 1 2% 
Worked outside of field 1 2% 
Work hour reduction 1 2% 
No response 2 4% 
Total 49 Total 100% 
Job Satisfaction 
Question number 8 of questionnaire: How well satisfied are you 
in your present position. 
Table 13 indicates how well the graduates are satisfied in 
their present position. Of the 161 graduates, 15 did not respond. 
This represent 9% of the 15% who were indicated as unemployed in 
Table 6. This means that 6% of these unemployed graduates evaluated 
previous jobs. 
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Table 13 
Job Satisfaction 
Responses Nmnber Percent 
Thoroughly satisfied 34 21% 
Satisfied, but would consider a change 67 42% 
Somewhat dissatisfied, would change 
if I could 26 16% 
Thoroughly dissatisfied 16 10% 
*Other 3 2% 
No response 15 9% 
Total 161 Total 100% 
*The 3 or 2% of respondents who indicated their job satisfaction was 
by other reasons than those listed above are in Table 14, 
Table 14 
Other Responses to Job Satisfaction 
Responses Nmnber Percent 
Not thoroughly satisfied, but will do 1 33% 
Unemployed 1 33% 
No reason 1 33% 
Total 3 Total 100% 
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Individual Program Response Tabulations - Part A 
This section of the study deals with each of the 17 individual 
programs. The total responses in Part A given earlier are now broken 
down into their respective programs wh~ch are listed in alphabetical 
order beginning with the associate degree, bachelor degree and ending 
with the master degree program. This section can be used to analyze 
strengths or weaknesses of each program. The number of respondents 
in each program are listed in each table. At the end of this section 
are position titles and descriptions of job responsibilities for 
each respondent in each individual program. 
The question as it appears in the Total Response Tabulations 
is not given in this section. However, each area of Part A in this 
section refers the reader to an earlier area and table so that the 
reader can fully understand each table. 
Job Relationship to Preparation in Individual Programs 
This section of the study takes the information of Table 1 and 
breaks it down into the 17 individual programs. The job relation-
ship to preparation of each respondent, in each program, is listed 
in Table 15. As indicated in the total response tabulations of job 
relationship to preparation, the no response category does not 
necessarily represent the total unemployed. This was due to some 
students relating a previous job or continuing their education as 
related or not related to the degree program p:i,eparation. 
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Table 15 
Job Relationship to Preparation in Individual Programs 
Number of Job Job Not No 
Programs Respondents Directly Directly Response 
Related Ile lated 
Broadcast N o Re s p on den t s 
Construction 7 43% 43% 14% 
Drafting & Design 5 40% 60% 0% 
Electrical 7 71% 29% 0% 
Electronics 21 48% 29% 24% 
Graphic Arts 2 0% 50% 50% 
Ind. Supv. & Manage-
ment 8 63% 25% 13% 
Machine Tool 8 25% 63% 13% 
Power & Fluids No G r a d u a t e s 
Voe. Trade & Educ. 3 100% 0% 0% 
Welding 14 21% 57% 21% 
Ind. Educ. ·orient/Explo, 23 57% 35% 9% 
Ind. Educ. Preparation 
Level 6 67% 33% 0% 
Major in Ind. Educ. 1 100% 0% 0% 
Area of Cone. Ind. 
Technology 38 50% 45% 5% 
Maj or in Ind. Tech. 6 50% 50% 0% 
Master of Science in Voe. 
Ed 12 83% 17% 0% 
Total 161 
Time to Obtain Employment in Individual P-rograms 
This section of the study takes the information of Table 2 
and breaks it down into the 17 individual programs, The time to 
obtain employment of each respondent in each program is listed in 
Table 16. As indicated in the total response tabulations of time to 
obtain employment, the no response category indicates the graduates 
that never obtained employment since receiving their degrees. 
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Table 16 
Time to Obtain Employment in Individual Programs 
Number Before One to six Six weeks Longer than No response 
Programs of Graduation weeks after to one year one year (indicates Respondents graduation after grad-, after grad- never employed) 
uation uation 
Broadcast N 0 Re s p o n de n t s 
Construction 7 29% 14% 29% 14% 14% 
Drafting & Design 5 20% 40% 20% 0% 20% 
Electrical 7 29% 42% 29% 0% 0% 
Electronics 21 29% 0% 33% 14% 24% 
Graphic Arts 2 0% 0% 0% 50% 50% 
Ind. Supervision & 
Management 8 75% 0% 13% 0% 13% 
Machine Tool 8 50% 13% 25% 0% 13% 
Power & Fluids 'N 0 G· r a du a t e s 
Voe. Trade & Ed 3 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Welding 14 50% 29% 0% 14% 7% 
.0-
f--
Ind. Ed. Orient/ 
Expl 23 22% 52% 17% 4% 4% 
Ind. Ed. Prepara-
tion Level 6 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Maj or in Ind. Ed 1 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 
Area of Cone. Ind·. 
Technology 38 24% 32% 34% 5% 5% 
Major in !nd. Tech. 6 67% 17% 17% 0% 0% 
Master of Science In 
Voe. Education 12 58% 17% 25% 0% 0% 
Total 161 
Respondents Present Salary in Individual Programs 
This section of the study takes the information of Table 3 
and breaks it down into the 17 indiv:i'.dual programs, The present 
salary of each respondent, in each program, is listed in Table 
17, As indicated in the total response tabulations of respondents 
present salary, the no response category indicates the unemployed 
and graduates not revealing their salaries. 
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Table 17 
Respondents Present Salary in Individual Programs 
Number Less $6,342 $8,001, $10,001 $12,001 $15,001 $20,09] $25,001 No 
Programs of than to to to to to to and Response 
Resp- $6,432 $8,000 $10,000 $12,000 $15,000 $20,000 $25,000 up 
ondents 
Broadcast N 0 Re s p o·ndents 
Construction 7 0% 0% 0% 0% 29% 29% 14% 14% 14% 
Drafting & Design 5 0% 20% 0% 20% 20% 20% 0% 0% 20% 
Electrical 7 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 29% 57% 0% 14% 
Electronics 21 14% 5% 5% 5% 10% 10% 14% 5% 33% 
Graphic Arts 2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 50% 50% 
Ind. Super. & 
Management 8 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 13% 50% 38% 
Machine Tool 8 13% 13% 0% 0% 13% 13% 25% 0% 25% 
Power & Fluids N 0 Gradua t e s 
Voe. Trade & Ed. 3 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 
Welding 14 50% 7% 0% 7% 7% 7% 7% 7% 7% 
-0-
-0-
Ind. Ed. Orient/ 
Expl. 23 4% 4% 0% 13% 43% 17% 4% 0% 13% 
Ind. Ed. Prepara-
tion Level 6 0% 0% 0% 0% 17% 17% 33% 33% 0% 
Major in Ind. Ed 1 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Area of Cone. Ind. 
Technology 38 8% 11% 0% 5% 3% 18% 18% 21% 16% 
Major in Ind. Tech. 6 17% 0% 0% 0% 17% 17% 17% 33% 0% 
Master of Science In 
Voe. Ed. 12 0% 0% 0% 0% 8% 25% 33% 25% 8% 
Total 161 
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Employment Assistance of Graduates in ·rndivi.dual Programs 
This section of the study takes the information of Table 4 
and breaks it down into the 17 individual programs. Employment 
assistance of each respondent, in each program, is listed in Table 
18. Twelve respondents had more than a single assistant in 
obtaining their present position. This will account for a larger 
number of respondents as will higher percentages in certain programs. 
The no response category represents the percentage of unemployed in 
each program hut does not because some respondents indicated how 
they obtained a previous position before becoming unemployed. 
Information concerning unemployment in individual programs can be 
found in Table 19. 
Table 18 
Employment Assistance of Gra~uates in Indiv:l.dual Programs 
Number University University State Found Other No 
Program of faculty placement Employment Own Job Response 
Respondents and/ or ser~ce Serv:1.ces 
department 
assistance 
Broadcast N 0 R e s p on d en t s 
Construction 7 0% 0% 0% 86% 0% 14% 
Drafting & Design 5 0% 0% 0% 60% 20% 20% 
Electrical 8 14% 14% 0% 57% 29% 0% 
Electronics 23 0% 0% 10% 67% 10% 24% 
Graphic Arts 2 0% 0% 0% 50% 0% 50% 
Ind. Super. & 
Management 8 0% 0% 13% 75% 0% 13% 
Machine Tool 9 0% 0% 13% 88% 0% 13% 
Power & Fluids N 0 Gr a d u a t e s 
Voe. Trade & Ed. 3 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 
.0-
" 
Welding 14 0% 
Ind. Ed. Orient/ 
Expl 25 9% 
Ind. Ed. Prepara-
tion Level 6 0% 
Major in Ind. Ed 2 100% 
Area of Cone. Ind·. 
Technology 41 5% 
Major in Ind. Tech. 7 0% 
Master of Science In 
Voe. Ed. 13 17% 
Total 173 
7% 7% 50% 
9% 9% 65% 
0% 0% 67% 
100% 0% 0% 
8% 8% 66% 
0% 0% 67% 
8% 0% 67% 
14% 
9% 
33% 
0% 
13% 
50% 
17% 
21% 
9% 
0% 
0% 
8% 
0% 
0% 
,,_ 
co 
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Reasons of Unemployment in Irtdividual·Programs 
This section of the study takes the information of Table 6 
and breaks it down into the 17 individual programs. The reasons for 
unemployment of each respondent, in each program, is listed in 
Table 19. The no response category indicates the percentage of 
employed graduates in each program. 
Programs 
Broadcast 
Construction 
Drafting & Design 
Electrical 
Electronics 
Graphic Arts 
Ind. Super. & 
Management 
Machine Tool 
Power & Fluids 
Voe. Trade & Ed. 
Welding 
Table 19 
Reasons of Unemployment in Individual Programs 
Number Jobs not avail- Not interested Continuing 
of able in desired in jobs pre- · Education 
Respondents geographical sently avail~ 
location able 
N 0 Re s p o n d e n t s 
7 0% 0% 14% 
5 0% 0% 0% 
7 0% 0% 0% 
21 0% 0% 24% 
2 0% 0% 0% 
8 0% 0% 0% 
8 0% 0% 13% 
N 0 G r a d u a t e s 
3 0% 0% 0% 
14 7% 0% 14% 
Other 
0% 
20% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
No response 
(indicates 
employment) 
86% 
80% 
100% 
76% 
100% 
100% 
88% 
100% 
79% 
"' 0 
Ind. Ed.Orient/ 
Expl 
Ind. Ed. Prepara-
tion Level 
Major in Ind. Ed 
Area of Cone, Ind, 
Technology 
Major in Ind. Tech. 
Master of Science In 
Voe. Ed. 
Total 
23 9% 0% 
6 0% 0% 
1 0% 0% 
38 8% 0% 
6 0% 0% 
12 0% 0% 
161 
9% 4% 
0% 0% 
0% 0% 
5% 8% 
0% 0% 
0% 0% 
78% 
100% 
100% 
79% 
100% 
100% 
Ln 
.... 
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Educational Status of Respondents in Individual Programs 
This section of the study takes the information of Table 8 and 
breaks it down into the 17 individual programs. The current educa-
tional status of each respondent in each program is listed in Table 
20. Note that some programs have a higher percentage of respondents 
continuing their education than indicated in Table 19. This indi-
cates some respondents are employed plus continuing their education 
full time. The no resp·onse category indicates graduates not continu-
ing their education. 
Table 20 
Educational Status of Respondents in Individual Programs 
Nl.llllber Full time Part time No response 
Programs of (not cont. 
Respondents educ.) 
Broadcast No R .e S p 0 n d e n t s 
Construction 7 14% 14% 72% 
Drafting & Design 5 0% 20% 80% 
Electrical 7 0% 14% 86% 
Electronics 21 24% 5% 71% 
Graphic Arts 2 50% 0% 50% 
Ind. Super. & 
Management 8 0% 63% 38% 
Machine Tool 8 13% 13% 75% 
Power & Fluids No Gr a d u at e s 
Voe. Trade & Ed. 3 0% 33% 67% 
Welding 14 21% 7% 71% 
Ind. Ed. Orient/ 
Expl 23 9% 30% 61% 
Ind. Ed. Prepara-
tion level 6 0% 50% 50% 
Major in Ind. Ed 1 0% 0% 100% 
Area of Cone. Ind. 
Technology 38 11% 11% 79% 
Major in Ind. Tech. 6 0% 17% 83% 
Master of Science In 
Voe. Ed. 12 0% 25% 75% 
Total 161 
Change of Employers in Individual Programs 
This section of the study takes the information of Table 11 
and breaks it down into the 17 individual programs. The number of 
employment changes of each respondent, in each program, is listed 
in Table 21. The no response category represents the graduates 
that never obtained employment· after receiving their degrees. 
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Table 21 
Change of Employers in Individual Programs 
Programs Number of None One Two Three or No response 
Respondents More 
Broadcast N 0 R e s p 0 n den t s 
Construction 7 72% 0% 14% 14% 0% 
Drafting & Design 5 60% 0% 0% 20% 20% 
Electrical 7 86% 14% 0% 0% 0% 
Electronics 21 38% 29% 5% 0% 29% 
Graphic Arts 2 0% 50% 0% 0% 50% 
Ind. Super. & 
Management 8 75% 13% 0% 0% 13% 
Machine Tool 8 59% 0% 0% 38% 13% 
Power & Fluids N o G n a d ua t e s 
Voe. Trade & Ed. 3 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Welding 14 71% 7% 14% 0% 7% 
Ind. Ed. Orient/ 
Expl 23 
Ind. Ed. Prepare-
tion Level 6 
Major in Ind. Ed. 1 
Area of Cone. Ind. 
Technology 38 
Major in Ind. Tech. 6 
Master of Science In 
Voe. Ed. 12 
Total 161 
57% 9% 
83% 0% 
0% 0% 
53% 24% 
67% 0% 
92% 0% 
22% 9% 
17% 0% 
100% 0% 
8% 8% 
17% 17% 
0% 8% 
4% 
0% 
0% 
8% 
0% 
0% 
..,, 
..,, 
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Joh Satisfaction of Respondents irt'Individual·Programs 
This section of the study takes the information of Table 13 
and breaks it down into the 17 individual programs. The job satis-
faction of each respondent, in each program, is listed in Table 22. 
The no response category should represent the percentage of unemploy-
ed in each program; but due to some respondents evaluating a previous 
job or their unemployment status, these percentages will not match 
the accurate unemployment percentages given in Table 19. 
Table 22 
Job Satisfaction of Respondents in Individual Programs 
Number '!horoughly Satisfied, but Somewhat Thorough.Ly Other No response 
Programs of Satisfied wou.ld consider dissatis- Dissatisfied 
Respondents a change fied, would 
change if I 
could 
Broadcast No R·e s p o n den t s 
Construction 7 14% 57% 29% 0% 0% 0% 
Drafting & Design 5 20% 40% 20% 20% 0% 0% 
Electrical 7 43% 43% 14% 0% 0% 0% 
Electronics 21 10% 29% 24% 14% 0% 24% 
Graphic Arts 2 50% 0% 0% 0% 0% 50% 
Ind. Super. & 
Management 8 13% 63% 13% 0% 0% 13% 
Machine Tool 8 13% 38% 13% 25% 0% 13% 
Power & Fluids No G r a du a t e s 
Voe. Trade & Ed. 3 67% 33% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
lJl 
-.J 
Welding 14 
Ind. Ed. Orient/ 
Expl 23 
Ind. Ed. Prepara-
tion Level 6 
Maj or in Ind. Ed 1 
Area of Cone. Ind. 
Tehhnology 38 
Maj or in Ind. Tech •. 6 
Master of Science In 
Voe. Ed 12 
Total 161 
29% 7% 21% 
17% 52% 4% 
17% 83% 0% 
0% 100% 
26% 34% 18% 
33% 33% 33% 
8% 75% 17% 
21% 
13% 
0% 
0% 
11% 
0% 
0% 
7% 
4% 
0% 
0% 
3% 
0% 
0% 
14% 
9% 
0% 
0% 
8% 
0% 
0% 
lJl 
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Employment Positions and Responsibilities 
This section of the study deals w.i:th joo titles and the 
responsibilities of the employed respondents in each of the Degree 
programs. As indicated by Table 6, there are 137 graduates 
who are employed. These 137 employed graduates were asked to list 
their exact position titl~ and a brief description of job respon-
sibilities. This section takes information from part 2 of question 
1 of the questionnaire. 
This information is broken down into the 17 different programs 
which can be valuable for counseling and curriculum improvement 
purposes for instructors for the different industrial programs. 
Broadcast 
Nci respondents, 
Construction 
1. Title: 
Construction Inspector 
Responsibility: 
Inspecting underground utilities and paving 
2. Title: 
Auditor 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
3. Title: 
Heavy equipment operator 
Responsibility: 
Operate equipment ·for construction 
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4. Title: 
Management 
Responsibility: 
Managing job cost analysis 
S. Title: 
Utility I Maintenance 
Responsibility: 
Maintenance of compressor engines and general plant maintenance 
6. Title: 
Equipment Mechanic 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
Drafting and Design 
1. Title: 
Maintenance Engineer . 
Responsibility: 
Maintenance and clerk 
2. Title: 
Architectual Designer 
Responsibility: 
Detailer from walls to equipment 
3. Title: 
Draftsman 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
4. Title: 
Part Owner,· of Appliance Store 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
Electrical 
1. Title: 
Instrumentation Technician 
Responsibility: 
Control power plant process 
2. Title: 
Reliability Engineer 
Responsibility: 
Monitoring and investigating reliability in production 
3. Title: 
Truck Driver 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
4. Title: 
Laborer 
Responsibility: 
Maintaining gas pumping station 
5. Title: 
Electrical Technician 
Responsibility: 
Prepare:new joos for construction and field work 
6. Title: 
Industrial Plant Engineer 
Responsibility: 
Responsible for plant lay out, purchasing and methods 
improvement 
7. Title: 
Electrical Maintenance 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
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Electronics 
1. Title: 
State Electrical Inspector 
Responsibility: 
Inspection of residential electrical installations 
2. Title: 
Engineering Analyst 
Responsioility: 
Computer programming and electronic interfacing 
3. Title: 
Pit Setter 
Responsibility: 
Set up molds for pouring iron to make ingots 
4. Title: 
Front End Systems Equipment Specialist 
Responsibility: 
Computer systems maintenance 
, 5. Title: 
Laborer.• in tobacco warehouse 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
6. Title: 
Quality Control Technician 
Responsibility: 
Inspects circuit boards 
7. Title: 
Broadcast Engineer 
Responsibility: 
Sets up television studios 
8. Title: 
Communications Technician 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
9. Title: 
Electronic Technician 
Responsibility: 
Repairs equipment and responsible for cable television and 
public broadcast systems 
10. Title: 
Service Technician 
Responsibility: 
Servicing electronic office equipment 
11. Title: 
Telecommunications Installer and Technician 
Responsibility: 
Wiring, repairing and programming switches for phone features 
12. Title: 
Training Specialist 
Responsibility: 
Intern for college 
13. Title: 
C~st Analyst 
Responsibility: 
Cut cost 
14. Title: 
Electronic Repairman 
Responsibility: 
Repairs electronic musical instrument 
15. Title: 
Instrumentation Engineer 
Responsibility: 
Ai.rcraft survivability research 
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16. Title: 
None listed 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
Graphic Arts 
1. Title: 
None listed 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
2. Title: 
Manager for pizza restaurant 
Responsibility: 
None listed. 
Industrial Supervision and Management 
1. Title: 
Senior Engineer 
Responsibility: 
Factory engineering group leader 
2. Title: 
Production Foreman 
Responsibili.ty: 
None listed 
3. Title: 
Supervisor of Mechanical Investigations 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
4. Title: 
None listed 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
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5. Title: 
Utility I. 
Responsibili.ty: 
Maintain gas compressor operations 
6. Title: 
Plant Engineer 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
7. Title: 
Master Scheduler 
Responsibility: 
Schedule assemhly departments 
8. Title: 
Manufacture Engineer 
Responsibility: 
Design tooling 
Machine Tool 
1. Title: 
Waiter for Domino's Pizza 
Responsibili tj/: 
Table waiter 
2. Title: 
Industrial Engineer 
Responsibility: 
Cost reductions and capital equipment justification 
3. Title: 
Manufacture Engineer 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
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4. Title: 
Quality Control Technician 
Responsibility: 
Work with electronics and computers 
5. Title: 
Business Owner 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
6. Title: 
Loader Operator 
Responsibility: 
Loading trucks 
7. Title: 
Stock Person 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
Power and Fluids 
No graduates 
Vocational Trade and Education 
1. Title: 
Welding Instructor 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
2. Title: 
Drafting Instructor 
Responsibility: 
Teaching architectual and mechanical drawing 
3. Title: 
Welding Instructor 
. Responsibility: 
None listed 
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Welding 
1. Ti.tle: 
None listed 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
2. Title: 
Salesman 
Responsibili.ty: 
Retai.l Sales 
3. Title: 
Farmer 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
4. Title: 
None listed 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
s'. Title: 
None listed 
Responsibility: 
Mone listed. 
6. Title: 
Machi.ne Operator 
Responsibility: 
Operate machi.nes for newspaper company 
7. Title: 
Vocational Teacher 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
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8. Title: 
Associate Engineer 
Responsibility: 
Welding development and research. 
9. Title: 
Utility II 
Responsibility: 
Overhaul turbines 
10. Title: 
Self Employed 
Responsibility: 
Operate equipment and mechanic 
11. Title: 
None listed 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
Industrial Education (Orientation/Exploration Level) 
1. Title: 
Machine Tool Designer 
Responsibility: 
Design optional equipment for the machine tools 
2. Title: 
Production Engineer 
Responsibility: 
Engineering furniture and supervising assembly 
3. Title: 
Marketing Advisor 
Responsibility: 
Showing public a new item 
4. Title: 
Industrial Arts Teacher 
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Responsibility: 
Teaching drafting and woodworki.ng 
5. Title: 
Industrial Arts Teacher 
Responsibility: 
Teaching woodworking and drafting 
6. Ti.tle: 
Industrial Arts Teacher 
Responsibility: 
Teaching metals and drafting 
7. Title: 
Teacher 
Responsibility: 
Teaching miscellaneous classes 
8 •. Title: 
Industrial Arts Teacher 
Responsibility: 
Teaching graphics and general shop 
9 •. Title: 
Salesperson 
Responsi.bility: 
Television and stereo sales 
10·. Ti:tle. :, . 
Teacher 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
11. Title: 
Material Handler 
Responsibility: 
General factory labor 
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12. Title: 
Industrial Arts Teacher 
Responsibility: 
Teaching woonworking and drafting 
13. Title: 
Graduate Assistant 
Responsibility: 
Teaching and odd jobs 
14. Title: 
Industrial Arts Teacher 
Responsibility: 
Not listed 
15. Title: 
Utility Maintenance 
Responsibility: 
Maintain and repair natural· gas turbines 
16. Title: 
Sales Representative 
Responsibility: 
Sales of heating and cooling products 
17. Title: 
Industrial Arts Teacher 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
18. Title: 
Industrial Arts Teacher 
Responsibility: 
Teaching middle school 
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Industrial Education (Preparation Level) 
1. Title: 
Auto Body Instructor 
Responsibility: 
Teaching job skills 
2. Title: 
Teacher 
Responsibility: 
Teaching carpentry at adult and secondary level 
3. Title: 
Self Employed 
Responsibility: 
Welding 
4. Title: 
Not listed 
Responsibility: 
Not listed 
5. Title: 
Vocational Teacher 
Responsibility: 
Not listed 
6. Title: 
Nm:;sing Instructor· 
Responsibility: 
Teaching in practical nurse program, 
Major In Industrial Arts 
1. Title: 
Industrial Arts Instructor 
Responsibility: 
Teaching college level drafting and graphics 
Area of Concentration In Industrial Technology 
1. Title: 
Instrumentation Engineer 
Responsibility: 
Aircraft survivability research 
2. Title: 
Electronic Serviceman 
Responsibility: 
Not listed 
3. Title: 
Professor 
Responsibility: 
Head of electronics department 
4. Title: 
Electrical Engineer 
Responsibility: 
Working with automatic test equipment 
-?.• Title: 
Job Club Coach/Counselor/Job Developer 
Responsibility: 
Teaching job finding skills 
6. Title: 
Energy Services Technologist 
Responsibility: 
Conunercial and industrial .representative for electric 
utility company 
7. Title: 
First Class Electrician 
Responsibility: 
Working with mining machinery 
8. Title: 
Retail Salesperson 
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Responsibility: 
Customer relations, selling painting supplies 
9. Ti.tle: 
Pit setter 
Responsibility: 
Setting up molds in foundry 
10. Title: 
Not 1:fuited 
Responsibility: 
Not listed 
11. Title: 
Electronic Technician 
Responsibility: 
Working in communications and data transfer 
12. Title: 
Graduate Assistant 
Responsibility: 
Working in counseling department 
13. Title: 
Assistant Buyer at Department Store 
Responsibility: 
Buying and selling merchandise 
14. Title: 
Salesperson 
Responsibility: 
Retail sales 
15. Title: 
Electrical Inspector 
Responsibility: 
Inspection of residential electrical installation 
16. Title: 
Carpenter 
Responsibility: 
None listed · 
17. Title: 
Energy Technician 
Responsibility: 
Making studies and recommendations on energy conservation 
18. Title: 
Communications and Electronics Staff Officer 
Responsibility: 
None l:ilsted 
19. Title: 
None listed 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
20. Title: 
Reclamation Inspector 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
21. Title: 
Electronic Technician 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
22. Title: 
Machine Operator 
Responsibility: 
Working in meat packing company 
23. Title: 
Associate Engineer 
Responsibility: 
Manufacturing research and responsible for welding and other 
technical areas 
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24. Title; 
Quality Control Technician 
Responsibility: 
Working with electronics and computers 
25. Title: 
Manager 
Responsibility; 
Working in 1Dajor pizza restaurant 
26. Title: 
Industrial Engineer 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
27. Ti.tle: 
Equipment Mechanic 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
28. Title: 
Sales Representative 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
29. Title: 
Industrial Engineer 
Responsibility: 
Testing new designs, installation of electrical equipment, and 
time and motion studies, 
30. Title: 
Salesman 
Responsibility: 
Working in welding supply house 
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Major In Industrial Technology 
1. Title: 
E.D.P. Systems Programmer 
Responsibility: 
Computer programmer 
2. Title: 
Customer Assistant 
Responsibility: 
Working in lawn and garden department 
3. Title: 
Process Systems Engineer/Technician 
Responsibility: 
Repair and maintain computer phonepherals and data communica-
tion hardware. and software 
4. Title: 
Design Draftman 
Responsibility: 
Draw and design CA TV systems 
5. Title: 
Battery Commander 
Responsibility: 
Commanding soldiers as field artillerymen 
6. Title: 
United States Air Force Pilot/Second Lieutenant 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
Master In Vocational Education 
1. Title: 
Program Coordinator 
Responsibility: 
Supervise vocational programs in five counties 
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2 •. Title: 
Vocational Teacher 
Responsibility: 
Worldng in carpentry 
3. Title: 
County Recreation Director 
Responsiliility: 
Manage and coordinate recreational activities in county 
4. Title: 
Principal of Vocational School 
Responsibili.ty: 
None listed 
5. Title: 
Project Coordinator 
Responsibility: 
Working with h~dicapped and disadvantaged 
6. Title: 
Owner/Manager of Public Business 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
7. Title: 
High School Teacher 
Responsibility: 
Teaching drafting/graphic arts 
8. Title: 
Coordinator of Applied Sciences and Technology 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
9. Title: 
Industrial Arts Teacher 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
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10. Title: 
Secondary teacher 
Responsibility: 
None listed 
11. Title: 
Principal of Vocational Education Center 
Responsibility: 
Responsible for six vocational programs 
12. Title: 
Vocational Teacher 
Responsibility: 
Teaching drafting 
Individual Program Response Tabulations - Part B 
This section of the study presents information pertaining to 
Part B of the questionnaire which was designed with different 
questions to gain specific information about industrial programs 
at Morehead State University. Information will be tabled where 
there is likeness in questions from the different programs. 
Information from questions that only pertain to a single program 
will be listed separately under the appropriate program. This 
section can be used to analyze strengths and weaknesses of each 
individual program. 
Associate Degree Graduates Status - Section I 
Section I of the Associate Degree questionnaires asks the 
-~ 
graduates to check one of the following three statements concerning 
completion of their associate degree: I left the institute as a 
student and immediately entered into employment, I remained at 
the institute to pursue an advanced degree, I entered employment 
and completed advanced degree requirements as a part-time student. 
Since the statements in Section I are all the same for the 
associate degree programs, the programs are listed in Table 23 and 
indicate how the graduates responded to the statements concerning 
completion of their degree. 
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Table 23 
Associate Degree Graduates Status 
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Bachelot·and Master·Degree·Program·Responses To·section I 
This section covers all information of Section I in each 
of the Bachelor and Master Degree programs. Due to differing 
questions in this section, as a result, each program is listed 
alphabetically and followed by information pertaining to that 
individual program. 
Area ·of ·concentration In Industrial Education--Option in 
Orientation/Exploration Levels--Section I. Question number 1 of 
questionnaire: I received an Associate Degree by working toward 
requirements before or during the Baccalaureate Degree. Yes, No. 
Of the 23 respondents, 5 or 22% had earned an associate 
degree while 17 or 74% did not earn an associate degree before or 
during the Baccalaureate Degree. One or 4% did not respond to the 
~tatement. 
Question number 2 of questionnaire: Check one or more of the 
following. After completing the Baccalaureate Degree, I entered 
directly into teaching; after completing the Baccalaureate Degree, 
I entered directly into non-teaching job; after completing the 
Baccalaureate Degree, I entered directly into grad~ate school; 
other. 
Of the 23 respondents, 13 or 57% entered directly into 
teaching, 6 or 26% entered directly into non-teaching jobs while 
5 or 22% entered directly into graduate school. Note the high 
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responses (24) which is caused by a graduate who entered 
directly into teaching and graduate school. 
Area of Concentration In Industrial Education~-option In 
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The Preparation Level--Section I. Question number 1 of question-
naire: I received an Associate Degree by working toward requirements 
before or during the Baccalaureate Degree. Yes, No. 
Of the 6 respondents, 4 or 67% had earned an associate degree 
while 1 or 17% did not earn an associate degree before or during 
the Baccalaureate Degree. One or 17% did not respond to the 
statement. 
Question number 2 of.the questionnaire: My area of teaching 
specialization was •. , Two or 33% listed Welding as a teaching 
specialization while Electronics, Carpentry, Industrial Education 
and Nursing each had 1 or 17% specializing there.· 
Question number 3 of questionnaire: Check one or more of the 
following. After completing the Baccalaureate Degree, I entered 
directly into teaching; after completing the Baccalaureate Degree, 
I entered directly into a non-teaching job; after completing the 
Baccalaureate Degree, I entered directly into graduate school; 
other. 
Of the 6 respondents, 1 or 17% entered directly into teaching, 
1 or 17% entered directly into a-non-teaching job, and 1 or 17% 
entered directly into graduate school while 3 or 50% said other 
which was explained by all 3 as begun teaching before completing 
the B.S. degree. 
Major In Industrial Education---Option In The Orientation/ 
Exploration Levels--Section · I. Ques.tion · number 1 of questionnaire: 
Were general electives taken in an Industrial Education area? 
Yes, No. 
With the one and only respondent, he/she indicated taking 
electives in an Industrial Education area. 
Question number 2 of questionnaire: I received an associate 
degree by working toward requirements before or during the 
Baccalaureate degree. Yes, No. 
The one respondent indicated he/she had not received an asso-
ciate degree prior to the Baccalaureate degree. 
Question numbe~ 3 of the questionnaire: My second major or 
minor was in. The single respondent listed his/her major or· 
., 
minor was in Biology, 
Question number 4 of questionnaire: Check one or more of the 
following. After completing the Baccalaureate degree, I entered 
directly into teaching; after completing the Baccalaureate degree, 
I entered directly into non-teaching job; after completing the 
Baccalaureate degree, I entered directly into graduate school; 
other. 
The one respondent indicated they had entered directly into 
graduate school after completing the Baccalaureate degree. 
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Area of Concentration·rn·Industrial Technology--Section I. 
Question number 1 of questionnq1re: My emphasis was in. Science 
and .Math, Business and Economics. 
Of the 38 respondents, 29 or 76% indicated their emphasis 
was in Science and .Math while the remaining 9 or 24% listed their 
emphasis as being in Business and Economics. 
Question number 2 of questionnaire: My technical option was 
in, Of the 38 respondents 16 or 42% listed Electronics as their 
option, 7 or 18% listed Construction, 5 or 13% listed Welding, 
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2 or 5% listed Machine Tool and 2 or 5% listed Mining. Six 
respondents each listed a single program as their option, therefore, 
it is impractical to list them all, 
Question number 3 of questionnaire: I received an associate 
-degree by working toward requirements before or during the Baccalaure-
ate degree. Yes, No, 
Of the 38 respondents, 29 or 76% received an associate degree 
while 8 or 21% did not. One or 3% did not respond to the statement. 
Question number 4 of the questionnaire: Check one or more of 
the following. After completing the Baccalaureate. degree, I secured 
a position directly related to my program of study and directly 
entered into employment; after completing the Baccalaureate degree, 
I secured a position non-related to my program of study and directly 
entered into employment; after completing the Baccalaureate ·degree, 
I entered graduate school; other. 
Of the 38 respondents, 18 or 47% secured and entered a position 
directly related to their program of study. Graduates securing and 
entering a position non-related to their program of study was 10 or 
26% of the respondents. Five or 13% entered graduate school while 
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7 or 18% listed other with some of the other statements as unemployed, 
over qualified for jobs, secured a position before completing degree, 
job somewhat related but not exactly, secured a position related 
directly to my program of study and entered employment after more 
than one year after graduation. The high number of respondents and 
percentages was due to graduates being able to check_one or more 
of the choices of statements, 
Major In Industrial Technology, Question number 1 of 
questionnaire: I received an associate degree by working_ toward 
requirements before or during the Baccalaureate degree. Yes, No. 
Of the 6 respondents none indicated that they had received an 
associate degree before or during the Baccalaureate degree although 
one graduate did not respond to the statement. 
Quest.ion number 2 of questionnaire: My technical option was in. 
Of the 6 respondents 2 or 33% listed their technical option was 
Drafting and Design while another 2 or 33% listed Electronics, one 
or 17% listed Graphic Arts and another one or 17% listed Industrial 
Supervision and Management. 
Question number 3 of questionnaire: My second major or minor 
was in. Of the 6 respondents 2 or 33% listed Art as a major or 
.minor while Data Processing, Geography, History, Radio and 
Television each has 1 or 17%. 
Question number 4 of questionnaire: Check one or more of the 
following. After completing the Baccalaureate Degree, I secured 
a position directly related to .my program of study and directly 
entered into employment; after completing the Baccalaureate D~gre~, 
I secured a position non-related to my program of study and directly 
entered into employment; after completing the Baccalaureate Degree, 
I entered graduate school; other. 
Of the 6 respondents, 2 or 33% secured and entered a position 
directly related to their program of study. Graduates securing and 
entering a position non-related to their program of study was 2 or 
33%.of the respondents. There was 2 or 33% of the respondents 
~.isting other with these statements: secured position related to my 
degree prior to graduation; secured a nun-related .positioµ 8 months 
later. Of· the 6 .respondents none were enrolled in graduate school. 
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Master of Science In Vocational Education-Industrial Education--
Section r.· Question number 1 of questionnaire: Check one or more 
of the following. I completed requirements for a standard teaching 
certificate; I renewed a provisional certificate for continuous 
services, other. 
Of the 12 respondents, 5 or 42% completed requirements for a 
standard teaching certificate while 4 or 33% renewed a provisional 
certificate for continuous services. One respondent or 8% listed 
other but gave no explanation of the choice. Two or 17% of the 
respondents did not reply to the statement. 
Question nmnber 2 of questionnaire: I also received certi-
fication for administration, supervision, and coordination of 
vocational education. Yes, No, 
Of the 12 respondents, 6 or 50% listed they had received 
certification while 5 or 42% had not received certification. One 
respondent or 8% did not reply to the statement. 
Question number 3 of questionnai.re: Check one or more of the 
following: After completing the Master's degree, I secured or 
continued in a teaching position directly related to -my program of 
~tudy; after completing the Master's degree, I secured a position 
non-related to my program of study and entered into non-teaching 
employment; after completing the.Master's degree, I continued 
or am continuing to take graduate courses toward a planned program 
of study; other. 
Of the 12 respondents, 6 or 50% secured or continued in a 
teaching position directly related to their program of study, 2 
or 17% secured a position non-related to their program of study, 
one or 8% of the respondents was continuing graduate courses and 
one or 8% listed other but gave no explanation of the choice. Two 
or 17% of the respondents did not reply to the statement. 
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Curriculum Evaluation--Section II 
Section II of all degree program questionnaires asks the 
graduates to evaluate their programs courses or curriculum of 
courses. In evaluating the courses or curriculum of courses, the 
respondents were to consider: "Course Content" as it relates to 
relevancy of real world jobs, appropriateness for entry level jobs, 
and adequacy for promotions or career advancement; "Instruction" 
evaluating such items as textbooks, preparation of the instructor, 
adequacy of facilities and equipment, adequacy of laboratory 
experiences, and use of audio visual or supplement aids. In the 
evaluation of course content and instruction, these choices were 
given: more than adequate, adequate, less than adequate, completely 
inadequate. 
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Each programs curriculum evaluation is given in the following 
tables excluding Broadcast Technology which has no respondents and 
Power and Fluids Technology which had no graduates. Programs are 
listed in alphabetical order according to degree order of importance. 
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Table 24 
Construction--Curriculum Evaluation 
7 Responses 
C O U R S E C O N T E N T 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
1. CORE 
CON 101 14% 29% 29% 0% 29% 
CON 201 0% 29% 29% 14% 29% 
CON 102 43% 14% 14%. 0% 29% 
CON 103 14% 29% 14% 14% 29% 
CON 204 0% 14% 43% 14%· 29% 
-·· 
CON 203 14% . 0% 29% 14% 43% 
CON 104 43% 14% 14% 0% 29% 
CON 202 29% 43% 0% 0% 29% 
CON 205 14% 14% 14% 29% 29% 
CON 206 29% 43% 0% 0% 29% 
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2. SUPPORTIVE 
!ET 240 14% 57% 0% 0% 29% 
IET 103 43% 14% 0% 14% 29% 
IET 249 14% 57% 0% 0% 29% 
!ET 111 29% 29% 0% 0% 43% 
IET 305 14% 29% 29% 0% 29% 
!ET 320 14% 29% 14% 0% 43% 
3. GENERAL ED. 
ENG 101 29% 29% 0% 0% 43% 
MATH 135 29% 14% 0% 14% 43% 
MATH 110 29% 14% 0% 14% 43% 
ENG 192 29% 29% 0% 0% 43% 
4. ELECTIVES 
All 14% 57% 0% 0% 29% 
.. -) 
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Construction-Curriculum Evaluation 
7 Responses 
I N S TR UC T I 0 N 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
1. CORE 
CON 101 43% 29% 0% 0% 29% 
CON 201 14% 57% 0% 0% 29% 
CON 102 71% 0% 0% 0% 29% 
CON 103 14% 43% 14% 0% 29% 
CON 204 14% 0% 43% 14% 29% 
CON 203 43% 0% 0% 29% 29% __ -, 
CON 104 57% 14% 0% 0% 29% 
CON 202 57% 0% 14% 0% 29% 
CON 205 14% 14% 14% 29% 29% 
CON 206 57% 14% 0% 0% 29% 
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2. SUPPORTIVE 
IET 240 14% 29% 29% 0% 29% 
IET 103 43% 14% 0% 14% 29% 
IET 249 29% 14% 29% 0% 29% 
IET 111 14% 29% 14% 0% 43% 
IET 305 29% 29% 14% 0% 29% 
IET 320 14% 14% 29% 0% 43% 
3. GENERAL ED. 
ENG 101 29% 14% 14% 0% 43% 
MATH 135 29% 14% 0% 14% 43% 
MATH 110 29% 14% 0% 14% 43% 
ENG 192 29% 14% 14% 0% 43% 
4. ELECTIVES 
All 14% 57% 0% 0% 29% 
,, 
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Table 25 
Drafting and Design--Curriculum Evaluation 
5 Responses 
COURSE C O N T E N T 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
1. CORE 
IET 103 20% 80% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 203 20% 60% 20% 0% 0% 
IET 204 0% 60% 40% 0% 0% 
IET 301 0% 40% 02% 20% 20% 
IET 305 20% 20% 60% 0% 0% 
,, 
IET 404 20% 20% 40% 20% 0% 
IET 330 40% 60% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 303 20% 60% 20% 0% 0% 
IET 403 0% 40% 40% 20% 0% 
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2. SUPPORTIVE 
IET 111 20% 60% 20% 0% 0% 
IET 160 40% 40% 20% 0% 0% 
IET 286 0% 80% 0% 0% 20% 
IET 317 40% 40% 20% 0% 0% 
IET 186 0% 40% 40% 0% 20% 
IET 319 40% 60% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 320 40% 40% 20% 0% 0% 
CON 202 20% 20% 40% 0% 20% 
3. GENERAL ED 
ENG 101 0% 80% 0% 0% 20% 
ENG 192 20% 60% 20% 0% 0% 
MATH 152 20% ~ 60% 20% 0% 0% 
MATH 110 40% 20% 40% 0% 0% 
-""'~ 
MATH 141 20% 20% 20% 0% 40% 
4. ELECTIVES 
All 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
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Drafting and Design--Curriculum Evaluation 
5 Responses 
INS TRUCTI 0 N 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
1. CORE 
IET 103 80% 20% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 203 40% 20% 40% 0% 0% 
IET 204 0% 40% 40% 20% 0% 
IET 301 0% 40% 20% 20% 20% 
IET 305 40% 20% 20% 20% 0% 
IET 404 20% 20% 40% 20% 0% 
-'""-
IET 330 60% 40% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 303 40% 60% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 403 0% 40% 40% 20% 0% 
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2. SUPPORTIVE 
IET 111 20% 40% 40% 0% 0% 
IET 160 40% 60% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 286 0% 80% 0% 0% 20% 
IET 317 20% 60% 20% 0% 0% 
IET 186 0% 40% 40% 0% 20% 
IET 319 60% 40% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 320 40% 40% 0% 20% 0% 
CON 202 20% 40% 20% 0% 20% 
3. GENERAL ED 
ENG 101 20% 40% 20% 0% 20% 
ENG 192 20% 60% 20% 0% 0% 
MATH 152 40% 40% 20% 0% 0% 
MATH 110 40% 20% 20% 0% 0% 
MATH 141 20% 0% 40% 0% 40% 
4. ELECTIVES 
All 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
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Table 26 
Electrical--Curriculum Evaluation 
7 Responses 
C 0 U R S E C O N T E N T 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
1. CORE 
IET 240 14% 86% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 241 14% 71% 14% 0% 0% 
IET 243 14% 71% 14% 0% 0% 
IET 244 14% 71% 14% 0% 0% 
IET 249 29% 71% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 341 0% 71% 14% 0% 14% 
IET 348 0% 43% 29% 29% 0% 
IET 349 0% 86% 14% 0% 0% 
IET 447 0% 57% 29% 0% 14% 
IET 347 0% 57% 29% 14% 0% 
IET 441 0% 57% 14% 14% 14% 
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2. SUPPORTIVE 
IET 103 14% 71% 14% 0% 0% 
IET 320 14% 57% 29% 0% 0% 
IET 472 0% 57% 14% 0% 29% 
3. GENERAL ED 
ENG 101 0% 57% 29% 0% 14% 
MATH 110 29% 43% 29% 0% 0% 
MATH 152 0% 86% 14% 0% 0% 
MATH 252 14% 71% 0% 0% 14% 
MATH 141 14% 71% 14% 0% 0% 
ENG 192 0% 71% 14% 0% 14% 
PHYS 202 14% 86% 0% 0% 0% 
4. ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 0% 57% 29% 0% 14% 
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Electrical--Curriculum Evaluation 
7 Responses 
I NS TRUCTI 0 N 
• 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
1. CORE 
IET 240 14% 71% 14% 0% 0% 
IET 241 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 243 29% 57% 14% 0% 0% 
IET 244 14% 86% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 249 29% 43% 29% 0% 0% 
IET 341 0% 71% 14% 0% 14% 
IET 348 0% 71% 29% 0% 0% 
IET 349 14% 57% 29% 0% 0% 
IET 447 0% 57% 14% 0% 29% 
IET 347 0% 86% 0% 0% 14% 
IET 441 0% 57% 0% 0% 43% 
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2. SUPPORTIVE 
IET 103 0% 71% 14% 14% 0% 
IET 320 29% 71% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 472 14% 43% 14% 14% 14% 
3. GENERAL ED 
ENG 101 0% 57% 14% 14% 14% 
MATH 110 43% 57% 0% 0% 0% 
MATH 152 29% 57% 14% 0% 0% 
MATH 252 14% 71% 0% 0% 14% 
MATH 141 0% 71% 29% 0% 0% 
ENG 192 0% 57% 14% 14% 14% 
PHYS 202 29% 71% 0% 0% 0% 
4. ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 0% 71% 14% 0% 14% 
. -'": 
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Table 27 
Electronics--Curriculum Evaluation 
21 Responses 
C 0 URS E C O N T E N T 
Mo:r;e than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
1. CORE 
IET 240 19% 71% 10% 0% 0% 
IET 249 24% 62% 10% 5% 0% 
IET 241 10% 76% 5% 0% 0% 
IET 243 24% 52% 14% 10% 0% 
IET 244 24% 67% 10% 0% 0% 
--- IET 342 24% 48% 29% 0% 0%· 
IET 341 29% 43% 24% 5% 0% 
IET 440 14% 57% 29% 0% 0% 
IET 338 29% 43% 14% 14% 0% 
IET 345 19% 43% 33% 5% 0% 
IET 346 19% 52% 29% 0% 0% 
IET 441 29% 33% 24% 0% 14% 
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2. SUPPORTIVE 
IET 103 10% 71% 10% 5% 5% 
IET 319 14% 71% 10% 5% 0% 
IET 320 19% 52% 19% 10% 0% 
IET 317 14% 67% 14% 0% 5% 
3. GENERAL ED 
MATH 110 19% 67% 10% 5% 5% 
ENG 101 14% 62% 10% 10% 5% 
MATH 152 29% 71% 0% 0% 0% 
ENG 192 19% 62% 5% 0% 14% 
MATH 141 10% 86% 0% 0% 5% 
PHYS 202 29% 67% 5% 0% 0% 
4. ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 10% 76% 10% 0% 5% 
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Electronics--Curriculum ~valuation 
21 Responses 
INSTR UC T·I 0 N 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
1. CORE 
IET 240 10% 62% 19% 
-0% 10% 
IET 249 29% 38% 24% 0% 10% 
IET 241 14% 33% 43% 0% 0% 
IET 243 33% 48% 5% 5% 10% 
IET 244 29% " 43% 19% 0% 10% 
IET 342 24% 43% 24% 0% 10% 
--'.! 
IET'341 24% 48% 19% 0% 10%' 
IET 440 19% 33% 38% 0% 10% 
IET 338 19% 48% 19% 5% 10% 
IET 345 14% 48% 19% 10% 10% 
IET 346 19% 43% 29% 0% 10% 
IET 441 24% 24% 24% 5% 24% 
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2. SUPPORTIVE 
IET 103 14% 48% 19% 5% 14% 
IET 319 33% 43% 14% "0% 10% 
IET 320 24% 43% 14% 10% 10% 
IET 317 24% 43% 14% 10% 10% 
3. GENERAL ED 
MATH llO 33% 48% 5% 5% 10% 
ENG 101 19% 48% 5% 10% 19% 
MATH 152 29% 62% 0% 0% 10% 
ENG 192 5% 67% 5% 0% 24% 
MATH 141 10% 67% 10% 0% 14% 
PHYS 202 29% 62% 0% 0% 10% 
4. ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 10% 67% 5% 0% 19% 
-., 
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Table 28 
Graphic Art--Curriculum Evaluation 
2 Responses 
C O U R S E C O N T E N T 
More than Less than Comp],etely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
1. CORE 
IET 102 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 202 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 302 50% 0% 50% 0% 0% 
IET 322 0% 50% 50% 0% 0% 
IET 350 0% 0% 0% 50% 0% 
IET 351 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 
IET 450 50% 0% 0% 50% 0% 
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2. SUPPORTIVE 
IET 103 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 319 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 320 0% 50% 0% 0% 50% 
IET 317 50% 0¢ 0% 0% 50% 
3. GENERAL ED 
ENG 101 50% 0% 0% 0% 50% 
JOUR 101 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% 
MATH 110 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% 
ART 101 0% 50% 50% 0% 0% 
MATH 135 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
JOUR 305 0% 50% 0% 0% 50% 
ENG 192 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% 
BSAD 160 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
__ , 
ART 291 50% 50% 0¢ 0% 0% 
BSAD 350 0% 50% 50% 0% 0% 
4. ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
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Graphic Art--Curriculum Evaluation 
2 Responses 
I N S T R U C T I 0 N 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
1. CORE 
IET 102 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 202 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 302 50% 0% 50% 0% 0% 
IET 322 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 350 50% 0% 0% 50% 0% 
IET 351 0% 0% 50% 50% 0% 
_,IET 450 50% 0% 0% 50% 0% 
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2. SUPPORTIVE 
IET 103 50% 0% 50% 0% 0% 
IET 319 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% 
IET 320 0% 50% 0% 50% 0% 
IET 317 507, 0% 0% 50% 0% 
3. GENERAL ED 
ENG 101 50% 0% 0% 50% 0% 
JOUR 101 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% 
MATH 110 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
ART 101 0% 50% 0% 50% 0% 
MATH 135 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
JOUR 305 0% 50% 0% 0% 50% 
ENG 192 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% 
BSAD 160 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
->': 
ART 291 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% 
BSAD 350 0% 50% 50% 0% 0% 
4. ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
1. CORE 
IET 100 
IET 103 
IET 186 
IET 240 
IET 320 
,c.') 
IET 319 
IET 327 
IET 422 
IET 317 
IET 499 
Table 29 
Industrial Supervision and Management--
Currieulum Evaluation 
8 Responses 
C 0 URS E CONTENT 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate 
13% 63% 0% 13% 
13% 38% 13% 0% 
13% 63% 0% 0% 
13% 50% 25% 0% 
25% 63% 0% 0% 
38% 50% 0% 0% 
0% 63% 25% 0% 
0% 88% 0% 0% 
38% 38% 0% 0% 
13% 38% 0% 13% 
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No Response 
13% 
38% 
25% 
13% 
13% 
13% 
13% 
13% 
25% 
38% 
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2. SUPPORTIVE 
BSAD 160 13% 50% 0% 0% 38% 
CON 103 0% 63% 0% 0% 38% 
SPCH 370 13% 63% 0% 0% 25% 
PSY 343 0% 63% 0% 13% 25% 
ms 385 0% 63% 0% 0% 38% 
3. GENERAL ED 
MATH 135 13% 38% 13% 0% 38% 
ENG 101 0% 88% 0% 0% 13% 
MATH 101 0% 50% 25% 0% 25% 
ENG 192 13% 75% 0% 0% 13% 
4. ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 13% " 63% 0% 0% 25% 
1. CORE 
IET 100 
IET 103 
IET 186 
IET 240 
IET 320 
IET 319 
IET 327 
IET 422 
IET 317 
IET 499 · 
Industrial Supervision and Management--
Curriculum Evaluation 
8 Responses 
I N S T R U C T I 0 N 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate 
13% 63% 0% 0% 
13% 50% 0% 0% 
13% 63% 0% 0% 
13% 50% 25% 0% 
38% 38% 13% 0% 
63% 25% 0% 0% 
0% 63% 25% 0% 
0% 38% 38% 13% 
50% 25% 0% 0% 
13% 38% 0% 13% 
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No Response 
25% 
38% 
25% 
13% 
13% 
13% 
13% 
13% 
25% 
38% 
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2. SUPPORTIVE 
BSAD 160 13% 50% 0% 0% 38% 
CON 103 13% 25% 25% 0% 38% 
SPCH 370 13% 63% 0% 0%' 25% 
PSY 342 13% 50% 13% 0% 25% 
HIS 385 0% 50% 0% 0% 50% 
3. GENERAL ED 
MATH 135 13% 38% 13% 0% 38% 
ENG 101 0% 75% 13% 0% 13% 
MATH 101 0% 50% 25% 0% 35% 
ENG 192 25% 50% 0% 0% 25% 
4. ELECTIVE 
TOTAL 12% 50% 0% 0% 38% 
. _, 
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Table 30 
Machine Tool--Curriculmn Evaluation 
8 Responses 
COURSE CONTENT 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
1. CORE 
IET 103 13% 75% 0% 0% 13% 
IET 160 13% 50% 0% 13% 25% 
IET 186 0% 63% 25% 0% 13% 
IET 203 38% 50% 0% 0% 13% 
IET 286 13% 63% 13% 0% 13% 
IET 240 13% 38% 25% 13% 13% 
IET 319 25% 50% 0% 13% 13% 
IET 301 25% 25% 0% 0% 50% 
IET 388 0% 75% 13% 0% 13% 
IET 306 0% 50% 13% 13% 25% 
IET 486 13% 50% 0% 13% 25% 
IET 488 25% 38% 25% 0% 13% 
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2. SUPPORTIVE 
IET 386 0% 50% 25% 13% 13% 
IET 303 13% 25% 25% 0% 38% 
IET 330 13% 38% 13% 13% 25% 
IET 320 0% 50% 0% 13% 38% 
3. GENERAL ED 
MATH 110 25% 50% 13% 0% 13% 
ENG 101 13% 50% 13% 0% 25% 
MATH 135 0% 63% 13% 0% 25% 
MATH 152 31% 50% 13% 0% 25% 
ENG 192 13% 50% 13% 0% 25% 
4. ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 0% ·- 75% 13% 0% 13% 
-·, 
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Machine Tool--Curriculum Evaluation 
8 Responses 
I NS TRUCTI 0 N 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
1. CORE 
IET 103 13% 25% 50% 0% 13% 
IET 160 13% 63% 0% 0% 25% 
IET 186 0% 50% 38% 0% 13% 
IET 203 25% 50% 13% 0% 13% 
IET 286 13% 38% 38% 0% 13% 
IET 240 25% 38% 13% 13% 13% 
IET 319 50% 25% 13% 0% 13% 
IET 301 0% 63% 0% 0% 38% 
IET 388 0% 63% 13% 13% 13% 
IET 306 0% 50% 13% 13% 25% 
IET 486 0% 50% 13% 13% 25% 
IET 488 13% 25% 13% 25% 25% 
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2. SUPPORTIVE 
IET 386 0% 63% 13% 13% 13% 
IET 303 0% 25% 25% 13% 38% 
IET 330 13% 38% 13% 25% 13% 
IET 320 0% 50% 13% 0% 38% 
3. GENERAL ED 
MATH 110 13% 63% 13% 0% 13% 
ENG 101 0% 75% 0% 0% 25% 
MATH 135 0% 63% 13% 0% 25% 
MATH 152 0% 63% 0% 13% 25% 
ENG 192 13% 50% 13% 0% 25% 
4. ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 0% 75% 13% 0% 13% 
c:,.', 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Table 31 
Vocational Trade and Education-
Curriculum Evaluation 
3 Responses 
COURSE C O N T E N T 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate 
IND. EDUC. 
IET 390 33% 67% 0% 0% 
IET 392 33% 67% 0% 0% 
IET 393 0% 67% 33% 0% 
IET 39.4 33% 67% 0% 0% 
OR 
IET 401 0% 67% 0% 0% 
IET 310 0% 67% 0% 0% 
SPECIALIZATION COMP.ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 33% 67% 0% 0% 
GENERAL ED 
ENG 101 0% 100% 0% 0% 
SPCH 110 0% 100% 0% 0% 
GENERAL ED 
TOTAL 0% 100% 0% 0% 
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No Response 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
33% 
33% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
1. IND. 
Vocational Trade and Education--
Curriculum Evaluation 
3 Responses 
INS TR UC T I O N 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate 
EDUC. 
IET 390 0% 100% 0% 0% 
IET 392 33% 67% 0% 0% 
IET 393 0% 67% 33% 0% 
IET 394 33% 67% 0% 0% 
-~ 
OR 
IET 401 0% 67% 0% 0% 
IET jlQ 0% 67% 0% 0% 
2. SPECIALIZATION COMP. ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 33% 67% 0% 0% 
3. GENERAL ED. 
ENG 101 0% 100% 0% 0% 
SPCH 110 0% 100% 0% 0% 
4. GENERAL ED. 
TOTAL 0% 100% 0% 0% 
No Response 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
33% 
33% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
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Table 32 
Welding--Cu=iculum Evaluation 
14 Responses 
C 0 URS E C ONTENT 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
1. CORE 
WEL 101 36% 57% 0% 0% 7% 
WEL 101A 29% 50% 14% 0% 7% 
WEL 102 43% 50% 0% 0% 7% 
WEL 102A 43% 43% 14% 0% 0% 
WEL 201 7% 71% 7% 0% 14% 
~ 
WEL 201A 0$ 71% 14% 0% 14% 
WEL 205 14% 64% 14% 0% 7% 
WEL 205A 29% 36% 21% 14% 0% 
WEL 202 36% 50% 0% 7% 7% 
WEL 202A 43% 43% 0% 0% 14% 
WEL 204 29% 29% 0% 0% 43% 
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2. SUPPORTIVE 
IET 103 29% 57% 7% 0% 7% 
IET 186 14% 57% 14% 0% 14% 
IET 240 0% 64% 29% 0% 7% 
IET 317 14% 50% 21% 7% 7% 
IET 319 21% 64% 7% 0% 14% 
IET 320 36% 36% 21% 0% 7% 
3. GENERAL ED. 
MATH 135 14% 71% 7% 0% 7% 
MATH 110 21% 64% 7% 0% 7% 
ENG 101 7% 50% 29% 0% 14% 
ENG 192 14% 71% 0% 0% 14% 
4. ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 0% 86% 0% 0% 14% 
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Welding--Curriculum Evaluation 
14 Responses 
INS TRUCTION 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
1. CORE 
WEL 101 29% 29% 21% 0% 21% 
WEL 101A 21% 36% 21% 0% 21% 
WEL 102 29% 50% 0% 0% 21% 
WEL 102A 29% 36% 7% 0% 29% 
WEL 201 7% 36% 29% 0% 29% 
WEL 201A 7% 43% 21% 0% 29% 
WEL 205 21% 43% 7% 7% 21% 
WEL 205A 21% 43% 0% 14% 21% 
WEL 202 29% 29% 7% 0% 36% 
WEL 202A 36% 21% 7% 7% 29% 
WEL 204 21% 21% 7% 0% 50% 
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2. SUPPORTIVE 
IET 103 21% 50% 7% 0% 21% 
IET 186 14% 29% 21% 0% 36% 
IET 240 7% 50% 14% 0% 29% 
IET 317 7% 50% 0% 21% 21% 
IET 319 21% 43% 7% 0% 29% 
IET 320 21% 29% 14% 0% 36% 
3. GENERAL ED. 
MATH 135 14% 64% 0% 0% 21% 
MATH 110 14% 50% 14% 0% 21% 
ENG 101 7% 36% 21% 0% 36% 
ENG 192 14% 57% 7% 0% 21% 
4. ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 0% 79% 0% 0% 21% 
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Table 33 
Area of Concentration In Industrial Education 
Option in Orientation/Exploration Levels--Curriculum Evaluation 
23 Responses 
C O U R S E CONTENT 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
1. INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
IET Tech. 
Drawing 17% 74% 4% 0% 4% 
IET Elec. 
Electro. 9% 52% 22% 4% 13% 
IET Graph. 22% 65% 13% 0% 0% 
IET Metals 22% 57% 13% 4% 4% 
IET Power 39% 52% 9% 0% 0% 
IET Woods 30% 61% 4% 0% 4% 
IET Sem:. 13% 48% 39% 0% 0% 
IET Ind. 
Design 13% 52% 22% 9% 4% 
IET Super. 
Work 22% 43% 4% 0% 30% 
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2. IND. TECH. ED. 
IET 390 13% 74% 4% 0% 9% 
IET 392 13% 52% 26% 0% 9% 
IET 475 9% 83% 4% 0% 4% 
IET 310 0% 70% 22% 9% 0% 
IET 410 0% 65% 22% 13% 0% 
IET 478 43% 48% 9% 0% 0% 
3. ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 17% 61% 4% 4% 13% 
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Area of Concentration In Industrial Education 
Option in Orientation/Exploration Levels--Curriculum Evaluation 
23 Responses 
INS TRUCTION 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response : 
1. INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
IET Tech. 
Drawing 26% 52% 9% 0% 13% 
IET Elec. 
Electro. 22% 26% 30% 4% 17% 
IET Graph. 26% 61% 4% 0% 9% 
IET Metals 35% 48% 4% 0% 13% 
IET Power 57% 30% 4% 0% 9% 
IET Woods 35% 48% 4% 0% 13% 
IET Sem. 9% 52% 13% 9% 17% 
IET Ind. 
Design 13% 35% 35% 0% 17% 
IET Super. 
Work 17% 35% 9% 4% 35% 
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2. IND. TECH. ED • 
. 
IET 390 9% 48% 22% 0% 22% 
IET 392 9% 48% 17% 4% 22% 
IET 475 13% 61% 9% 0% 17% 
IET 310 0% 52% 26% 9% 13% 
IET 410 0% 43% 22% 17% 17% 
IET 478 22% 57% 9% 0% 13% 
3. ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 9% 57% 4% 4% 26% 
1. 
Table 34 
Area of Concentration In Industrial Education 
Option In The Preparation Level--Curricu~um Evaluation 
6 Responses 
COURSE CONTENT 
More than Less than Completely 
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Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
IND. EDUC. 
IET 100 0% 67% 0% 17% 17% 
IET 320 0% 83% 0% 0% 17% 
IET 364 17% 67% 0% 0% 17% 
IET 391 0% 83% 0% 0% 17% 
IET 422 17% 67% 0% 0% 17% 
IET 571 17% 67% 0% 0% 17% 
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2. IND. TEACHER ED. 
IET 390 0% 67% 0% 0% 33% 
IET 392 0% 67% 0% 0% 33% 
IET 393 0% 67% 0% 0% 33% 
EDSE 310 17% 50% 0% 17% 17% 
IET 394 17% 50% 0% 0% 33% 
or 
IET 401 17% 50% 0% 0% 33% 
3. TECHNICAL" IND. EDUC. 
(Occupational Area) 
Carpentry 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Ind. Ed. 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Welding 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
Nursing 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
Electronics 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
Welding 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
1. 
Area of Concentration In Industrial Education 
Option In The Preparation Level--Curriculum Evaluation 
6 Responses 
I N S T R U C T I O N 
More than Less than 
Adequate Adequate Adequate 
Completely 
Inadequate No Response 
IND. EDUC. 
IET 100 0% 67% 0% 0% 33% 
IET 320 0% 83% 0% 0% 17% 
IET 364 17% 67% 0% 0% 17% 
IET 391 0% 83% 0% 0% 17% 
IET 422 17% 67% 0% 0% 17% 
IET 571 17% 67% 0% 0% 17% 
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2. IND. TEACHER ED. 
IET 390 0% 67% 0% 0% 33% 
IET 392 0% 67% 0% 0% 33% 
IET 393 0% 67% 0% 0% 33% 
EDSE 310 17% 50% 17% 0% 17% 
EDSE 410 0% 67% 17% 0% 17% 
IET 394 17% 50% 0% 0% 33% 
or 
IET 401 17% 50% 0% 0% 33% 
3. TECHNICAL IND. EDUC. 
(Occupational Area) 
Carpentry 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Ind. Ed. 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Welding 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
Nursing 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
Electronics 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
Welding 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
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Table 35 
Major In Industrial Education--Curriculum Evaluation 
1 Response 
C O U R S E C O N T E N T 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
1. IND. ED. 
IET Tech. 
Drawing 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
IET Elec. 
Electro. 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
IET Metals 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
IET Power 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
IET Woods 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
IET Sem. 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 
IET Ind. 
Design 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
IET Work 
Exp. 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
IET Graphic 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
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2. IND. TEACHER EDUCATION 
IET 390 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
IET 392 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
IET 475 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 
IET 478 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
EDSE 310 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 
EDSE 410 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
3. ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
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Major In Industrial Education--Curricultnn Evaluation 
1 Response 
I NS TRUCTION 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
1. IND. ED. 
IET Tech.· 
Drawing 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
IET Elec. 
Electro. 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
IET Metals 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
IET Power 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
IET Woods 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
IET Sem. 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 
IET Ind. 
Design 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
IET Work 
Exp. 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
IET Graphic 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
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2. IND. TEACHER EDUCATION 
IET 390 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
IET 392 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
IET 475 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 
IET 478 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
EDSE 310 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 
EDSE 410 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 
3. ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
1. 
Table 36 
Area of Concentration In Industrial Technology--
Curriculum Evaluation 
38 Responses 
COURSE C O N T E N T 
More than Less than Completely 
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Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
IND. TECH. 
IET 103 24% 55% 8% 0% 13% 
IET 317 11% 61% 11% 5% 13% 
IET 319 26% 58% 8% 0% 8% 
IET 320 21% 47% 18% 5% 8% 
IET 330 16% 53% 13% 5% 13% 
IET 472 16% 61% 3% 8% 13% 
IET 571 11% 55% 16% 5% 13% 
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2. TECHNICAL OPTION (Number to right of programs indicates respond-
ents in technical option area.) 
Electronics 
(2) 19% 50% 6% 0% 25% 
Mining (2) 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
Welding (5) 20% 20% 0% 40% 20% 
Construe-
tion (7) 0% 29% 0% 29% 43% 
Ind. Tech 
(1) 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 
Power & Fluids 
(1) 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Machine Tool 
(2) 0% 0% 50% 0% 50% 
Electrical 
(1) 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 
Graphics (1) 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 
Drafting & De-
sign (1) 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Ind. Super. 
(1) 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
3. EMPHASIS (Number to right of programs indicates respondents in 
technical option area.) 
Math & Science 
(29) 21% 55% 14% 0% 10% 
Bus. & Economics 
(9) 33% 67% 0% 0% "0% 
1. 
Area of Concentration In Industrial Technology--
Curriculum Evaluation 
38 Responses 
I NS T R U C T I O N 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
IND. TECH. 
IET 103 24% 55% 5% 3% 13% 
IET 317 24% 42% 11% 11% 13% 
IET 319 37% 39% 13% 0% 11% 
IET 320 29% 34% 31% 5% 11% 
IET 330 16% 34% 29% 5% 16% 
IET 472 13% 55% 8% 8% 16% 
IET 571 13% 47% 21% 3% 16% 
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2. TECHNICAL OPTION (Number to right of programs indicates respond-
ents in technical option area.) 
Electronics 
(2) 25% 38% 13% 0% 25% 
Mining (2) 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
Welding (5) 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 
Construe-
tion (7) 14% 0% 0% 14% 71% 
Ind. Tech. 
(1) 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 
Power & Fluids 
(1) 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Machine Tool 
(2) 0% 50% 0% 0% 50% 
Electrical 
(1) 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
Graphics (1) 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
Drafting & 
Design(l) 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Ind. Super. 
(1) 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
3. EMPHASIS (Number to right of programs indicates respondents in 
technical option area.) 
Math & Science 
(29) 14% 59% 14% 0% 14% 
Bus. & Economics 
(9) 22% 67% 0% 0% 11% 
1. 
2. 
Table 37 
Major In Industrial Technology--Curriculum Evaluation 
6 Responses 
COURSE C O N T E N T 
More than 
Adequate Adequate 
IND. TECH. 
IET 103 33% 50% 
IET 317 17% 50% 
IET 319 17% 67% 
IET 320 33% 33% 
IET 330 33% 33% 
IET 571 33% 50% 
OPTIONS (number to right 
in option area) 
Electronics 
(2) 0% 0% 
Drafting & 
Design (2) 0% 0% 
Ind. Super. 
(1) 0% 0% 
Graphic Arts 
(1) 0% 100% 
Less than 
Adequate 
17% 
17% 
0% 
17% 
17% 
17% 
of progams 
50% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
Completely 
Inadequate 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
17% 
0% 
No Response 
0% 
17% 
17% 
17% 
0% 
0% 
indicates respondents 
0% 50% 
0% 100% 
0% 100% 
0% 0% 
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1. 
2 • 
Major In Industrial Technology--Curriculum Evaluation 
6 Responses 
INSTRUCT.ION 
More than 
Adequate Adequate 
IND. TECH. 
IET 103 67% 33% 
IET 317 33% 33% 
IET 319 33% 50% 
IET 320 33% 33% 
IET 330 33% 50% 
IET 571 33% 33% 
. OPTIONS (number to right 
in option area) 
Electronics (2) 0% 50% 
Drafting & 
Design (2) 0% 0% 
Ind. Super. 
(1} 0% 0% 
Graphic Ai::l:s 
(1) 100% 0% 
Less than 
Adequate 
0% 
17% 
0% 
17% 
0% 
33% 
of programs 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
Completely 
Inadequate 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
17% 
0% 
No Response 
0% 
17% 
17% 
17% 
0% 
0% 
indicates respondents 
0% 50% 
0% 100% 
0% 100% 
0% 0% 
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Table 38 
Master of Science in Vocational Education 
Industrial Education--Curriculum Evaluation 
12 Responses 
COURSE C O N T E N T 
More than 
141 
Adequate Adequate 
Less than 
Adequate 
Completely 
Inadequate No Response 
1. CORE 
voe 630 
voe 685 
voe 698 
voe 660 
33% 
17% 
17% 
17% 
50% 
58% 
42% 
67% 
8% 
17% 
17% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
8% 
8% 
8% 
8% 
17% 
8% 
2, STANDARD CERT. (Number to right indicates respondents taken 
that particular course.) 
EDSE 600 (6) 33% 
EDSE 610(6) 17% 
EDSE 680 (2) 0% 
EDSE 683(.2) 0% 
EDSE 634 (2) 50% 
EDSE Sem(J;)'. 0% 
3. ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 17% 
67% 
83% 
100% 
100% 
50% 
100% 
42% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
42% 
1. 
2. 
3. 
CORE 
voe 630 
voe 685 
voe 698 
voe 660 
Master of Science in Vocational Education 
Industrial Educati.on--Curriculum Evaluation 
12 Respons.es 
I N S T R U C T I O N 
More than Less than Completely 
Adequate· Adequate Adequate Inadequate 
50% 33% 8% 0% 
33% 33% 17% 8% 
25% 33% 17% 8% 
25% 42% 17% 8% 
No Response 
8% 
8% 
17% 
8% 
STANDARD CERT. (Number to right indicates respondents taken 
that particular course.) 
EDSE 600 (6) 33% 50% 17% 0% 0% 
EDSE 610(6) 17% 67% 17% 0% 0% 
EDSE 680 (2) 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
EDSE 683(2) 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
EDSE 634 (2) 50% 50% 0% 0% 0% 
EDSE Sem(l) 0% 50% 0% 0% 0% 
ELECTIVES 
TOTAL 17% 42% 0% 0% 42% 
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Graduates Rating of Academic Advising 
Following the curriculum evaluation of the questionnaire, 
graduates were asked to rate the academic advising received 
during their program of study, Choices of rating were: more 
than adequate, adequate, less than adequate, completely inadequate. 
Table 24 indicates how all degree program respondents rated 
the academic advising received. 
Table 24 
Graduates Academic Advising 
More than Less than Completely 
Programs Respondents Adequate Adequate Adequate .Inadeq uiste No Response 
Broadcast N o R e s p on d e n t s 
Construction 7 29% 29% 0% 14% 29% 
Drafting & Design 5 20% 20% 40% 20% 0% 
Electrical 7 14% 43% 29% 14% 0% 
Electronics 12 29% 52% 19% 0% 0% 
Grap hi.cs 2 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
Ind. Supv. & Manag. 8 38% 25% 38% 0% 0% 
Machine Tool 8 25% 50% 25% 0% 0% 
Power & Fluids No G r a d u a t e s 
Voe. Trade & Educ. 3 0% 67% 33% 0% 0% 
Welding 14 36% 50% 14% 0% 0% 
.... 
-<--
-<--
Area of Concentration 
In Industrial Ed, 
Option in Orient./ 
Expl. Levels 23 35% 52% 9% 4% 0% 
Area of Concentration 
In Industrial Ed. 
·Option in the Pre-
paration Level 6 33% 67% 0% 0% 0% 
Major in Industrial Ed. 1 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
Area of Concentration 
In Industrial Tech, 38 24% 55% 13% 5% 3% 
Major In Industrial 
Technology 6 33% 33% 0% 33% 0% 
Master of Science In 
Vocational Education 
IndustriaL. Ed 12 42% 33% 8% 8% 8% 
Total 161 
Amount of Advisors. Graduates were then asked if there w_as 
more than one advisor following the rating of their programs 
academic advising. Therefore, this question can be used in 
relation to the graduates rating of their academic advising. 
Table 25 indicates if there was more than one advisor of 
resporidents:'in each of the programs. 
Table 25 
More Than A Single Advisor 
Program Respondents Yes No No Response 
Broadcast N o R e s p 0 n de n t s 
Construction 7 57% 0% 43% 
Drafting & Design 5 60% 40% 0% 
Electrical 7 100% 0% 0% 
Electronics 21 38% 52% 10% 
Graphics 2 100% 0% 0% 
Ind. Supervision & 
Management 8 63% 25% 13% 
Machine Tool 8 13% 88% 0% 
Power & Fluids No G r a du a t e s 
Voe. Trade & Education 3 67% 33% 0% 
Welding 14. 7% 71% 21% 
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Area of Concentration In 
Industrial Education 
Option in Orient/Explo 
Levels 
Area of Concentration In 
Industrial Education 
Option In The Preparation 
23 
Level 6 
Major in Industrial Educa-
tion 1 
Area of Concentration In 
Industrial Technology 38 
Major In Industrial 
Technology 6 
Master of Science In 
Vocational Education--
Industrial Education 12 
Total 161 
52% 43% 4% 
67% 33% 0% 
100% 0% 0% 
29% 61% 11% 
67% 17% 17% 
42% 58% 0% 
Classes Chosen To Not Take. The second question following 
curriculum evaluation ask students if they could have chosen 
to not take any one class to list that class. Due to some 
respondents not listing a class and some listing more than one, 
the total amount of classes listed will not match the total 
number of graduates responding. Each degree program is listed 
alphabetically with its choices of classes. 
Broadcast 
No respondents 
14·7 
Construction 
One response was given to each course: Basic Woods, Construc-
tion Methods and Equipment, Industrial Wiring, Supervisory 
Practices. 
Drafting and Design 
One response was given to each course: Introduction to 
Literature, Machine Drawiirig · and Design, Nanufacturing and 
Fabrication. 
Electrical 
Two responses were given to Composition I and one response 
i4B 
was given to Motors and Generators, Problem Solving Techniques. 
Electronics 
Four responses were given to FCC License and one response 
was given to Basic Electronics, College Algebra, English 101, 
Industrial Design, Residential Wiring, Time and Motion. 
Graphics 
One response was given to each course: Drawing and Time 
and Motion. 
Industrial Supervision and Management 
One response was given to each course: Biology, History 385, 
Industrial Safety Standards and Enforcement, Math 101, 
Numencal Control, Technology in America. 
Machine Tool 
Two responses were given to Industrial Design and one response 
was given to Algebra, Composition I, Off Campus Machine Shop 
II, Technical Drawing II. 
Power and Fluids 
No graduates. 
Vocational Trad~ and Education 
No responses. 
Welding 
Three responses were given to Time and Motion Study and one 
response was given to Composition I, Quality Control. 
Area of Concentration In Indu'strial Education Option in 
Orientation/Exploration Level 
Five responses were given to Human Growth and Development, 
and Seminar. One response was given to Electricity. 
Area of Concentration In Industrial Education Option In The 
Preparation'Level 
One response was given to each course: Safety, School Law, 
World of Technology. 
Major In Industrial Education 
One response was given to Seminar in this area. 
Area of Concentration in Industrial Technology 
Five responses were given to Industrial Design and Time and 
Motion. Two responses were given to Physical Science and 
one response was given to Algebra, Biology, Drafting, Math 
for Business and Economics, Mine Systems, Off Campus Machine 
Shop, Quality Control, Social Ethics. 
Major In Industrial Technology 
One response was given to each course: Housing, Seminar, 
Supervisory Practices, Timem.d Motion Study. 
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Master of Science In Vocational Education--Industrial 
Education 
One response·was given to Advanced Human Growth and 
Development in this area. 
Class of Choice to Take. The third question following 
curriculum evaluation ask students if they could have chosen to 
take another c'la"Ss of choice, to list that class. Due to some 
respondents not listing a class and some listing more than 
one, the total amount of classes listed will not match the total 
number of graduates responding. Each degree program is listed 
alphabetically with its choices of classes. 
Broadcast 
No respondents. 
Construction 
One response was given to each course: Advanced Structural 
Design, Quality Control, Real Estate Law. 
Drafting and Design 
One response was given to each course: Arthitectual, 
Electrical/Electronics Drafting. 
Electrical 
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One response was given to each course; 
Instrumentation, Methods Engineeri_ng, 
Advanced Semiconductors, 
Surveying. 
Electronics 
Two responses were gi.nan to Advanced Computer Class, 
Computer Electronics and Programming. One response was 
given to BASIC, Data-Fortran, Data Processing, Industrial 
Engineering, Linear IC's, Motors and Generators, Robotics, 
Statistics. 
Graphic Arts 
One response was given to each course: Advanced Photography, 
Data Processing. 
Industrial Supervision and Management Technology 
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Two responses were given to Robotics and one response was given 
to Finance and Economics, Numerical Control. 
Machine Tool 
One response was given to each course: 
Compscience, Introduction to Computers, 
Power and Fluids 
No graduates. 
Vocational Trade and Education 
No responses. 
Welding 
Advanced Machine 
Machine Shop • 
Shop, 
One response was given to each course: First Aid, Population 
Resources and Environment, U.S. History. 
Area of Concentration In Industtial'Education·0ption·in 
Orientation/Exploration Levels 
Three responses were given to Architectual Drafting, 
Computer, and Welding, One response was given to Corrosion 
Control, Data Processing, Fa6rication, Graphic Arts--Color 
Separation, Industry Related Courses, Management, Marketing, 
Math, Metallurgy, Metals II, lliore Composition, Plastics, 
Power & Fluids, Technical Drawing, 
Area of Concentration In Industrial Education Option In The 
Preparation Level 
One response was given to each course: Industrial Education 
class and Welding II, 
Major In Industrial Education 
One response was given to each course: Advanced Photography, 
Alternative Energy, and Shop Maintenance. 
Area of .Concentration In Industrial Technology 
Four responses were given to Computers and two to Computer 
Electronics. One response was given to Algebra, Analog 
Circuit Design, Business, Calculus, Data Processing, Engi-
neering Courses, Heating and Air Conditioning, Industrial 
Electives, Introduction to Computers, Math, Metals, Micro-
processors, Motors and Generators, Performance Controls and 
Work Measurement, Plastics, Quality Control II, Robotics, 
Science ·Methods Engineering, Technical Writing, Time and 
Motion Study, Welding. 
Major In Industrial Technology 
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One response was given to each course: Architecture, Computer, 
Computer Typ~setting, Industrial Relations, Microprocessors. 
Master of Science In Vocational'Education~Industrial 
Education 
One response was given to each course: A class which 
relates to day-to-day operations of vocational programs 
in Kentucky and· Elementary Statistics, 
Overall Program Evaluation, The last question of section II 
gives an overall program evaluation, The choices of evaluation 
are: more than adequate, adequate, less than adequate, completely 
inadequate. 
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Table 26 indicates how all degree program respondents evaluated 
the overall program of study, 
Table 26 
Overall Program Evaluation 
More than Less than Completely 
Programs Respondents Adequate Adequate Adequate Inadequate No Response 
Broadcast No R e s p on den t s 
Construction 7 14% 29% 29% 0% 29% 
Drafting & Design 5 0% 40% 40% 0% 20% 
Electrical 7 0% 57% 43% 0% 0% 
Electronics 21 19% 57% 24% 0% 0% 
Graphics 2 50% 0% 50% 0% 0% 
Ind. Supv. & Manag. 8 13% 88% 0% 0% 0% 
Machine Tool 8 13% 75% 13% 0% 0% 
Power & Fluids N o G r a d u a t e s 
Voe. Trade & Educ. 3 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
Welding 14 29% 57% 14% 0% 0% 
Area of Concentration 
In Industrial Ed, 
Option in Orient./ 
Expl. Levels 23 
Area of Concentration 
In Industrial Ed, 
Option in the Pre-
paration Level 6 
Major in Industrial Ed,1 
Area of Concentration 
In Industrial Tech.38 
Major In Industrial 
Technology 6 
Master of Science In 
Vocational Education 
Industrial Educa .. 12 
Total 161 
17% 65% 4% 
33% 67% 0% 
0% 100% 0% 
11% 66% 18% 
0% 83% 17% 
25% 50% 25% 
4% 
0% 
0% 
3% 
0% 
0% 
9% 
0% 
0% 
3% 
0% 
0% 
r' 
V, 
V, 
Respondent Connnents 
Section III and final section of.the questionnaire was de-
signated for comments, The respondents were asked to give their 
"frank connnents" concerning their Degree Program at Morehead State 
University. Information gathered from these connnents can be used 
to determine ·the need for program improvement by Industrial Arts 
instructors. 
Below are listings of comments made by the respondents of this 
study. Except for the ommission of instructors names, all comments 
are phrased exactly as they appeared on the questionnaires. It is 
to be noted that no corrections were made in spelling or grannnar 
of any of the comments. 
Broadcast 
No respondents. 
Construction 
A program is needed where a student must spend 
the sunnner working in the construction field, 
Then he could better relate.the class work with 
actual working conditions. Knowing the strength of 
a mix of concrete is useless unless it is related 
to its uses in different construction specs. An 
advanced structural class would be very beneficial 
to your program. 
In general I found the classes to only be on a 
surface level and much too easy. 
1) I studied Const·.- Tech. from 77 to 80 during 
that time Morehead State obtained and then lost the 
best Industrial arts professor possible (name withheld). 
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2) I had very J;ew overall problems with my studies-
but, after entering the "real world" I found out that 
construction technology does not.pertain to residential 
construction only! Open up get into more commercial 
construction--mid and high rise buildings. 
3) I was never very sharp in math, so I got by 
in your program. It has not hurt me in the field, but 
you should require much more math or related math 
problem solving in your curriculum. 
I think the program needs a broader goal. The 
program is designed for carpenter residential type 
construction, but it would be more realistic to incor-
porate more theory; quality control; design-asphalt, 
concrete mixes, etc.; broader materials test, etc. In 
short it would be more beneficial to an entry level 
college student if the program was set up for a higher 
degree of training. Maybe more on the engineering side 
of the scale. If someone wants to be a carpenter, they 
can go to a vocational school and receive a comparable 
education for less money. 
Drafting and Design 
The industrial technology program was instructed 
very well. However, after graduation I found that 
there were no jobs in my field available. I placed a 
dozen resumes with large companies (IBM, Rothwell, GTE, 
Clark Equipment, FMC, Goodyear, Akron Ohio, South Central 
Bell) and smaller companies. All of these companies 
responded that there were no jobs available in my field. 
I enjoyed industrial technology at Morehead, but didn't 
realize it would be so hard to find a job in my field. 
If I had it to do over again, I think I would have majored 
in Computer Tech or Business. 
I feel the adv:i:s.ement that I received was very poor. 
I had 3 different advisors for each year that I was 
there at MSU. Each advisor did not know how to advise· 
me and took no interest whatsoever. I more or less was 
my own advisor. Also younger students have complained 
about the same advisement to me. Some instructors took 
no interest in me as a student and seemed to have their 
favorites. It seems some were only there for their pay 
checks. 
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The program was good and I often think of Morehead. 
I am disappointed that I did not take any electrical/ 
electronics drafting courses. I started as a electronics 
draftsman with little knowledge of electronics, 
though my work is not boring because I am learning 
something every day. 
First off my advisor was (name-withheld), who has 
left since and before my graduation. He had me take my 
last semester 1st and my 1st semester last. My teacher 
for Manufacturing and Fabrication class came from a 
Chrysler Assembly Plant, He didri't know anything about 
teaching (my own feeling). The classes I took my last 
semester were a breeze because I found out how after why. 
I should have found out how (1st semester) to work out 
why (last semester). My last semester I practically 
taught my Tech. Drawing I class because a teacher did 
not come to class but about 40% of the time, If you 
have a curriculum to follow; it should be followed. 
Students also need to know the parts of drawing (i.e. 
detailing, sections, unusual typical). Not just the 
art. 
Electrical 
The course is to deep for people to take a two-
year degree and go out and find a job, It's more like 
a pre-engineer course. It needs more basic classes and 
more hands-on experience. 
Instruction was fair, but it seemed to me that the 
equipment and material used as aids in learning were 
either outdated or of very poor quality. There was 
not enough hands on applications. There should be 
field trips and guest speakers to let the students 
know what is really going on in their field. It can 
be a very rewarding program with a few changes. 
The prog:ram needs expanding in several areas. More 
classes in semicondutors, IC's and LSI's need to be 
taught. Classes in circuit analysis and component 
construction would also be nice. 
A class should be developed for people in electronics 
to give them an overview of the many areas in which they 
can work. This would help students in directing their 
education towards the area they wish to work. Part A #1. 
Performing Reliability analysis, monitoring and investi-
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gating reliability in production (primarily at the 
component level) of electronic weapon systems. 
The program was good and provided me with adequate 
knowledge to do my present job. However, I did not 
like the organization of the IET department or the dis-
sonance among some of the teachers (power struggles) 
especially in the area of electronics. Nothing against 
any of the teachers, just the evident fighting among 
them. I never changed my major and had a total of 4 
advisors, the last of whom helped me the most, junior 
and senior year. If I could do it over, I would not 
change majors or anything, maybe just studied harder. 
I felt no discrimination from any of the teachers and 
am happy I chose MSU and IET. 
I believe that the worst thing (s) that is wrong at 
MSU is one of the instructors with the initials (name 
withheld). I quite frankly learned absolutely nothing 
from him. What I did learn from his classes, I learned 
on my own. Another thing that would help the school is 
to have more practical applications instead of having 
prewired test equipment. The best thing that MSU has 
going for it is (Dr. name withheld). He is very intel-
ligent,and more than willing to lend assistance when 
needed. 
(Refer to #8) The program should be upgraded to 
include additional courses such as Calculus I and II. 
Graduates from this program aren't as qualified 
as are graduates of Western Kentucky University or 
Murray State. 
The curriculum doesn't even come close! 
Electronics 
The Electronics Program is great--new and updated 
equipment is needed. 
In the electronics depar.tmen1;,open labs with a 
qualified instructor present are essential. If the 
instructor can't answer a question, he should find 
someone who can. 
In trouble shooting activities, equipment with 
"real" problems should be used instead of sabotaged 
circuits. When the same problem gets "fixed" several 
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time, you can see it from across the room (t,v. electronics). 
Would like to see 1nore circuitry explained than 
just a- single stage class A amp and -crystal radio. When 
I graduated (Summer 82) there was no class with any 
linear integrated circuit .material (.Op-Amp is now a 
household word everywhere but Morehead). 
The studies I completed gave me a good understanding 
of Electronics and help in communicating with different 
types of people. My work involved Both. -My job has 
been setting up a television master control room, studio, 
production booth. The theory of electronics I received 
has helped a great deal. After April 16 I will be at 
the transmitter. My title is Hroadcast Engineer but 
most of the work is tech. 
I think that an Amplifier course should be added 
to the core. This would-tie together the other courses 
in the core. I have graduated with the 2 year associate 
and I know a minimum about amplifiers. Also a lot of 
the courses are taught from the book with a lot of 
theory which is good but there should also be a portion 
of the classes given to practical applications of the 
course. 
I feel that much more hands on experience is needed 
(lab time). I also feel that an FCC 2nd or 1st Class 
licence should be mandatory. 
The department needs to spend much more time and 
effort in contacting companies for interviews prior to 
graduation. 
I graduated from MSU with a 3.883 overall GPA, but 
still I was very unprepared for my career, so much that 
I could not perform my first job and now I feel that 
I have forgotten just about any knowledge of electronics 
that I may have acquired. 
I wish I had taken more computer classes (data pro-
cessing, etc.). I cannot find a job where I can use my 
education at all, It seems these days that all companies 
want someone who is specialized and experienced, both of 
which I am not. 
I felt that some of the classes were somewhat out-
dated. Some of my classes were presented in such a way 
as to make it too easy to get an A. Ex--FCC License, 
Time and Motion Study, Computer Elect, 
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There should be .more emphasis on computers. Students 
in electronics should be required to take more program-
ming courses. 
The department needs to put more money into lab 
equipment. The RCA signal generators are a joke, In 
troubleshooting labs, such as TV and radio, you need 
to have decent equipment in order for a student to 
learn as much as they should. Also you need a required 
class consisting solely of circuit analysis (mesh 
analysis, nodal analysis, waveform analysis, and CKT 
analysis by Laplace Transform}. I believe all E.T. 
students should be required to take at least one 
course of Calculus. 
Above all, the department needs to be accredited 
by an organization such as A.B.E.T, This would be a 
lot of work for the department but would let industry 
and other institutions know you have a quality program. 
Should have been 1 or 2 calculus cl!asses. 
Should have been more semiconductor theory and Op-
Amp class (i.e. linear devices} to prepare students for 
current technology, 
It was the type of program where an individual could 
really learn or just slide thru.. I took it serious and feel 
I was well trained. 
The instructor I have for television electronics 
made the class totally inadequate. I know more about 
TV's now than I did before I took the class. I wish 
I had the time to take it over with a competent instruc-
tor. The classes are fine classes. Some of the instruc-
tors,:however, are inadequate. 
Graphic Arts 
No comments were given. 
Industrial Supervision and Management 
I thought all the courses that I took gave me a 
better rounded work character for the job I am 
currently doing. 
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In my opinion the Industrial Tech. program is an 
excellent program. (Mr. name withhe·ld) was my advisor 
and a damn good one. I. just wish that I would have studied 
harder, stayed longer and finished my 4 year Ind. Tech. 
Degree. Thank you Morehead State University. 
I have attended classes on campus and at industrial 
sites and have found the classes to weigh as a whole 
very good. I think (Dr. name withheld) has interfaced 
well with the industrial community. The university 
needs future expansion of programs for part-time students, 
possibly Saturday classes, Also more emphasis should 
be put on making the part-time student feel closer to 
the university. 
I believe that many of the instructors must wake 
up to the fact that general education requirements in 
many areas now required are totally useless in today's 
job market. Requirements must be reviewed, and constructed 
more toward job requirements and/or preparation. Specific 
examples would be physical education requirements for 
students over age 25, health, and total general education 
requirements in general. Many of these classes seem to 
be required just· for support of that particular college. 
Machine Tool 
In all honesty to fellow and future students, I do 
not feel that (Mr. name withheld) is the type of individ-
ual that should be preparing students to f-ace the world 
in the area of Industrial Technology. There are so many 
changes taking place in the area of manufacturing. I 
realize that the university cannot afford to keep up with 
the growth in advanced technology, but (Mr. name withheld) 
does not prepare the students in the basic areas of manu-
facturing to their fullest extent. More plant visits should 
take place especially to the advanced students so they can 
really face the real world and what is really there. 
The program is a good one sticking to the general idea 
of what will be needed in industrial use. But the lab 
times make it very hard to graduate on a scheduled time 
basis. You have to take at least 1€-hrs/sem plus labs, 
which is at least 4 labs per semester, The program I 
was in should go in more detail with computerized machinery. 
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The job I've got now doesn't.relate to my degree 
but having the degree and college experience, got llle the 
first position out of 300 applicants, I based my answers 
on what I've used in my job and what I needed to know 
for other jobs with this company, I just want to say 
that I thoroughly enjoyed the machine tool tech. program 
and my 3.8 average is a reflection of my interest and 
attitude toward the course. 
Need teachers who have recently worked in industry, 
who know up-to-date methods, and will teach the courses 
in depth, The students in the upper level machine shop 
classes should be limited to machine shop majors in order 
to eliminate lack of respect and interest for machinery 
and tools. 
I have taken several off campus classes as well 
as on campus. From what I can see and have been in 
.most of these classes are a waste of time. 
I have trouble understanding how Morehead State 
University can give college credit for some of these 
classes. The university expects students on campus to 
.meet certain standards. Why can off-campus students 
get by with so much less? 
I feel that my program was outdated and should be 
looked.,at. Possibly more engineering type courses be 
included such as CAD-CAM and related, I cannot find 
work anywhere in my field in this area and other places 
such as Columbus, Ohio, I have been told by respective 
employers that my background is inadequate for the type 
of work I am looking for. I have had an uncle in the 
field who has tried to help but he has been told that 
I don't have enough experience. 
Power and Fluids 
No graduates. 
Vocational Trade and Education 
No comments were given. 
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Welding 
More_ general requirements are needed. Students need 
to know how to write essays on technical information 
I am most pleased with the education obtained from 
MSU as I have rated most all questions "more ·than adequate." 
My advisor was very knowledgeable and understanding 
of my needs and I am proud to have served under him. 
Room for much improvement in the welding program! 
Needs more organization and classes that are more rele-
vant to industry. Four year welding degree geared 
towards engineering would be nice. 
The welding technology program is very good. I 
rated the time and motion class instruction so low 
because (name withheld) read to us from the textbook 
for 3 hours a night. 
Many things that I need to know, I know where to 
find information and used my textbooks frequently as 
references. 
Lab sizes were to large in 201, 201A, 205A. 
I enjoy all my classes! 
I think there should be more job interviews on 
campus. 
Labs need more funding for materials. 
Give some on-the-job training. 
Area of Concentration in Industrial Education (Orientation/ Explor-
ation Level 
More time for practical application in all the labs 
should be taken in to consideration. IET Seminar needs 
to have more time covering interviews for teaching and 
higher level professional positions other than· that in 
industry. In my opinion the overall program is excellent 
offering everyone who enrolls the same chance of success. 
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I believe the Industrial Arts Program would benefit 
from a thorough awareness of the high schools that surround 
the area of the college and the inadeq.uate machines that 
are used for instruction in Graphic Arts, and several other 
areas that students could compare and feel that the program 
was important enough to draw emphasis, The facilities 
need comprehensive review and evaluation to attract student 
interest into the program and restore the confidence to 
faculty and parents that we are prepared to provide 
education above and beyond the high school level; this 
cannot be accomplished with older, outdated machines and 
poorly funded programs that begin to die not because of 
lack of interest but because of the failure to ascertain 
that the equipment ·must be available before the interest 
develops and allows for growth, Students need to see a 
commitment to a program, to feel excitement about their 
field of study; that is not correctly being reflected, 
If the program intends to make the commitment to the SIX 
AREAS that are required for the education degree, then 
monies should be made available for these more crucial 
areas. The monies spent on programs that duplicate 
experiences that are of a vocational high school nature 
then become the areas of educational experience and of 
the most importance, downgrading the areas of industrial 
education, creating the tendency and reinforcing the 
tendency to group all of·,the programs into a lower, slower, 
not too bright category that is still the main idea of 
many schools in the overall opinion of industrial arts, 
I do not believe that money at MSU's Industrial Arts 
Progam is used to help the educational programs but to 
reward those who help with work on a boat, or a motor, or 
a small project; by buying equipment as a favor for the 
instructors who keep quiet and do not rock the boat. I 
believe that personal opinions of certain individuals have 
indeed hindered the growth of the educational program in 
Industrial Arts at Morehead State University and growth 
will only take place when education is once again an 
emphasis. 
I feel that either architectural drawing or techni-
cal illustration should be encouraged due to the fact of 
the current state department requirements of teaching 
three different areas. I found that I should have taken 
one or both of these courses to be effective in my 
drafting program now, 
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The program instruction and content is suitable 
for the industrial arts teacher, but I personally don't 
believe it is updated enough for.students entering 
industry. 
I was told all through.my college years that with an 
industrial arts teaching degree, it could lead into an 
industry related management job. Several years ago that 
may have been true, but the students need to be set straight, 
that a teaching degree doesn't mean a thing to industry 
today. I am disappointed with my degree merely because 
I was led to believe the wrong thing. Hopefully this 
summer I will be able to find a teaching.job and use 
my degree. 
The program could have been a hell of a program if 
people would be inspired and want to make it that way. 
More input from students. 
I am pleased with my education as a whole. However, 
the department is certainly not flawless. The industrial 
education classes seem to lack organization and contain 
repetition. 
I feel that the electricity and electronics courses 
offer very little to the level 1 and 2 teacher. There should 
be more emphasis on machine repair. 
The only complaint I have is I went to do some follow-
up work in the Graphic Arts Department (which (name withheld) 
did not have control of at the time) and it was in shambles. 
It is very unfortunate and your loss not to have the 
instruction of (name withheld) as a Graphic Arts instructor. 
Being a first year teacher, I have found that I really 
need more technical background. I think it should be 
required to have at least 9 semester hours in the subject 
of technical areas instead of 6 hours. This means dropping 
more of the MSU general electives and adding more subjects 
or more content to your direct field of study. Instead of 
only having a 52 hours requirement out of 128 hours in 
your major, I feel it should be about 70 hours of your major. 
Human Growth and Development TI is a waste of time and 
money. 
Don't ever loose (name withheld). Best teacher I ever 
had. .I feel that (name withheld) is a poor choice for 
the head of the IA Department. 
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I. think that the student should get a chance to see 
what student teaching is like qefore his/her junior year. 
This would allow some students to· get out of teacher prep 
before they find it's. too late to change their major. I 
also feel that each.student should learn to run computers 
because almost all jobs require it today. 
I felt very competent. going directly into the high 
school. The instruction was great and advisors were 
always there when you needed them. Program seems more 
flexible than other universities. 
I feel that those students in Industrial Education 
should have more teaching experience prior to their 
final semester in student teaching. More emphasis 
Ehould be placed on teaching in Industrial core classes. 
Electives that students have should be advised so that 
they can obtain a minor in their desired field. 
Some of the equipment/machines I used while attending 
MSU were less than adequate, outdated. I have seen 
better machines/equipment in high schools around (50 miles) 
the area than the ones at MSU. Update the Graphics •.and 
Metals. 
It is time to put some money into the above mentioned 
areas. 
Today's technology is growing faster and faster. How 
can you expect a graduate from Industrial Technology to 
be able to compete with grads from other schools that are 
being trained on the newer, more advanced equipment·. It 
is not fair to the kid to have h.im train on technology of 
yesteryears. 
I was thoroughly satisfied with my education that I 
received from MSU. Morehead offers the type of quality 
education as that of the small town advantages as opposed 
to a large city. 
There needs to be improvement for preparing the future 
Industrial Education teachers for the paperwork that is 
involved in planning Level II. programs. 
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Area of Ccincentraticin'in Indtistrial Education (Preparation Level) 
(Dr. name withheld) does a very good job. He uses 
a common-sense approach to vocational teacher problems 
and was very helpful to me in obtaining a degree in 
Indus trial Education •. 
(Dr. name withheld} was a very good teacher and 
always willing to listen to teachers problems beyond 
his classes. 
I believe the staff and the teaching in the Applied 
Sciences tech'Department is good. The only thing that should 
be changed is to perm:Lt more classes to be taught in the 
department. Students would not have to go to other 
departments to get electives • 
. People outside Industrial Education Department do not 
know how to teach a class that will apply to what we in 
Industrial Education are trying to do. People in Industrial 
Education should be teaching 310 and 410. 
I think there should be classes taught that would or 
could be used for a degree in Auto Body Technology. Such 
as more classes in Welding, Plastics, and Spray Painting. 
I feel I cannot evaluate the program in relation to 
what I teach '(nursing}. It did give me a good insight 
into vocational education which I previously had not 
thought about at all. 
Major in Industrial Education 
No comments were given. 
Area of Concentration in Industrial Technology 
I believe the school should offer more classes in 
the Industrial Technology field. This would give the 
student a broader education of his or lier field of study. 
I matured more in 2 years at MSU than in comparison 
to 2 years at U of K. MSU and Ind. Department ·gives 
students the opportunity to learn practical application 
for use in society. The Industrial Department programs 
were very important for··.the basic knowledge in my 
profession. I believe I am ahead in my profession 
because of my background from MSU. 
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When I entered into the Industrial Tech. Department, 
that was supposed to .be the field to get into, and now 
I can •·t even firld a job. 
I found only a few prof's who were excellent ·teachers: 
(name withheld, name withheld, name rithheld). Other prof's 
communicated a·love of teaching--that also counts for a lot. 
However, several prof's were neither good teachers nor in 
love rith their work; they mirrored the attitudes of many 
students who were neither good students nor in love with 
their work. 
My worst prof was the man in charge of the Industrial 
Tech department, though his critical evaluations were 
helpful. 
There should have been 1 or 2 calculus classes 
required and both physics classes instead of 1 physics 
class for a more well-rounded education. 
Almost all of my electronics background from college 
was digital. We needed work in analog and RF circuit 
design. 
You should require classes to be taken that involve 
motivation and group work. When advising students, tell 
them why they are taking a class so they can get the whole 
picture (explain what the end result will be). Require 
a teaching certificate, hopefully then they can motivate 
fellow employees, even if they don't plan to teach. Give 
students "real work" projects, responsibility improves the 
quality of education. 
My feelings about the IET program, particularly the 
Electronics program, is that most everything was available 
but it was only what the student made of it. 
I hope MSU is keeping up with the electronics game. 
It's unbelievable the changes that have been made since 
I graduated just 2 years ago. 
The seminar class to help the student prepare to meet 
his employer is a great help. Once you have the degree, 
the graduate needs proper instruction on presenting himself 
not only on paper·;-. but in person to his prospective employer. 
Need more thorough study of computers; operation and 
troubleshooting, would have liked to had course in holographies. 
It can truly be said that Morehead's program is 
one of those rare opportunities to truly enhance the basic 
tools of students who are willi_ng to try. As to changes, 
all technical students should be·· required to have BASIC. 
Along with.1nore math and in the language department, a 
course in spelling. 
Getting back to basics has a lot of truth to it. 
I was in the Mining Tech program and found it to be 
less than challenging. Some courses were difficult, however, 
too many were just simply to easy. I must admit that I 
did have experience in the:mining industry that no doubt 
helped 1ne considerably. 
The welding program needs to give hands on pipe 
welding and to give the person hands on work on pressure 
reggly welding and to help the person to get a supervised 
work experience on welding. 
(Refer to# 7) This program should be upgraded 
to include additional courses such as those listed in #6. 
Much more math and statistical related courses should 
be added. 
I found myself lacking in some areas due to MSU 
courses being too general. Therefore, I attended Univer-
sity of Cincinnati for the first two classes in #6 due 
to a lack of knowledge and experience. Compare this 
curriculum to other schools. 
The Industrial Tech Degree is not of much use unless 
you have a teaching certificate and want to teach. Also 
the economy doesn I t help much. This Bachelor of Science 
in Industrial Tech doesn't really qualify you for any 
specific job. 
I feel that I was in an A-1 program as far as 
content and advising goes. But I left the program 
feeling insecure as to what my abilities were. In 
other words, I didn't know what type of job my major 
qualified me for. 
I have taken several off campus as well as on campus. 
From what I can see and have been in most of these classes 
are a waste of time. 
I have trouble understanding how Morehead State 
University can give college credit for some of these 
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classes. The university expects students on campus 
to :meet certain standards, Why can off.campus students 
get by with so much less? 
r would be more than happy to answer any questions 
about what r have written in the above statements, 
All departments at.Morehead need to work closer 
with the job placement office, 
The courses did not hit on enough detail. The books 
had the material but the teachers d:idn't explain the material 
well enough and show through lab experience and trouble-
shooting how the book material was directly related. 
Instead of hitting on so many unrelated subjects, time 
should have been used on the material that my major was 
in. Detailed, well explained lab sessions should have 
been a must from basic electronic labs to advanced lab 
and experience more related to job duties, 
When r enrolled in Mining Tech, I was informed by more 
than one faculty member that it was leaning toward a 
surface mining program. However, it stressed deep 
mining more and since I live in an area where deep mining 
is second to surface mining, it was not as useful as 
it could have been, 
School of Industrial Technology have good programs 
if you add more math and science courses. Also I suggest 
to your department that every individual teacher give more 
home work for his students and count it for them as tests. 
In this way students will work more and learn better, 
The other suggestion r would like to mention is the chair-
men of departments should talk with their faculty, not taking 
T-F or multiple choice test. In that case nobody will be 
looking at each others paper, and everybody try hard to 
understand what is going on.in· their classes or their 
courses, So it is better to give them less questions and 
more work during their test time. 
My evaluation of Morehead's Tech Department is that 
the training has opened some doors, Once the door is open, 
the core of your tech knowledge is tested. I have found 
my electronic retention at times lacking although not 
totally. I feel extremely more lab hours must be imple-
mented to enrich the theory and for a more lasting know-
ledge. 
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I feel the construction technology department needs 
serious overhaul. The employers I visited never heard of 
the program. Made me feel insecure. I feel if the 
construction tech classes were more like civil engineering 
courses,the students would have a better chance of getting 
employment. 
I think the program was sorry! When you go to class 
for two weeks and don't have a teacher and through four 
advisers. Thanks to (Mr. name withheld) I made it. 
(Name withheld) was great. (Name withheld) or whatever 
his name is, is worthless. I hope you get the program 
turned around. 
I feel very good about the education I received. 
Although I think that calculus would be a valuable 
addition to the IT degree. 
The program could use some improvement. More 
math, co-op program, some classes could be updated 
with technology. General overhaul of program is due. 
Major in Industrial Technology 
My main disappointment was (still is) the fact that 
I had no idea what kind of job I was or still am supposed 
to be educated for. I received a general course for 
a specific industrial world. Part of my failure to 
obtain a job lies in the poor economy; but I feel more 
attention should be put toward how to sell your educa-
tion to the employer. 
What points in your curriculum will employers feel 
they can build upon? At present I am planning to continue 
my education in another field. 
The program at Morehead has to be the best on the 
campus. I feel that other universities can beat you 
hands down in all aspects.· Go to other universities, observe 
this and copy the good points. 
My first major was in data processing and my second 
major was industrial technology in electronics. This 
combination of classes have really helped me in my 
present position. 
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I feel the electronics program should be oriented 
more towards micro and digital electronics, data com-
munications with some software training. I am making 
these observations based upon my own experience in 
industry (Armco Inc.). I have had to tackle these 
subjects on my own, Also more electronics classes 
should be taught in the evenings for those in industry 
who wish to continue their training and update it. 
I feel that all but one instructor that I had as 
a student in IET was outstanding. This individual was a 
part-time instructor and not very interested with his 
job. (Dr. name withheld) and (Mr. name withheld) showed 
particular interest in their students and their own classes. 
They were both very interesting to listen to in class. 
I do feel hours should be given for the lab classes 
(i.e. Tech Drawing I; Basic Elec). It would also be 
helpful if more could be done to introduce IET students 
to an industrial environment through field trips or 
special arrangements for an on-the-job training class 
as a manager in industry. 
I found that I could not· compete in the technical 
field with other graphic arts majors from other schools. 
I think the MSU Graphic Arts Program was ideal from a 
teacher's education standpoint, but was rather archaic 
from a technical view. I realize it would take a 
tremendous financial and professional commitment to 
update the graphics program to include computer generated 
type copy processes and web offset printing processes 
(4 color heidleburg work, color photo work, etc.) to 
enable a technician to secure work after his education. 
Therefore, I can understand why it may be intentional 
for the program to cater to the education major. 
Master of Science in Vocational Education 
I received excellent support throughout my program. 
All of the teachers, especially (Dr. name withheld) 
were helpful. I am proud to be associated with these 
dedicated educational professionals. 
Offer technical courses for graduates, or allow 
graduate credit for certain graduate courses. 
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Much of the course content at the time seemed to 
be of very little use to me in my view, 
the last 11 years of teaching vocational 
I think at one time or other I have used 
subject matter we covered. 
However, during 
education, 
about all the 
I'm satisfied and I do have a good paying job that'·s 
directly related to my field of study. 
All the courses taken at Morehead, I enjoyed. The 
teacher was well prepared for course content, They led 
the classes, provided class participation. Everyone got 
something from the class. I cannot say this for 6:30 
Evaluation Technique--flop--everyone was disgusted, yet 
everyone felt this was an important class that everyone 
needed. 
The biggest problem was not being advised correctly. 
In four years of undergraduate studies, I feel that I 
was not advised correctly. I filled out my schedule 
the way I wanted and my advisor signed it. Due to this, 
some of the classes that are now required for my degree, 
I did not take. 
Also my freshman year the advisor had me taking 
junior classes instead of freshman classes. Because 
of this, my junior year, I was only able to take 29 
hours and I almost came up short on hours my senior 
year. 
I appreciate the help givenby (Dr. name withheld) and 
(Dr. name withheld)., Other staff members were helpful. 
These two showed a strong interest in the student and 
went far beyond what would have been normal to help 
me succeed at Morehead. 
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Chapter 5 
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was: 
1. To provide valid data sufficient for reporting purposes. 
2. To provide an instrument for evaluation of the instruc-
tional process and the physical plant relative to main-
taining a quality training acceptable by the local employ-
ment community. 
3. To provide for a means of collection and dissemination of 
data designed to enable the teacher to perform a self-
evaluation of the teaching process. 
4. To develop a means of evaluating the benefits derived as 
a result of the training received. 
5. To provide valid data on which to base decisions pertinent 
to addition, deletion, or modification of the Industrial 
Degree Programs. 
6. To provide a concise system whereby only necessary data will 
be requested. 
·conclusions 
The following is the conclusions of the study to determine the 
effectiveness of the Degree programs in the Department of Industrial 
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Education and Technology at Morehead State University. 
1. Of the total responses, 52% of the employed graduates 
have jobs directly related to their programs preparation 
while 39% of the employed do not have jobs related. 
2. Out of the employed graduates 39% had obtained employment 
before graduation. 
3. Out of the employed graduates 65% had found jobs on 
their own. 
4. Reasons of unemployment were: 4% listed jobs not available 
in desired geographic location, 8% were continuing their 
education and 3% gave other reasons. This gave a total of 
15% unemployed out of the 161 respondents. 
5. Fifty-seven percent of the graduates who are continuing 
their education chose to do so at Morehead State University. 
6. Sixty-on percent of the·employed ·graduates had not- changed 
employers since their first job. 
7. Forty-two percent of employed graduates were satisfied with 
their job but indicated they would consider a change. 
8. The academic advising was found to be more than adequate to 
adequate in all areas with the exception of the Associate 
Degree in Drafting and Design which indicated 40% less than 
adequate and 20% completely inadequate. 
9. In most programs, the overall program evaluation was found 
to be more than adequate to adequate. 
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10. Graduates indicated facilities and equipment should be 
updated. 
11. Additional courses in high technology seem to be needed. 
12. More hands on time or on-the-job training seem to be 
needed. 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations are made concerning improvements 
for all Degree programs in the Department of Industrial Education and 
Technology at Morehead State University. 
1. Stress importance of evaluating programs to upcoming 
graduates. 
2. Conduct similar studies periodically in order to have new 
relevant data. 
3. Use the same questionnaire fonnat so the data received on 
any future study can be compared for reliability. 
4. Surveys of this size are too lengthy and must be reduced for 
infonnation to be looked at more closely. 
S. A good definition and purpose, for each program, should 
be constructed and given to each of the instructors of 
the individual programs. 
6. More graduates need to be employed in related areas of their 
education. 
7. Instructors of the different programs should keep in 
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constant contact with related industry or employment for 
new trends. 
8. Laboratories and equipment need updated to meet new 
technologies. 
9. All programs need to become more on-the-job oriented 
giving more hands-on experience. 
10. Each of the programs should include in their curriculum, 
information which would give the students an accurate 
~icture of what actual employment opportunities are avail-
able. 
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APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRE MAILING LIST 
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Barbara C. Adams 
(072) 
102 Fulton Rd. 
Winchester, KY 40391 
William C. Adams, Jr. 
(051) 
Rt. 1 Box 85 
Campton, KY 41301 
Kenneth D. Adkins 
(111) 
Rt. 6 Box 335 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Kenney S. Adkins 
(052) -
Rt. 2 Box 20 
Isonville, KY 41149 
Curtis A. Akers 
(172) 
Box 2662 
Pikeville, KY 41501 
James R. Allen 
(020) 
Rt. 2 
Hazel Green, KY 41332 
Afaf Alshamma 
(179) 
Summer Comm. Clinic 
Hinton, WV 25951 
Kevin B. Amis 
(112) 
910 Federal Way 
Flatwoods, KY 41139 
Samuel Arredondo, Jr. 
(121) 
Rt. 2, Box 259-Jl9 
Radcliff, KY 40160 
Mailing List 
Richard W. Bachmeyer 
(150) (020) 
Rt. 1 US 25 
Walton, KY 41094 
Michael E. Back 
(150) 
Rt. 1, Box 545 
Grayson, KY 41143 
Terry G. Back 
(059) 
Box·•· 24 
McRoberts, KY 41835 
David Bailey 
(030) 
RL:, 3 
Owingsville, KY 40360 
Harold W. Bailey 
(082) 
Rt •. 3 
Owingsville, KY 40360 
W. H. Baker 
(120) 
210 S. Lecato Avenue 
Audubon, NJ 08106 
Clyde R. Baldwin 
(022) 
303 VTE Trail 
Frankfort, KY 40601 
James L. Ballard 
(029) 
Rt. 1 
Means, KY 40346 
Andrew J. Bankemper 
(112) 
Rt. 2 Box 92 
California, KY 41007 
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James M. Barber 
(082) 
101 Pinecrest Dr. 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Sandra L. Barker 
(062) 
Box 422 
Owingsville, KY 40360 
Phillip Barnett 
(132) 
Box 31 
Salyersville, KY 41465 
Oscar W. Bartley 
(132)-
Box 1037 
Elkhorn City, KY 41522 
Yousif N. Bayatti 
(151) 
UPO 2154 
Morehead, KY 40351 
David C. Bayer 
(121) (031) 
Rt. 1 Box 289 
Ashland, VA 23005 
Bruce A. Bayes 
(112) 
609 Elita Ln. 
Flatwoods, KY 41139 
James H. Beair 
(120) 
Rt. 1 Box 298-C 
South Shore, KY 41175 
Carl S. Beato 
(030) 
5821Woodland Dr. 
Forest Heights, MD 20021 
Thomas P. Beaumont 
(060) 
2340 Shawnee Rd. 
Portsmouth, OH 45662 
Timothy A. Beckerich 
(110) 
119 Lyndale Rd. 
Edgewood, KY 41017 
Tony R. Becraft 
(122) 
444 West Grant Ave. 
Georgetown, OH 45121 
Larry A. Belcher 
(122) 
General Delivery 
Belcher, KY 41513 
Deanna H. Bentley 
(112) 
Box 91 TWP Rd. 198 
Vanlue, OH 45890 
Jimmy R. Bentley 
(110) (150) 
113 W. Rice St. 
Louisa, KY 41230 
Jeffery S. Blakeman 
(111) 
Rt. 3 Mabry Mano.r ·: No • 11 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Bert B. Blankenbeckler 
(172) 
Rt. 5 Box 206 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Virginia L. Blanton 
(102) 
603 9th 
Paintsville, KY 41240 
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Charles W. Blevins 
(050) 
Rt. 3 
Owingsville, KY 40360 
Henry E. Blevins 
(040) 
Webbville, KY 41180 
Patrica L. Blevins 
(062) 
Rt. 6 Box 558 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Sidney W. Bloomfield 
(160)· 
PO Box 6 
Quincy, KY 41166 
Jerome D. Boggs 
(041) 
Rt. 2 Box 442 
Maloneton, KY 41158 
David C. Bolt 
(159) 
212 Waverly Gables 
Waverly, OH 45690 
David H. Bowman 
(150) (020) 
PO Box 64 
Alum Creek, WV 25003 
Stephen A. Bowman 
(032) 
108 E. 19th Street 
Paris, KY 40361 
James C. Boyd 
(020) 
1230 Everett Ct. 
Mt. Sterling, KY 40353 
Capri A. Boyle 
(032) 
353 Caroline Rd. 
Raceland, KY 41169 
Betty L. Bradford 
(172) 
Oak: Grove Ave. 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Richard A. Bradford 
(172) 
Oak Grove Ave. 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Patricia S. Bradshaw 
(150) 
Holbrook Hall Apt. 1 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Eric H. Brehmer 
(020) 
8310 Seaforth Dr. 
Louisville, KY 40258 
Timothy K. Brewer 
(152) 
5211 Manaco Lane 
Louisville, KY 40219 
Gregory K. Bright 
(120) 
1935 Cypress St. 
Louisville, KY 40210 
Larry J. Broughton 
(070) 
3435 Blackburn Avenue 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Chester A. Brown 
(139) 
Lawton, KY 41153 
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Raymond V, Browning 
(080) 
2401 Paddock Lane 
Louisville, KY 40216 
Joy L. Brumagen 
(062) 
Rt. 1 McClure Rd. 
Winchester, KY 40391 
Richard E. Brumleve 
(112) 
6609 Morocco Dr. 
Louisville, KY 40214 
David A, Burke 
(052)" 
AZ Box 10 Sycamore St. 
Greenup, KY 41144 
William E. Burke 
(150) 
Rt. ·1 Box 230 
Grayson, KY 41143 
Marsha D. Burks 
(170) 
Rt. 1 Box 391F 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Joseph R, Burns 
(161) 
Box 34 
McDanie£s, KY 40152 
Frederick J. Burton 
(102) 
Rt. 2 Box 630 
Olive Hill, KY 41164 
Ernest R. Bush 
(032) 
Rt. 1 Box 353 
Oldtown, KY 41163 
Timothy P. Butler 
(052) 
Rt, 1 Box 120B 
Tollesboro, KY 41189 
Donald R. Byrd 
(071) 
Rt. 4 Box 299 
Winchester, KY 40391 
John W. Caddell, Jr. 
(162) 
3393 Robt, E. Lee Dr. 
Erlanger, KY 41018 
Gary D. Calhoun 
(179) 
400 Perry St, Apt. 3 
Greenup, KY 41144 
Lowell E, Cantrell 
(112) 
Rt. 3. Box 194 
West Liberty, KY 41472 
James M. Carpenter 
(072) 
Box 19 
Owingsville,. KY 40360 
Larry J. Carter 
(110) (152) 
Rt. 3 Box 317 
Sandy Hook, KY 41171 
C. Douglas Caskey 
(071) (171) 
35 Willow Dr. 
Winchester, KY 40391 
Darryl S. Caskey 
(021) (152) 
35 Willow Dr. 
Winchester, KY 40391 
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William M. Cassady 
(131) (172) 
P.O. Box 942 
Inez, KY 41224 
Vincent Cataland 
(111) 
1403 Sleppy Hollow Rd. 
Ft. Wright, KY 41011 
Anthony R. Charles 
(021) 
Box 131 
Beattyville, KY 41311 
Dane R. Clark 
(060) (151) 
Box 372 
Garrison, KY 40372 
Carla J. Clay 
(042) 
East Tygart 
South Shore, KY 41175 
Tinsley M. Cloyd, Jr. 
(069) 
Box 64 
Clearfield, KY 40313 
Cloydia J. Cochran 
(170) 
607 Riverside Dr. 
Wurtland, KY 41144 
John M. Colder 
(150) 
Rt. 1 Box 130 
Vanceburg, KY 41179 
Kevin E. Colyer 
(072) 
1940 Goldsmith Ln 6B 
Louisville, KY 40218 
Michael E. Compton 
(031) 
3434 Blackburn Ave. 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Jeffery L. Conaway 
(020) 
829 Mill 
Tipton, OH 46072 
Thomas L. Conlee 
(031) 
Rt. 2 Box 274 
Frenchburg, KY 40322 
Ronald W. Conley 
(132) 
Rt. 3 Box 610 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Charles R. Conn 
(171) 
Gen. Del. 
Salt Lick, KY 40371 
David K. Copley 
(041) 
Box 1912 
Williamson, WV 25661 
Douglas A. Coppess 
(050) (150) 
4905 Hassan Ct. No 16 
Dayton, OH 45432 
Steven J. Cornett 
(051) 
212 Vine St. 
Cold Spring, KY 41076 
Delano D. Cotton 
(172) 
Rt. 1 Box 168 
Vanceburg, KY 41179 
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Paul D. Courtney 
(179) 
Rt. 2 Box 279 
Catlettsburg, KY 41129 
William E. Cox, Jr. 
(159) 
2476 Woodhill Dr. 
Lexington, KY 40509 
Ronald B. Cross 
(052) 
113 7 Cross Rd. 
Winchester, OH 4569i 
Thomas E, Crump 
(072)' 
812 Monroe Ave. 
Wurtland, KY, 41144 
David W. Cummings 
(050) 
3126 Bridwell Road 
Louisville, KY 40216 
Bobby W. Daniel 
(151) 
Rt. 3 Box 757 
West Liberty, KY 41472 
Jacklynn K. Darling 
(179) 
Rt. 5 Box 477 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Robert E, Deskins 
(140) 
3703 Rt. 55 
Urbana, OH 43078 
William R. Dezarn 
(152) 
1404 Packard Ave. 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Izadbakhsh Djahanshahi 
(151) 
Dead Address 
David L. Drake 
(050) 
PO Box 533 
Campton, KY 41301 
Kent D. Eldridge 
(151) 
2415 Jackson Ave, Apt. 4 
Pt. Pleasant, WV 25550 
Barbara L. Emmons 
(112) (152) 
Rt. 2 Box 33 
Wallingford, KY 41093 
Anthony Esposito, Jr. 
(041) 
Rt. 10 
S. Portsmouth, KY 41174 
Michael Espisito 
(022) 
Rt. 10 Box 338 
S. Portsmouth, KY 41174 
Mehrzad Etebar 
(150) 
UPO 9 MSU 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Ali Asgher Etemadian 
(151) 
Dead Address 
Jeffery D. Evans 
(022) 
PO Box 382 
Olive Hill, KY 41164 
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Michael D. Evans 
(159) 
Index, KY 41442 
Russel W. Everman 
(109) 
Box 377 
Stanton, KY 40380 
John N. Ferguson 
(139) 
260 Cardinal Rd. 
Venice, FL 33595 
Lowell Ferguson 
(131)· 
911 Chestnut Dr. 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Tammy L. Filson 
(031) (151) 
Rt. 1 Box 240 
Hillsboro, KY 41049 
David E. Foster 
(152) 
Rt. 2 Box 323 
Winchester, OH 45697 
Michael P. French 
(121) 
Dead Address 
Ronald J. French 
(140) 
3507" Park Row 
Louisville, KY 40216 
Terrel A. Fugate 
(05!11) (151) 
Rt. 3 Box 996 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Ronald L. Fyffe 
(051) 
Jamestown Apts. No. 205 
2200 Richmond Rd. 
Lexington, KY 40502 
Timothy A. Fyffe 
(152) 
Rt •. 1 
Greenup, KY 41144 
Donald M. Gabbard 
(120) 
Box 306 
Booneville, KY 41314 
Eissa N. Chassemt 
(152) 
UPO 57 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Herbert D. Gibbs 
(121) 
Rt. 32 Crique Side Pk. No. 82 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Gerald E. Gibson 
(161) 
Rt. 18, Box 3-A 
Hueysville, KY 41640 
W. Scott Gillock 
(082) (172) 
Rt. 5 Box 630 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Jeffery C. Gottke 
(051) (151) 
4734 Annhurst Rd. 
Columbus, OH 43228 
Daniel W. Goodpaster 
(159) 
Rt·, . 1 Crestview 
Mt.Sterling, KY 40353 
18'8 
Jim Goodwin 
(052) 
Rt. 7 Box 177 
Vanceburg, KY 41179 
Owen L. Gray 
(060) 
PO Box 552 
Mt. Sterling, KY 40353 
Donald I. Greenhill, Jr. 
(021) 
Clearfield Manor No. 39 
Clearfield, KY 40313 
William E. Gribbins 
(161). 
1345-B Magruder 
Ft. Sill, OK 73503 
Delmaine Griffith 
(101) (132) 
Rt. 7 Box 237 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Sharon E. Grisham 
(161) 
Rt. 2 Box 17 
Mayslick, KY 41055 
Randy S. Grooms. 
(060) (151) 
934 Villa Dr. No. 5 
Richmond, KY 40475 
Mikie R. Gumms 
(150) 
Vincent, KY 41386 
Donald E. Gunter 
(112) 
Box 308 
South Shore, KY 41175 
Robert J. Haley 
(051) (151) 
Star Rt. 2 Box 68 
Vanceburg, KY 41179 
Douglas Hall 
(042) 
PO Box 42 
Topmost, KY 41862 
Jerry T. Hall 
(159) 
Box 21 
Bypro, KY 41612 
Clifford Hamilton, Jr. 
(152) 
Rt. 1 Box 21 
Hyden, KY 41749 
Larry V. Hamlin 
(051) 
Adams 2627 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Fereydoon Hamzehpour 
(150) 
UPO Box 1759 MSU 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Cindy L. Haney 
(019) 
Rt. 2 Box 883 
Olive Hill, KY 41164 
Herbert E. Haney 
(101) 
Rt. 4 Box 92 
West Liberty, KY 41472 
John G. Hanrahan 
(110) (151) 
Rt. 2 Box 898 
Morehead, KY 40351 
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Mark D. Harber 
(120) 
Rt. 2 
Mt. Olivet, KY 41064 
Daniel E. Harris 
(042) 
Rt. 1 5885 SR 659 
Marengo, KY 43334 
Richard A. Harris 
(151) 
3408 Flintridge Circle 
LexingtJon, KY 40502 
Randell K. Hazel 
(052) 
821 Chinn 
Raceland, KY 41169 
Donald S. Heitzman 
(021) 
4969 Relleum 
Cincinnati, OH 45238 
Martin D. Henderson 
(120) 
Box 485 
Olive Hill, KY 41164 
Marvin E, Henson 
(162) 
Quicksand, KY 41363 
James F. Highfield 
(110) 
2737 Shawnine 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Myron R. Highfield 
(169) 
503 Central Ave. 
Maysville, KY 41056 
Kenneth Hilger 
(052) 
Box 119 Rt. 1 
Camp Dix, KY 41127 
Timothy B. Hills 
(081) 
7909 Mango Dr. 
Louisville, KY 40258 
Michael W. Hogge 
(051) 
Box 503 
Owingsville, KY 40360 
William J. Hopper 
(151) 
Box 866 
Paintsville, KY 41240 
Alonzo G. Horn 
(070) 
PO Box 5252 
Lexington, KY 40505 
Terry M. Horsley 
(112) 
Rt. 2 Box 46 
Olive Hill, KY 41164 
Thomas C. Horsley 
(120) 
Rt. 2 Box 49 
Olive Hill, KY 41164 
Daniel J. Hubbard 
(121) 
8638 Elmiree Ave. 
Cincinnati, OH 45231 
Robert Huffman 
(122) 
87 Third St. 
California, PA 15419 
lSO 
David M. Hughes 
(049) (159) 
Cane Creek Rd. 
Rosslyn, KY 40369 
Bryan D. Imhoff 
(152) 
911 Millville Oxford 
Hamilton, OH 45013 
Timothy D. Ison 
(041) 
Rt. 1 Box 5 McKay Rd. 
Greenup, KY 41144 
Matthew C. Jacobs 
(022)· 
P.O. Box 278 
Grayson, KY 41143 
Omar J. Jalil 
(052) 
UPO Box 187 MSU 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Thomas D. James 
(141) 
Star Rt. 1 Box 350 
Jackson, KY 41339 
Geary L. Jenkins 
(052) 
Rt. 3 Box 12EE 
West Liberty, KY 41472 
Kenneth M. Jessef 
(052) 
935 East Main St. 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Marty E. Johnson 
(150) 
Rt. 4 Box 70 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Robert D. Johnson 
(022) 
PO Box 112 
Crittenden, KY 41030 
Roscoe W. Johnson 
(070) (152) 
306 Maryland Ave. 
Winchester, KY 40391 
Douglas T. Joiner 
(152) 
5854 Wyatt Avenue 
Cincinnati, OH 45213 
David E. Jones 
(150) 
11328 Ashboro Dr. 
Orlando, FL 32809 
Thomas B. Jones 
(081) (152) 
Rt. 4 Box 169 
Mt. Sterling, KY 40353 
Byron K. Justice 
(159) 
General Delivery 
Lashmeet, WV 24733 
Olive C. Justice 
(171) 
P.O. Box 683 
Pikeville, KY 41501 
William W. Justice 
(171) 
Rt; 2 Box 267AA 
Pikeville, KY 41571 
Vincent R. Kahne 
(159) 
2303 Ranch Rd. 
Ashland, KY 41101 
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John L. Kame 
(120) 
2723 Broadview 
Springfield, OH 45505 
Billy R. Kamer 
(082) (152) 
PO Box 142 
Garrison, KY 41141 
Enayatollah Karimiam 
(152) 
Box 2178 
Morehead, KY 40351 
David B. Kazee 
(151)· 
Rt. 2 Box 379 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Larry F. Kegley 
(051) 
313 W. 2nd Street 
Vanceburg, KY 41179 
Stephen R. Kelley 
(111) 
820 Bellefonte Princes 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Richard G. Kendall 
(170) 
125 Thompson Rd. 
Russell, KY 41169 
Marc E. Kessler 
(122) 
6701 Moorhaven Dr. 
Louisville, KY 40228 
Valiollah Khazrai 
(151) 
810 Knapp Ave. 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Hamic Khorsandiamoli 
(152) 
C/0 Rejaee Amoli Mehdi 
955 Univ. Sta. 
Lexington, KY 40506 
Barry W. Kiser 
(111) 
Rt. 5 Box 525 AB 
Olive Hill, KY 41164 
Kamran Koohpareh 
(022) 
811 Boones Pl. 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Kayvan Koohpareh 
(052) 
330 E. 2nd St. 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Henry H. Lacy 
(120) 
Rt. 2 Box 75 
West Liberty, KY 41472 
Kurt A. Lammrish 
(052) 
219 Elizaville Ave. 
Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
Jeffery D. Lavaley 
(031) (082) (152) 
1110 Inca Trail 
Georgetown, KY 40324 
Joel T. Lavalley 
(052) 
210 Pocohantes Tr. 
Georgetown, KY 40324 
Eilliam H. Lawson 
(062) 
Denniston, KY 40316 
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Barry T. Lechner 
(151) 
2089 Brainard Dr. 
Dayton, OH 45220 
Christopher T. Lester 
(170) 
Rt. 1 Box 290 
Proctorville, OH 45669 
Abbas Letafat 
(151) (172) 
UPO 2175 MSU 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Darrell K. Lewis 
(151)-
Rt. 2 Box 796 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Larry G. Linville 
(042) (112) 
406R Lyons Avenue 
Morehead, KY 40351 
James D. Litteral 
(169) 
7281 Germany R. 
Waverly, OH 45690 
Merl A. Litteral 
(022) 
General Delivery 
Richville, KY 41252 
William T. Littleton 
(111) 
Rt. 4 Box 223 
Olive Hill, KY 41164 
Allan G. Loney 
(031) 
215 Southern Dr. 
Williamstown, KY 41030 
Gregory J. Lowe 
(122) 
PO Box 74 
Olive Hill, KY 41164 
Samuel T. Luttrell 
(050) 
325 Green Acres Drive 
Xenia, OH 45385 
Marvin Lykins 
(101) 
Rt. 1 
West Liberty, KY 41472 
Richard A. Macomb IV 
(112) 
652 Amanda Fee. Dr. 
Ashland, KY 41101 
John B. Mahaney 
(112) 
1107 N. Wilson Avenue 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Anthony W. Maher 
(122) 
4307 Redstar·Ct. 
Cincinnati, OH 45238 
Rick Maher 
(120) 
4307 Redstar Ct. 
Cincinnati, OH 45238 
Alfred J. Mangu 
(161) 
C/0 Dean of Students 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Ronald E. Margraf£ 
(162) 
1989 Wires Avenue 
Marion, OH 43302 
19.3 
Thomas K. Marsh 
(021) 
379 6th Street 
Paintsville, KY 41240 
Robert L. Martin 
(132) 
Rt. 2 Box 117 
West Liberty, KY 41472 
Thomas D. Martin 
(162) 
3508 Susan Lewis Dr. 
Erlanger, KY 41018 
John J. Matricia 
(111) 
20 Superior Dr. 
Ft. Mitchell, KY 41017 
Jeffery W. Mattox 
(020) 
Rt. 3 
Carlisle, KY 40311 
William L. Mays 
(122) 
Rt. 2 Box 67 
Princeton, KY 42445 
Thomas G. Mccane 
(051) (151) 
No. 2 Humphrey Hall LWT 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Bobby W. McCool 
(110) 
Box 498 
Whitesburg, KY 41858 
Kelly B. McCormick 
(032) 
Rt. 4 Box 228 
Louisa, KY 41230 
Rahld McGlone 
(150) 
Rt. 2 Box 428 
Olive Hill, KY 41164 
Mark E. McKenzie 
(119) (132) 
552 West Elm Road 
Radcliff, KY 40160 
Charlotte J. Meadows 
(031) 
345 Etna St. 
Russel, KY 41169 
Roger K. Menefee 
(110) 
Elliot Rd. Box 284 
Demossville, KY 41033 
Mark J. Middleton 
(150) 
Rt. 1 
Rush, KY 41168 
David A. Miracle 
(050) (152) 
2026 Lincoln Ave. 
Greenup, KY 41144 
William H. Miranda III 
(151) 
4341 Ridgeway Ave. 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Alan Mitchel 
(152) 
141 Grove Rd. 
Cincinnati, OH 45215 
David W. Moore 
(122) 
9110 Hudson Ln. 
Louisville, KY 40291 
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Jesse K. Moore 
(132) 
Rt. 6 Miller Hunt Road 
Winchester, KY 40391 
Gary L. Morehead 
(049) 
Old Clay City Road 
Stanton, KY 40380 
Wendel B. Morris 
(020) 
Box 11 Rt. 1 
Caneyville, KY 42721 
John F. Moser 
(161)" 
Rt. 4 Box 706 
Chestertown, MD 21620 
Calvin C. Moulder 
(112) 
No Address 
Samuel R. Mullins 
(150) 
Ohio River Rd. 
Lloyd, KY 41156 
Thomas D. Mullins 
(150) 
Box 61 
Royalton, KY 41464 
David C. Munson 
(120) 
Vancleve, KY 41385 
Jeff R. Murphy 
(170) 
Rt. 5 Box 66 
Mt. Sterling, KY 40353 
Randy M. Murphy 
(029) (159) 
2410 . Highway 62 
Jeffersonville, IN 47130 
James F. Murray 
(121) 
1167 Thurnridge Dr. 
Reading, OH 45215 
Jimmy M. Murray 
(070) 
Rt. 2 Box 351 
Winchester, KY 40391 
Donald W. Neal, Jr. 
(112) 
3227 Floyd 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Larry M. Newman 
(151) 
PO Box 178 
Olive Hill, KY 41164 
Robert C. Neimann, Jr. 
(119) (151) 
2346 Emerson Ave. 
Louisville, KY 40215 
Edna O'Daniels 
(061) (152) 
Rt. 1 Box 321 
Louisa, KY 41230 
Thomas M. O'Hara 
(120) 
60 Sheridan Ave. 
Ft. Thomas, KY 41075 
Danny W. O'Neal 
(172) 
P.O. Box 162 
Garrett, KY 41630 
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Grover G. Pack 
(112) 
Box 190 
Whitehouse, KY 41269 
Matthew W. Parker 
(022) 
Rt. 5 Box 86 
Louisa, KY 41230 
Charles K. Parsons 
(111) 
104 1/2 East Second St. 
Grayson, KY 4.1143 
Michael P. Patton 
(120)· 
Rt. 2 Box 20 
Bedford, KY 40006 
Charles O. Pennington, Jr. 
(162) 
Rt. 3 Box 76 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Eugene M. Peterson, Jr. 
(121) 
Rt. 2 
Hillsboro, KY 41049 
Richard L. Pettrey 
(042) 
148 Camelot Ct. 
Russel, KY 41169 
David A. Piatt 
(129) 
Rt. 4 Box 263H 
Lucasville, OH 
Daniel M. Picazo 
(150) 
C/0 MFI FOR 4VEH 
Box 15665 
45648 
W. Palm Beach, FL 33406 
Fred R. Pinson 
(031) (122) 
P.O. Box 114 
Olive Hill, KY 41164 
John D. Plybon, Jr. 
(122) 
403 Park St. 
Orrville, OH 44667 
William B. Polston 
(162) 
11968 Springwood Dr. 
Louisville, KY 40229 
Ray J. Prince 
(081) 
Box 91 
Corinth, KY 41010 
Steven R. Pruitt 
(062} 
General Delivery 
Fords Br., KY 41526 
Clarence D. Puckett 
(071) 
Rt. 1 
Winchester, KY 40391 
William T. Queen 
(152) 
132 W. 2nd Street 
Morehead, KY 40351 
John P. Rahn 
(051) 
Dead Address 
Mark L. Rankin 
(140) 
Edgewood Drive 
Rt. 2 Box 565 
K Port, OH 45662 
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William L, Rasche 
(022) 
4429 Savage Dr. 
Louisville, KY 40216 
Donald I, Ray 
(102) 
729 Gainsway Dr. 
Worthington, KY 41183 
David K. Rece 
(052) 
Box 315 Rt. 2 
California, KY 41007 
Jimmie B. Reeves 
(051)· 
Box 165 
Salt Lick, KY 40371 
Nicholas P. Reeves 
(100) (131) 
1600 Callihan St. 
Flatwoods, KY 41139 
Danny Reynolds 
(112) 
Rt. 1 Box 390 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Donny Reynolds 
(112) 
Rt. 1 Box 390 
Morehead, KY 40351 
John E. Rhoton 
(052) 
Rt. 1 Box 215 
Hillsboro, KY 41049 
Edgar S. Richardson 
(132) 
615 Patricia St, 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Roger Riddell, Jr. 
(151) 
Box 765 
Mt. Sterling, KY 40353 
Michael P. Riggs 
(032) 
Box 531 
Greenup, KY 41144 
Douglas E. Rigsby 
(151) 
Rt. 4 Box 196A 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Henry H. Roark, Jr. 
(150) 
745 Highland Ave. 
Flatwoods, KY 41139 
Michael H. Robinson 
(122) 
Box 24 
Meansc;: KY 40346 
Michae1·s. Robinson 
(051) 
PO Box 135 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Michael L. Rogers 
(171) 
Rt. 5 Box 113 
Ashland, KY 41101 
John H. Rose 
(151) 
Box 157 
Ezel, KY 41425 
Kerry M. Rose 
(110) 
Box 649 
Olive Hill, KY 41164 
197 
Paul D. Rose 
(072) 
108 Calmers Blvd. 
Winchester, KY 40391 
Stephen Bottman 
(111) 
335 Lafayette 
Bellevue, KY 41073 
James D. Rous 
(152) 
1519 Fairhill Dr. 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Tracy A. Royse 
(121)· 
Rt. 2 Box 40 
Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
William A. Ruggles 
(051) 
Box 44 
Quincy, KY 41166 
Marsha D. Rumford 
(062) 
PO Box 5 
Milford, KY 41061 
Rick L. Ryle 
(110) 
Box 259 
Union, KY 41091 
Claude T. Salisbury 
(152) 
413 Wyandot Way 
Mt. Sterling, KY 40353 
Michael W. Salisbury 
(021) (152) 
10 Indianolo 
South Shore, KY 41175 
Randall E. Salyers 
(151) 
Rt. 4 Box 150 
Olive Hill, KY 41164 
Lloyd L. Sannnons 
(050) (151) 
Box 583 
Prestonburg, KY .41653 
Jeffery L. Sanders 
(080) 
1010 Pleasant Street 
Ironton, OH 45639 
Fremon D. Saylor 
(111) 
PO Box 667 
Beattyville, KY 41311 
James M. Schindler 
(152) 
3002 BrownsbQTo ''ll.isba 
Louisville, KY 40222 
Paul E. Schmetzer 
(082) 
6115 Arlone Ct. 
Louisville, KY 40216 
John E. Scott 
(052) (152) 
210 Rice Ave. 
Raceland, KY 41169 
Thomas A. Searcy 
(121) 
1301 James St. 
neitclif±eld,KY 42754 
Stephen L. Sharp 
(159) 
Rt. 2 Wades Mill Rd. 
Winchester, KY 40391 
198 
Michael D. Shaw 
(021) 
Box 232 Rt. 7 
Vanceburg, KY 41179 
Stephen L. Sheperd 
(151) 
960 Highland Avenue 
Jackson, KY 41339 
Keith B. Shepherd 
(052) 
115 N. Wilson 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Keith A. Sherman 
(122)-
Rt. 3 Box 101A 
West Liberty, KY 41472 
Harold B. Shields 
(170) 
Rt. 2 
Sharpsburg, KY 40374 
Gary M. Simmons 
. (031) 
Rt. 1 Box 527 
Sandy Hook, KY 41171 
Charles K. Skillern 
(150) 
Rt. 4 Box 388 
Oak Grove, LA 71263 
Timmy J. Sloan 
(050) 
Rt. 4 Box 990 
Olive Hill, KY 41164 
Dewayne Smith 
(082) 
Kimper, KY 41539 
Sonny Smith 
(131) 
Box 28 
Hindman, KY 41822 
John M. Solomon 
(041) 
994 Hazel Pl. 
Rahway, NJ 07065 
Thomas J. Somers 
(112) 
Rt. 5 Box 13-5, Whip. Val. Rd. 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Edward Southwood 
(151) 
Box 252 
Clayhole, KY 41317 
Irton Sparkman 
(120) 
Emmalena, KY 41740 
Randy P. Spencer 
(152) 
Rt. 11 Box 132 
Beattyville, KY 41311 
Gary B. Spicer 
(051) (151) 
216 Rose 
Irvine, KY 40336 
Scotty W. Stamm 
(081) 
Box 290 Rt. 4 
Maysville, KY 41056 
Michael E. Stanley 
(152) 
3605 Lark St. 
Catlettsburg, KY 41129 
l:9,9. 
Thomas M. Stanley 
(102) 
Rt. 3 Box 321 
Catlettsburg, KY 41129 
William B. Stanely 
(171) 
711 Division St. 
Russell, KY 41169 
Oscar w. Stevens 
(150) 
124 Raine Street 
Morehead, KY 40351 
John D. Stewart 
(02lf (152) 
1222 Center St. 
Catlettsburg, KY 41129 
Terry W. Stewart 
(171) 
Box 216 
Owingsville, KY 40360 
Jeffery R. Stidam 
(022) 
127 W. High St. 
Mt. Sterling, KY 40351 
Jackie W. Stidham 
(010) (040) 
11328 Ashboro Dr. 
Orlando, FL 32809 
James K. Stiltner 
(112) 
Box 63 
Feds. Creek, KY 41524 
Patrick A. Stitzel 
(150) 
5389 Talawanda Dr. 
Fairfield, OH 45014 
James T. Stone 
(052) 
Rt. 1 Box 130 
Vanceburg, KY 41179 
Jeffery c. Stone 
(030) (082) (152) 
Box 76 
Fairfield; KY 40020 
Bradley E. Street 
(122) 
6527 Riverview Dr. 
Indianapolis, IN 46220 
William G. Suver 
(152) 
216 Grant St, 
Galion, OH 44833 
Anthony D. Tackett 
(122) 
2841 Lantz Rd. 
Beavercreek, OH 45385 
Thomas M. Tackett 
(141) 
Rt. 1 Box 50 
Isonville, KY 41149 
Christopher D. Thacker 
(151) 
Box 305 
Inez, KY 41224 
Vacharac Thirawatananond 
(150) 
PO Box 803 
Portsmouth, OH 45662 
Timothy L. Thomas 
(051) 
227 Merriweather Ave. 
Eminence, KY 40019 
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James W. Thompson 
(080) 
Rt. 3 
Owingsville, KY 40360 
Robert L. Thompson 
'(031) 
127 S. Grand Ave. 
Ft. Thomas, KY 41075 
Danny Thornsberry 
(050) 
PO Box 193 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Henry V. Tolliver, Jr. 
(041). 
Smithbranch 
Qreenup, KY 41144 
Sally Trent 
(100) 
Rt. 5 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Bradley Turner 
(151) 
General Delivery · 
Ricetown, KY 41364 
Jeffery S. Turner 
(070) 
Box 1 Rt 2 
Rushville, IN 46173 
Breck A. Tyree 
(112) 
529 1/2 RN. Wilson 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Beer E. Ugaz 
(150) 
Dead Address 
Mostaea Vafamand 
(152) 
C/0 Dean of Students 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Danny J. Vance 
(042) 
Index, KY 41442 
Kenneth E. Vance 
(041) 
Index, KY 41442 
Randall D. Vance 
(052) 
Rt.3 Box 43 Crestview Tr. Ct. 
Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
Victor G. Venettozzi 
(151) 
1603 A. Nelda Dr. 
Corbin, KY 40701 
James D. Vinson 
(030) (150) 
Rt. 1 Box 21 Shadelawn 
Mt. Sterling, KY 40353 
Thomas M. Vogl 
(179) 
12880 Kline Rs. 
Eisinboro, PA 16412 
Richard W. Wagar 
(140) 
24 Wagner Rd. 
West Milton, OH 45383 
William D. Walker, Jr. 
(151) 
PO Box 321 
Morehead, KY 40351 
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William J. Walters 
(020) 
Rt. 2 Box 78 
Catlettsburg, KY 41129 
Brett T. Walton 
(052) 
Rt. 5 Box 30 
Maysville, KY 41056 
David B. Watts 
(071) 
4010 Whitemark Tr. Ct. 
Lexington, KY 40511 
Victor K. Webb 
(081). 
PO Box 1157 
Olive Hill, KY 41164 
Reginald K. Wheeler 
(151) 
Rt. 1 Box 4 76A 
Louisa, KY 41230 
Richard K. Whitacre 
(120) 
Dead Address 
Howard W. White 
(052) 
27491 Catala Ave. 
Saugus, CA 91350 
Paul J. White 
(051) 
Rt. 2 Box 176 
Hillsboro, KY 41049 
Laura A. Whittle 
(062) 
7613 Arrowwood Dr. 
Louisville, KY 40223 
Gregory S. Wilder 
(050) (152) 
Rt. 1 Box llA 
Miracle, KY 40856 
Michael J. Williams 
(040) (151) 
Williamsport, KY 41271 
Nancy M. Williams 
(131) 
4336 Southview Rd. 
Ashland, KY 41101 
Richard W. Williams, Jr. 
(151) 
PO Box 491 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Jonathan Winebrenner 
(111) 
Lloyd Ave 26 
Florence, KY 41042 
Joyce A. Wogoman 
(171) 
305 South Main St. 
Arcanum, OH 45304 
Mark E. Woodrum 
(042) 
2715 So. 9th 
Ironton, OH 45638 
Kevin P. Wright 
(150) 
104 Piping Rock Rd. 
Brandenburg, KY 40108 
Jeffery A. Yeary 
(150) 
204 Derby Dr. 
Lexington, KY 40503 
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Clyde L. Zornes 
(102) 
Rt. 4 Box 59A 
Catlettsburg, KY 41129 
John M. Zweigart 
(021) 
PO Box 25 
Aberdeen, OH 45101 
203 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
204 
PAJIT A 
EMPLOYMENT STATUS 
Read and con,ider each queot.loo lhon>ughly and indicate your ,.._ by maridug In U,o •pau provided. 
I. b your present job-directly related lo your degree Protnm prepantlon? 
--Y .. --No 
Liot e.ud poeitloo tide and briel description of job reopooslbility:-------------
t. How long alter receiving your d,gree did YOII obt&i.o employment? 
--Delore graduation 
--One to six weeko alur graduation 
--3ix weeks to one year after graduation 
--Longer than one year afte graduation 
3. What Is the annual aalary range of your preteol employment? 
--Less than 16.432 -S12,00I toSIMOO 
~.432 to $8,000 --$1MOI to 120.000 
-$8.001 toSI0,000 --$20.001 toS2S,OOO 
--$10.001 to St2,000 -125.001 and vp 
4. How did you obt&i.o Y°"' pre .. nt position? (Check all appropriate an,weni). 
--University !acuity and/or department usiswlc:e 
-Unlvenlty !'1.cemenl Service 
--State employment .. rYlc:n 
--Found own job 
--Olbe·r------------------------------
5. U you are not presently employed, why? 
--Jobs not a• ,able In deelred geographic loutloos 
- -Not Interested In jobs prHeDtly available 
--CooUnulng education 
---Other-------------------------------
e. U praently continuing your education, please Indicate ■talus. 
--Full-time lludenl --Part-time lludenl 
Name ol college or lruJlilution:-------------------------
Name of progum:-----------------------------
7. How many times han you changed employen lln<e graduation? 
--None 
--One 
--Two 
--Three or more 
U employment hu changed, U.t the primary reuon.s.------------- -----
8. flow wtll HtiJfied &re you in your pre .. nl position? 
--Thorou~hly .. tiJfied 
- -Saol,fied. but would con,ldu a change 
--Somewhat diJ .. tiJfied. would change ii I could 
--Thoroughly diJsatiJfied 
--Other--------------------------- --
FOLWW-UP STUDY 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE 
BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY 
PARTB 
Read and consider each question thoroughly and indicat.e your ruponse by marking in the space provided. 
Re•pon .. , will be treated confidentially with items reported on an accumulative buls. 
SECTION I. CHECK ONE OF THE f'OLWWINC: 
--1. Alter completing the AS9odato degree. I Jell the institute a, a student ■nd immediJtely entered into 
employmtnl. 
- - Z. Ann completing the Associate degree-. I remained al the i:nstitu~ to pursue an advan<"ed de.rrtt, 
-3. Alter <0mpleting the Associate degrtt, I entered employment and completed advanced degree 
requirement.a u a part-lime student. 
SECTION II. CURRICULUM EVALUATION 
Ple.ue Indicate two rttponH1 ror euh COU.rM or wrricu.lu.m or courses listed below. Mark your •valuation of 
CONTENT in the column heading ol "Co,ane C..ttal" and mark your evaluation ol INSTRUCTION in the 
column hudlng ol "l ulnl<tloo". Consider the lollowlng criteria when malting your evaluation. 
COURSE CONTENT: Your evaluation ol the coune C<M1tent u relates to relevancy of real world job,, 
appropriate.nus ror entry level jobs, and adequacy for promotk>ns or career advanntMnt. 
ISSTRUCTJON: Your evaluation or the hulrucdon of the. course u .eparate from content. Please t0nsi6er 
such items as textbooks, preparation of the instructor, adequuy of facilit.ie:t and equipment, adequacy of 
laboratory experiences, and me of audio visual or 1uppleme.nl a.id•. 
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FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVEBSITY 
This foUow-up study will assist the Department of Industrial Education and Technology at Morehead State 
Univel'9ity to evaluate programs and graduate, from 1979 to 1982. The questionnaire will be in two pa.rt&. 
Part A, items concerning employment status and other pertinent information common to all graduates. 
Part B, items concerning each individual degree programs for a curriculum and instruction evaluation. 
Students earning more than one degNie will complete separate questionnaires for each program completed. 
Questions will be treated confidentially and responses will be reported on an accumu.lat.ive rather than an 
individual basis. 
SECTION ID. 
The following apace hu been provided for your frank and candid rommenls about your prog,-am. The 
informa.llon will be used as guidelinet for prognm improvement only, and your comments will be considered 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL The apace may abo be uaed to explain some of the answers given above. 
TIIANltYOU 
N 
0 
"' 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
PAIITA 
EIIPLOYIIENT STATUS 
Read a.od coaoider each que.iloa thocouct,I:, ud lndka"' 7our .UJ>ODN b7 marking In the 1p1u provided. 
L Is your prueol job-diNc:Uy - to you, deSNO P""1'ato prepantioo? 
--Y• --No 
LilluactpoolUoo tit.loa.od brie! defflpUoo of job reapoulbllit7:-------------
l. llow ..... .nu .-lvlng your de8ff'I dld you obtain •mploym,nt? 
--Dolan 1ndualioo 
--0.. tom weob a/tu ,nduaUoo 
- -- to .... , • ., a/tu ,ndu.t.Uoa 
~ lhaa .... , • ., alter ,nduatioo 
l.WW la the unual wary ran&e of your preaeol empl.,..,,.ot? 
--1- lhaa 14,482 ~12.001 toU5.000 
--M,'32 to 18.000 ~ 15,001 to 13),000 
-.001 to 110,000 -$20,001 to 1215.000 
~l0.001 to $12,000 ---425.001 ud up 
4. u- did you obi.in your preaaol pooitlo,,7 (Check all appropria"' U1wen). 
--UIU.-e.rah.7 faevlly and/or depart.meat aulttanee 
--UniveniLy Placement Service 
------SLate employment arvice, 
--fow,d OWD job 
~ If you are ao< p,_ally employed, why? 
--,lobe DOt av. !able la desired geosnphic locatiDCII 
--Nol lnlel"Hled lo Jobe preaaoU, aveilable 
------Oiellnulng educaUoo 
I. If ,._.11, coallauiac ,..,, educalloa. pluM lodicate llot ... 
-Fldl-tlme 1ludent --l'art·Ume sludeot 
_., college or ialo.itulioo:----------- - -----------
N- ol Pf'OCTUD:--- -----------------------
7. llow ... , limu bav• you changed .,.ployera alnce ,nduallon? 
---~ 
--Two 
--nu-.. or more 
lf emploJm&ot balch111ged, lilt the primary .......... -----------------
8. How .,.,~u satUified are you in your present posill<,n? 
--Thoroughly satlafied 
-Sat11ried, but would eonslde.r a change 
-Som~what diJPlialied. would changt lt I could 
--Thoroughly diualilfied 
-Other-----------------------------
FOLLOW-tJP STUDY 
ASSOC IA TE OF APPLIED SCIENCE 
CONSTIIUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
PARTII 
Rud and consider each question thoroughly and indieat.e your re.sponse by marking in the !-pace provided. 
Responses will be tttated confidentially with ilf:mJ rt!port~ on an acc:umulalive huu. 
SECTION I. CHECK Ol\'E OF THE FOLL0\\1NC: 
--1. After eomple1Jny t.he Auoc:1.ale degree, J left ,he lm.lltute u a nudent and immediately enltNld Into 
employment.. 
--z.. After completing the A.uodate degree, I rem&ined at the institute lo punue an advanc.ed drgret-. 
-3. A!ttr completing lhe Aftoc1ate degHe, I enttred employment and completed advanc.ed dtgrff 
reqwre.menLS u a part•time 1tudenL 
SECTION U. CUR.RJCULUM EVALUATION 
Pleue indicate two r esponses for Heh course or curricu.lum o( courses 1isted below. Mark your evaluation or 
CONTENT in the column hudlng of "C.V.. C.Otut" and mark your •valuation o! rNsrRUCTJON In th• 
column heading of .. lD.iJU'VcUN•. Conside.r the folJowing critt:rla whe-n m.Uing )'9Ur evalu.atioD. 
COURSE CONTENT: Your evalU&tiOn or the course content u relates to relevanry of real world job,, 
approprbttneu for eolt)' ltvtiJ jobs. and adequacy for promotlonJ or urH:r advaattmtnt. 
INSTRUCTION: Your evaluation oft.he hutructfon of the toUrH u 1eparatt from tont.e.nt. Pleue con,lder 
1uch lttms u ttxtboou. preparation of 1he intlnlctor, adequacy ol fadhttt, and equipmtl't, adequacy of 
laboratory experiences. and use of audio vlsu.al or supplement aids. 
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FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUS1'RIAL 
EDUCA 'nON AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREBEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY 
This follow-up study will a.ssist the Department of Industrial Education and Technology at Morehead State 
University to evaluat.e programs and graduates from 1979 to 1982. The questionnaire will be in two parts. 
Part A, items concerning employment status and other pertinent information common to all graduates. 
Part B, items concerning each individual degree programs for a curriculum and insLructlon evaluation. 
Students earning more than one degree will complete separate questionnaires for each program completed. 
Questions will be treated confidentially and responses will be reported on an accumulative rather than an 
individual basis. 
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S.ECTION Ill. 
The following space hu been provided for your frank and candid commento about your program. The 
information will be used as guideline, for prognm lmprovemenl only, and your comment.I will be con1ide.red 
STRICl'L Y CONFIDENTIAL The spa<e may abo be used to explaln some of the anawen given above. 
TIIAN)[YOU 
N 
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FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
PASTA 
-ITAT1lll 
._. ad --..-~ aacl mdleato your...._ by maniag la tM.,... proridod. 
L la,--1 job-dlNcUJ ..i.tod to YOOI' ~ prosnm .,._,.uc,a7 
--Y• --No 
u._,...._tllleaadbriof-.iplloaof Job,_n,Dity::------------
1.-.... -.-.i.,y,__,...didyooobWDomp..,,._t? 
____ .,...._tloe 
---0.otolh--gn,laatiaa 
__ ... _,_a11e.,...iuai;o. 
-1-u.u-,-a11er,....iu..t1on 
a.ww .. tM unwol -larJ ...... of yow pNNIR emplo,ymeot? 
-'-llluMAllt ~l2.001to'15.000 
-----to 18.000 --415.001 to al>.000 
--ll.001 to 110.000 ~ .001 tos:lli,000 
--SIO.Allll to fll.000 --'211,001 aod up 
.. - did ,.,. - y- proNat pooltloe? (Ched. all lllllff'Ol"lato _ ,_ 
--u.-, 1....ity and/er doportmoot ......,_ 
- -U-,.-••-_ _..,,_,_ 
__ ,. ___ Job 
5. II JOO u. oot .,._.u, .,,,p1oyo,1, why? 
---Jobo oot anllablo lo cleslrod posnphlc: locallooa 
--Nat ........ tod b, joba p~ •• allable 
~..r-tloe 
I. 11 ,._tt, eoatmola1 your oducatloe. pleue lodlcato atatua. 
_......__, --l'vt,.timo-t 
N,... of mllop or imtltotloo::----------------------
- of_,,-------------------------
?. 8- --, - ban you t hanpd omployen "'- rndualloo? 
-----0,,o 
--ho 
--Tlireoarmore 
II~ hu dwigecl. Ust Ille primary ............ ----------------
8. a- well aatlafled .,. JOO bi,-_., pooltloet 
--~ aallollod 
- llallod. batwoald-•c:baap 
lloaMwbat dlaoatlallod. WOGld dwlp II I -
- -'l"11on,agt,ly -
FOLLOW-UP fflJDY 
A880CIATt: OP APPLIED 9&IENCE 
DllAFl1NG AND DEIIIGPf TEalNOUIG1' 
PAIITI 
Rood aacl <OOaldtn-eKI, q,,mlcm u-ou,t,ly aod lodltato ,-,_. by mania( lo U..apa<e .,...-. 
RoopollNS will be lrntod oonliclonllally with ltoma ~ ... a--· boalo. 
Sren<>N I. CIIECII: ONE OP TIIE F'OLL011'JNG: 
--1. Alltt tompletbif U.. Auodate .,.,...., , Ioli U.. lnaliloto aa a-· aacl lmmediatoly ·-bito 
•mplo,-ol. 
--1. AIIA,r c:omplellos Ille - .,.,...._,.....-al Illa - ... - .. ""' .............. 
--i. Miff c:ompletinr the "-date ........ I .. lered empioymo,,l and completed ""'.....t ...,... 
requlremeoto ... pon,tm. -.1. 
8ECl10N n. CUKUCULUII EVALUA110N 
Pleuelndleale lw• -foreKI,....,.. orcurrlcuhno of--liolodbolow. 11.vkyour nllluaUoa of 
CONTENl' bi tbe coluuu, hoedio« of -C-- C...-- aod mart ,-n111uaUoG of INS'I11UCTION lo the 
«11umn beadlnJ of-•· eoa-.. u..1o11ow1n, - "'- mu1or ,-..-. 
couasE CONTENT, y..., .. ahlalloo of U.. ,__ eoatoot u .....,_ to,...._ of real world joba. 
approprial<t- !or .. try le•el joba. aod odoqmq !or --or..,_,""'-
INSTRtJC110N: Your ...Juatloo of Ille loatructloo of lhe <OUnO u _... 1n:m - PleaR--,.. 
auclt ti.mo .. tatboob, pnpentloa of tbe ..-. edoqaoq of - aod ......... ..,..._ of 
laboratory • ..,.,....., and ._ of audio Tbual or nppleme,,t aick. 
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CODE----------
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
This follow-up study will assillt the Department of Industrial Education and Technology at Morehead State 
University to evaluate programs and graduates from 1979 to 1982. The questionnaire will be in two parl4. 
Part A, items concerning employment status and other pertinent information common to all graduates. 
Part B, items concerning each individual degree programs for a curriculum and instruction evaluation. 
Students earning more than one degree will complete separate questionnaires for each program completed. 
Questions will be treated confidentially &Dd respolll!es will be reported on an accumulative rather than an 
individual basis. 
SECTION m. 
The lollowlng space has been provided for your !rank and candid comment& about your program. The 
information will be used u guldelilles !or progn.m improvement only. and your commen<s will be considered 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. The apace may also be uted lD explain some of the answers given above. 
TRANltYOU 
N 
...... 
0 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
PArl'A 
Dll'Ull'1IENT lff A'nJS 
Rood ad - -~ q,-tloc, thon,ughl7 and lndica .. 1our l'ffpo!IN by marking In the 1pue provided. 
I, b ,_ ,._t jolHlire<llJ fflai.d to 7our degT'N program prepaTatloa? 
--Y• --No 
Uotaact,..U..tkloaodbriefclacriplionofjobNIJ)OIUl'bllit1:,------------
J. Bow 1oog .n. ,_;mg ,our degT'N did 7ou ol>laiA omploymeat? 
--pwhaatioe 
--0,oo1o ... -.-....,,,._ 
- weeb 1o-,- allff ,nduatloa 
~ tlw, -,-allff gndaalloo 
J. Wut lo Ille ... ..i MW7 ,..... of 1our pre .. nt ,mploymnt? 
-u.Uw,N,432 -Sl2,001toSIS.000 
---,az 1o 18.0CJO 
~I loll0,000 
-fl0.001 lo Sl2.000 
-Sl5,001 lo 126.000 
--=.001 lol25,000 
-125.001 and op 
4. a- did ,.,.. - ,_ p,-nt pooilioa? (Check all appn,priau, ........ ,. 
- - Uamnity _, M>d/ar ~• auista.oce 
--Ullfffflit7 l'laeemeot Senloe 
-&ale~•-
_ _ ,._ -- job 
S. U , .. .,. eot .,,.....u, employod, wh7? 
--.la eot nalloble In dHlnd pognphk locations 
--Nat i.t.roolecl In }ooo p,_.u, anllabio 
---Coolining -tloa 
I. U pNNlltly _,tiaau,g ,our educalioa, pl- lndiau, otatu,. 
--f'llll.lime llocleot --Patt.-1.lme otodent 
Name of -«e o, illltltutloa,,- - ---------------------
Name of pn,rnn,,,---------------------------
7. !low muy ""- he" 7ou chanted emplo7en .i- gnduation? 
--"'-
--0.. 
--Two 
- -nr-armore 
u_..,_,,, w <han('d, list the primary reuona. -----------------
8. How wt.II satisfied are you ln your p1Went positk>a? 
--Thotoughl7 aotlalled 
--Sati.Oed, but would conllder a ch&np 
-SO...wbaL clluatlalied, would ch&np if I could 
--Thon,ughl7 clislalll!led 
--Other,-----------------------------
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE 
ELECTIUCAL TECIINOLOGY 
PAltTB 
Rud and conoider ea<h queotion thon,ughl7 and lndklu, 7oor reoponH b7 awtinJ In the 1pac• provided. 
Retpon#e, will be trut.ed conflde.nlw.ly with ltemt reported on an aecumubUve bub. 
SECTION I. CRECll ONE OP THE FOLLOWING: 
--1. After completing the Auodate degree. l ldt. the i.nstJtute u a ttudent and immediately entered iriLo 
employmenL 
-1. All,r completiag the -~ dogrN, I remained at the wtituu, lo pursue an odvancecl degree. 
----3. After ...,,.pleting the A,oodau, clegne, I eou,red employment and completed odvaocecl clePft 
teq'ulttmenLa &$ a parUlme ltudeat. 
SECTION U. CURRICULUM EVA!,UATION 
P1t.ue indicate lwo NSpOMet ror each toUrN or curriculum of counes U.ted below. Mark your enluatlocl ol 
CONTENT In lhe <Olumn heading ol -C..roo c--t• and mark 7our e .. luatloa of INSl'RUCTION lo lhe 
column beading of .. l.ulndJoa •. Coukler the following crlt..ria when maklng your enluaUon. 
COURSE CONTENT: Your evalu,.t'® of the coune COfttent u relates to reJevanc, ol real world jobs. 
appropriatenHS for enLry level ,Jobe, and adequacy for promotion• or carott advancement.. 
INSTRUCTION: Your evaluation of th~ IMlrud.lon of the coune as 1epante from t.ODtenL Pleue ~ 
au<h 1wn, u lAlrlboou, prepa,alioa ol the inotrudor, odequu, ol lacilitleo and ~l,, adeqaaq of 
laboratory es:pe.rienca, and UM of audio visual or nipplemenL &ids. 
N 
I-' 
I-' 
Please evaluate the cunkulum •hh an -X" u.nder 
count- conttnt, ud an "a- und.-T instruction. 
COURSE CONTl:l•iT INSTllUCTION 
Pt&ee an s In tht appro- Platt an • hi the app,o. 
priat.t .Spld. priatt spac:t, 
I . CORE 
IET 240-lllsf< Electric 
IET2"•Buk El«tro 
IET243-El«trit P-• 
IET244-Eleetrical Dnlt 
IET 2◄9-RNidentlal W 
IET 341-Tranti:stors & 
IET 848-Motorund G 
IET349-lndustr l&I Wirin 
IET 447-lndustrial Elec 
IET 347-Power Tnrul 
rET 441-Computer Elec: 
t. SUl'P(IRTIVE 
117 
ni 
and Desi;:-
iring 
Se . 
e.nen_, 
, 
tron 
ormer• & OiJLn'bulion-
troni 
!ET 103-Techniul On 
IET 320-S~rvbory 
IET ◄72,Bask lndu,tri 
wing I 
Pra<titt 
es Prac.tlcu 
3. CENEIIAL EDUC 
ENG 101-EngU.h Com 
MAm 110-Problem Sol,, 
MATH 152-College Al 
MATH 252-Bookan Al 
MATH 141-Plane Trigo 
ENG IIIZ•Technk al Co 
Pll'YS 202-Elem,nw,, 
ATION 
position I 
ringTec:hniq 
gebre 
ge 
nomttry 
mpo,11 1- · 
Physic:, .... 
◄. ELECTIVES 
IE•aluate Total Elect ive Couuu 
C 11 !l ~ ; ~
~ ! ! 
.E < < 
$. Please rate academic advising received during your prcgram. 
~ ~ ~!l Li ~ ;: 1 !i ] < 
--More than odequate --Leos than adequate 
- -Adequate -Completely Inadequate. 
Wu then more than one advl,or? --Y•s - - No 
la ; . ~ ; 
- . j )! ~f 2' .., ::. < < 
., s 
lf 
.§_ 
a. Ir you C'ould have ehosen to not t.alct- any one du.s-UsL that clan.---- ---------
T. Ir 1ou could have take n anothet clan with ,ub;.ct of your cboitt-li.st.,- ---- ------
&. Giv@' an ovenn pf"08Tlm ,v1lua1iort. 
- - Mor~ than I.Mquart> 
--.,'1.-qu.:tl t 
--t ~~ 1h:1Badt1 uat e-
---Compl«1•ly in11.d~quate 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
.. 
.. 
.. 
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.. 
.. 
I 
to, 
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SECTION ID. 
The following SJ>"<• bu been provided for your frank and candid comment. about your program. The 
information will be used u guidelines for program Improvement only. snd your e<Jfflments ••ill be eonsidered 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. The spaee may abo be uaed lo explain IOffie of the answers given above. 
THANl!.YOU 
N 
f--' 
N 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
PAIITA 
EIIPLOYIIEHJ' Bl'AT\/8 
Reod ud __, uch q-U.0 l.hcin>uply aod indiute your tespOI\M by marking In Ibo spaco p,ovlded. 
I. b yoar -•l jolMlirodly related to your ..._ p....,.am preparalioo? 
--Y• --No 
List u.o<t paoilloo tillo aod briof doscriptlaa ol job reopanslbilily:-------------
I. H- ...., .,..,. -■IYlnc 1""' c1o.,.. did you ol>t&io •mplay,Mot? 
---.pw11aa11oe 
---Ooo to six -- all.or cndualloo 
- ...... _y_afta-cndualloo 
-1-.... _ y_.,..,. .,.a.i..u... 
I.WW I, U.. .....J 1111WJ rup ol 7our -•l tmplo)'moot? 
-i-111u '6,432 -'12,001 toll5.000 
----le 18.000 _.15,001 te $31,000 
---.001 i.110.000 -'20,001 i.S25.000 
-'10,001 to Sl!,000 -izs,001 ud up 
~ llow did y .. - your.,...., paoilloo? ((:bed all spp,opriate .......... ,. 
--Uoivenity bcully aod/cr dep&nm,oot---■-
--Unive-lity P1.aceme11t Sernee 
--&aa. ompioyll,ul servk,es 
-f'ouad -- job 
5.. U JOU .,. oot _.,u, employed, wby? 
--Jol>e .. ••ailable In deoired pognpblc locaUocu, 
--NOl b,__ted In Jobe preooally availablo 
C.,1lo1dn1 MUC:aUoo 
L U ~ matilluioc 7our educatloo, p..,_ ladk.ai. ...,,us. 
-i'ull-<lmo ltudeat --Part-time tiudel>l 
Namo ol eollop er uwitulioo::-----------------------
Name or p...,......,:------------------- --- - - ---
7, !low ....,, - bavo you ehaopd omplo7en - graduatloe? 
----Ooo 
--Two 
--Tbrwcr-. 
Uemploymoat llu clwipd. lill tho primary rouoa,.,------------- ---
a. How weU sallsried an, you In your p......,, pooil.lo•? 
--Tbo,ou1hl1 satisfied 
-SaliJBtd, bul would COftlider a chuge 
---$omewb&t dwatbfied, would <Jw.ae If I could 
- - Tbo,oogbly diNalislled 
------Oihe,,-_ ________________________ _ 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE 
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
PAIITB 
Read ud eocsider ucb queatloo tbon>ugblJ aod lndi<ac.e your respc, ... by marking In the •P- provided, 
Resporuu wW ho treated coolideotlall7 w!tb ,,._ roported OA ao ac,:1uDulativo bull. 
SECTION I. CHECK ONE OF THE FOUOWING: 
--1. Alter completing Ibo Aooodai. clogroo, I lert tho Institute u a 11udent and lmmedwol1 ootered Into 
empk,yment. 
-!. AILe.r- completing lbe Auodat. degree, I remained al the hutJtu\e Lo punue u adYa.oeed d~fl"ff. 
------S. Afw compt.UDg the Aaodate del'fM, I ente.red employment and completed advanced dtg-ree 
requiremcmLI a, a pan-time Jludeat. 
SECTION IL CURRICULUM EVALUATION 
PJease lndinte. two ruponses (or each cow-ae or curriculum o( cou.ne, listed below. Man your evaJuatioa or 
CONTENT In I.be column lloadlng of "C....0 C..IMl" ud mark your evaluation of INSTRUCTION In the 
column huding or .. ~•. Conside.r lbe (ollowin1 criLeria when makinc your evalualion, 
COURSE CONTENT: Your evaJu.aLioa of Lbe cou.rN eoat.eoL u NlaLe1 to rel•vucy or re.al world jobs. 
appropriateness (or t.alry level jobs, aftd adequ.acy (or promol.lool or ca.rotr advucemeoL 
1NST8UCl1ONr Your evaJu.aUoo of the lmt.nM:t.ion of \be coune N ,epa.rat.e from coaLenL. PINN eona.ider 
,uch ;..,.., u "'•tboou, preparalioo of lbe Instruct«. adequacy ol radlitl .. aod equlprueot, adequacy of 
labonlor)' experience•, and use of audio vilual or .upplemenL aids. 
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FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Atloqoale 
1w..tllaa 
Adealllle 
Cornplclely 
!•••-.... 
CODE----------
This follow-up study will assist the Department of Industrial Education and Technology at Morehead State 
University to evaluate programs and graduates from 1979 to 1982. The questionnaire will be in two parta. 
Part A, items concerning employment status and other pertinent information common to all gradual.ea. 
Part 8 , items concerning each individual degree programs for a curriculum and instruction evaluation. 
Students earning more than one degree will complete separate questionnaires for ea.ch program completed. 
Questions will be t.reated confidentially and responses will be reported on an accumulative rather than an 
individual basis. 
r z t -: 
t i 
SECTION ID. 
The following space hu bttn provided lor yow- lnnk and candid comment.s about your program. The 
information will be used u guidelines lor program improvement only. and your comment.s will be considered 
STRIC'll,Y CONFIDENTIAL. The space may also be used IA> explain ..,,.,,., ol lhe answers given above. 
THANK YOU 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
DIPLOYIIENT 8TATtJ8 
1leod ud COIIOidor each q,-t.loo lhor1IUgbly ud iDdicale your ...._ by awklag ha the space provided. 
L la your p,NUl ~ rol&lod lo yow clopw _,.... pr.porat.loo? 
--Y• -.No 
Uolouct paolt.loo Ullo ud briol do«ript.loo of job rMpo1111'bOlly:------------
I. Bow looJ aller ,_Ying you, clopw did you oi,gh, Olllploymonl? ___ .,...._ 
--Ooe1olb:wNbalwsndualJoo 
-----Sia ..... lo - y- - cndoatloa 
- -i_. taaa-yur all4r,ncl..UO. 
I.WW lo Ibo ......i NluJ ,..,,. ot you, ,._.1 omploymoat? 
--t-thaa IUS2 ~1%.001 lofl5.000 
- .412to18.000 ~l5,00llo$20,000 
-#.001 lo 110,000 -Ul,001 lo U&.000 
~10.001 lo 112.000 -$25.001 ud up 
.. u- did yoa - your p......,t pcoltloo? (Cbock .u 1pprop.W. IMWorl), 
--Univenlty faculty llld/or dopartmeat umww:e 
--UD.ivenity Placement Service 
--&al4 omploymeatoervioel 
--f'ouad -· Job 
S. U you .,.. DOt _.uy ...,ploJed, wby? 
--Jolie 1IOt 1v.U.blo la doslNd ,-Ille locatlona 
--Not lalonllod la Jobi prooooU, 1vlillblo 
-----Conlhauill( educat.loo 
&. U prooooU, ..,.th,uill( your odtotltloa, ploAN iDdicale ...,.._ 
--f\111.tlmo lludeot --Put-tlmolludeot 
Name ot c:ollop or lAltilutloa:---- ------------------
Name ot pr...-:,---------------------------
7. Bow aw,y tlmoo have you cb&opd omployen .i- cndU1tioo? 
-----One 
--Two 
--Tbr.o«moN 
Uemplo,-ot baa dw,ged, lilt the primary.......,. .. -----------------
a. How well aallafied a.re you ln your pNIMDI. po1it.loo? 
--Tbo,OUihlY aUsfied 
-&U.fied, but would cooader • ctwi,e 
-Somewhat dl.oau.ned, would dw,p If l oould 
--Tborou,rhly daaUsfied 
--Other-----------------------------
FOLLOW•UP STUDY 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE 
GRAPWC AJITS TECHNOLOGY 
PAJITB 
Rud IIJld conaider t11ch qu..iloo thoroughly 10d haclicale your_.. by mulr:!og la the 1p1U provided. 
Ros- will be L1U1ed coolldoJ>tially with lleffll Nponed OD ID ICCWlluiltln bella. 
5ECl1ON I. CHECK ONE OP THE FOLLOWING: 
--1. Altar complolhag the Aolocille degree, I lo/\ tlle IMlituto u • 11udenl 1Dd lmroediotoly ootered Into 
employmeol. 
--1.. Aft.er completing the ANoctat.e derree, I remained al. the l111li1.ut.e to punue a.a advanced dei"'. 
--,1. Alter eomplelhag the MIOdate degrM, I entered omploymenl 1Dd compl.lld adv11>ced degTM 
1"9Quirements u a part-time ttude.oL 
SECTION U. CUR&ICULtJII EVALUA11ON 
PleaM lDdicar.. 1.wo retpoaNS for each COW"M w curriculum of cou.net 11.tt.ed below. Mark your eva.luatioo or 
CONTENT la the column bo.wilJ>g or •c--.. C.....t" 11>d nwk your evllU1tioo ol INSTRUCTION In the 
colu1DA heedla1 or •1-•. Coollder lb• roUowlng criLAorla when makl"' your evllUlllon. 
COURSE CONTENTi Your evaJuation of the «FW'H coot4.nt u H:lata: to releva.ney ol reaJ world jobt. 
appropriateneu for entry level job,, and adequaey rw promotloa.l or c&l"Hr adva.ncemenL 
INSTRUCrtON: You.r •valuation of the lmt.rvctioa oft.be course u aparate from coaLeDL Pleue consider 
1ucb itema u IIXlboou, proporat.loo of tbe lallnlclor, &deqUICJ ot rlcilillu IOd equlpa,ool, adoqU1C7 or 
b.boratory e.xperiences. and u,e ol audio visual or tuppleme.at aids. 
N 
t-' 
V, 
Plt--.M evaluate the <\UTk ulum wilh an • • " under 
course contuu. ud u "'s "' under iOJlrvcl5on. 
COURSC tJ11,TEJ>,'T 
PlaN an s 1n Lh appro-
INSTRUCTION 
Place an • ln the appro-
priate spa~. priatit apa<e. 
I . COILE 
IET 102,Gnphk AN 
IET 202-Cnphk A 
lt.T 302-0lloel Ulllogr 
l£T 822-Pholosnp 
IET-MachiDeCo 
l£T 351-Cnphic Du 
U.T OSO-MachiDeCom 
l. SUPl'OllTIVE 
!ET 103-Tedulic&I 
IETSl9-Qualil7 Coo 
!ET 320-S..porvisor 
1£TS17°Ti.,. and 
l 
... .. 
aphy 
h7 
mpoait iota I 
plicat i 
pooition U 
Drawing I 
l.t 
y Pract 
Motion S<udy 
UCATION 
loo I 
Mau Communkationt 
Solving T«hnlquo 
T ~ hni<al Studen•-
··-
S. GENER.AL ED 
&NC 101-Compooil 
JOUR 101-lnl.rO <o 
MATH 110-~m 
ART 10 1-0n,wing 
MATH 136-Math for 
JOUR OOS-Newapa 
ENC 192-Techniu 
BSAD l l!O-lnl.rOdu 
ART291·Col« and 
BSAD 350-Salftman, 
-L EL£CrlVES 
t£valuaLe Total El 
p,-, f yposnph7 and Designs-
I Couiposilio 
t'tion to Buai ne 
Des,gn 
hi 
eclive CourSff 
! i ~ ~ .!! .. ~d f] ! 
" < 
- -
S. Please r a.\e academic a.dvis.ing recelved during your prognn1 
~.!! 
.!! ~ 1i 
~ 
--More Lhan adequ11e --Leu t.han adequate 
--Adequate --Completely inadequate 
Wu the.re more t.han on~ advisor? --Yes - - No 
C • . ~ i ~.!! ~. 1 ~ . it ~! tj e "" 
" < < - < r3 l 
8. U )'OU l'!w1d b.ave chosen to not lake any one dass-li.Jt t hat clh!.-------- -----
7. U you could havt Laktin another dus with 1ubjfft of your <'hoftt><liJt.-----------
8. Cive aa overall progs-am evaluation. 
--More lb&n adequaLe 
--AdequaLe 
--Loss l han adequale 
-Completely inadequate 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
rli 
8 
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<I 
., 
i 
.. 
., 
-5 
0 
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SECTION ID. 
The lollowing ,pace hu been provided r..- your frank and candid comment.o about your program. The 
infonnation will be used u guidelines for program Improvement only. and your c:ommenb wiU be considered 
STRICTLY CONFIDEN11AL. Th• •- may abo be used to ••plain 1101De of the answen given above. 
11lANlt YOU 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
l!MPI.OYIIENT 8T A TVS 
_ _. __ q_ lllorovclib' ud iDclical.1--IIJ lll&li<iAciD lbe•pa,o prcrridod. 
l . i.,-,._t Job,<linctly rolaled IO 1-._ _...., pnponUoof 
--Y• --No 
Llot-,..WO. Utlo ud briof dacripiloo ol job ,_.n,W17:------------
t. Bow .... - .-.i., ,_..,... did 700 Gli<oiD _,..,....,, 
--pod...uoo 
--0- IO tu •-- rndualioo 
- ..u l0 _ 1_ aAo, ,ndualiDD 
-"'-111aa-,--sn.i-
a.ww II t1oo .... ..i.....,.,....., ,..., ,,,_, -~•' 
~lllall IUIZ ---'l.2.001 IOSl.5,000 
_..,41 IO 18.000 ---at&,OOI IO 121).000 
---.001 IO 110.000 -U0,001 IO m.D00 
---'10,001 IO 11.2.000 
.. Bow did , ... - ,_ ,,,_i pooitloef (Cbodi all apprvi,riale ........ ,. 
---U-1 faaal11 -Var ....,._..t -
-UDi....,.ty Placameat Senk-ti 
-~·----job 
I. If,-.,. - p-1l, -p&o,.,I. •by? 
_...,. - avallalllo iD doolNd -hie lo<&llooa 
---loJollo~•·-
--CoalialliDJ oducatloo 
--Olw---------------------------
I. If~ -liolliDJ ,..., - -pleuo - ....... 
-hll-llmolllllelut --Pan.-tlao-
_., ....... ., iDalitutJoe.,----------------------
-., ......... ,---------------------------
,. llbw-, - uvo JOU dwipd 01Dployon....,. 11raduaUoo? 
-
---Two 
--nu- .. -. u_,,.,,_., i.aa c1i..,..i. u.1 ll>o primary....-..-----------------
a. How we:U aalbfied are you la your prutDl poaitioa? 
--Thon>ughly Aliaflod 
-Sa1lsfied, bul would conalder a dwlS" 
-Somewhal '"-allslled. would~ ii I ....id 
--'l'llon>ufhly dwatiafied 
---Oti.r-----------------------------
FOLLOIMJP STUDY 
ASSOClATE Ot' APPLIED SCIENCE 
INDU8TIJAl.8UPDVl8lON AND 
MANAGDIENTTECBNOLOGY 
PA&TI 
Rud ud -'<ktr .. ch quutloo lhoroup1y aod lodltato ,..., - by mariw., lo Ibo tpaco p,O¥idod. 
RoopoaH. wW be l.rui.d C06lldo0Uall1 wllh 114,.. roporl4d oo ao acc...,watlvo buls. 
SECTION I. CBECll ONE Ot' THE FOLLOWING: 
--1. A/14r .-plolln11 Ibo "'-"'14 dq,w. l lolt Ibo iDIUIUIO U a al\NMDI and lmmoclls .. ly aol4rod inlO 
employment. 
--Z. All4r -loO.. II•• ,._.,. degrff, I romaloed at Ibo inalltute IO'"'""° u od•aaeod des-. 
--.\. A/14r complothli Ibo Aaaocial4 desr-, I uluod tmploymaol ud .... p1o...i odv--.i der-
requlrtme.aLI w a paruJ.me atl.Mleot. 
SECTION IL CUIUUCIJLUM EVALUA'nON 
P1eue lndie&t• two rnpoues for ucb tOW'N or curriculum of counn lilted be:low. Maril your 1valualJoo or 
CONTENT iD Ibo colWDA beediAs ol -C-.. c.i-• ud mark ,..., ••aluatioa ol INSTRUCTION iD Ibo 
tdumo budlar ot •~•. Ccnsider Ibo loUowinf crilOria wuo malLio& your avahaatloo. 
COUUE C01'"l'ENT: Your avaluatloo ol Ibo _,.. conuot u ,..i. .... 10 rolovanq ol rul world ,ooa. 
app,...rialOaou lor ••"7 lovol jollo. ud odoquaq lot pl'CIIIIOl!ou or tarffr odva.acemaoL 
INSTRUCTION: Your evaluatioa ol lht lutnlctioo ol Ibo couno u Npante IN>m CODIUL Pleuo <OUidtr 
ouch 114ma u iu.-., prepantiaa ol Ibo wt.nKIOr, odoquac1 ol ladlilleo and equip-at, odoq-, ol 
laborat.ory experieneu, and UM ol audio Nu.al or tupplemenl aids. 
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More lhan 
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Less than 
A.t.nuat.e 
Complelely 
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CODE----------
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF lNDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD ST.\ TE UNIVERSITY 
This follow-up study will assist the Department or lnduatrial Education and Technology at Morehead State 
University to evaluate programs and graduates from 1979 to 1982. The questionnaire will be in two parts. 
Part A, items concerning employment status and other pertinent information common to all graduates. 
Part B. items concerning each individual degree programa for a curriculum and instruct.ion evaluation. 
Students earning more than one degree will complete separate questionnaires for each program completed. 
Questions will be treated confidentially and responses will be reported on an accumulative ratbe.r than an 
individual basis. 
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SEC11ON IU. 
The following space has been provided for 7our frank and undid comments about. your program. The 
information will be used u guidelines !or program Improvement only, and your <0mmenta will be consideffil 
STRICTI.Y CONFIDENTIAL The 1pace may at.. be uoed ID explain aome of I.he answers given above. 
TIIANltYOU 
N 
I-' 
CX> 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
PART A 
EMPLOYIIIENT STA TIJS 
Read and ~nsider tac:h quesUon thoroughl1 and lndjcale your respon.se by marking in the space provided. 
I. lJ your presenL job-c:llrectly related to your degree program preparation? 
--Y .. --No 
Uttt:uct position tiLle and brfef de~plion o( job respon.1ibil1L7:- ------------
2. How long ah.et- rtteiving your dtg1"'ff did you obt.aJn employment-? 
- -a.r..., Jnduatloa 
--One to sia •ttks aft.er guduaUon 
--$ix weeb lo one year after graduallon 
--Longer lhtt one year ~r graduaUoo 
3.Wh11 is the annual salary range of your present employment? 
--f,eu than S6.482 -$1.2,001 toS15,000 
-.432 lO $8,000 -$15,001 lo $20,000 
-$8,001 to SI0.000 -$20,001 to$25,000 
-$10.001 lOSl2,000 ----$25,001 and up 
◄~ n ow did you obl.li.n your prettnl position? (Check ,n appropriate answers). 
--Unlvenlt.7 faC"U1ly and/or dcpar~nl aubtance 
--Unh·enlty Placement Se.rvfct 
-Stale t.mployme.nL Mrviet-s 
- -Found own job 
---Ot.ht>r·-- ------------------------ ---
5. If you are not prese.nlly employed. why? 
--JO&.J not available in dHtred geognphk: Joe.at.ions 
--Not inlA'rHted In jobs pteR.nlly naUable 
-contlnulng education 
--Olh<-r---------------------------
5. lf pnsenlly tontinuing your edu~lion. pleue Jndicate 1Latus. 
--full•llme ,tudenl --Part•time student 
Name of college or in1litulion:------- - ---------------
Name ,.f program:,---------------------------
1. How rn&.nJ limes have you chanff'd employen since graduation? 
--None 
---Ono 
--Two 
--Three or mort 
If employment hu changed. list the primary reuons.-----------------
8. How wt.ti satisfied are you in your pre,ienl pos.1tioa? 
--Thorooghl1 uu,n..i 
-Satltfied, but would contider • changti 
-5omewhat dissatitfle,d, would c.huge If [ could 
--Thoroughly dis01tl,fied 
--Other,-----------------------------
POLLOW-1/P STUDY 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED scrENC& 
MACIIINE TOOL TECHNOLOGY 
PAllTI 
Re.ad and consider each question thoroughl1 and Indicate ro·ur rupon,e by marking in the space provided. 
Retponser will be treated mnfidentlally with llemt reported on an tccu:mulative buts. 
SECTION I. CBECII ONE OF TIU: POLLOMNG: 
--t. Allf.r c:ompletlng tht A.uoc:tate dtl"ff, I le.fl the butltui.. u a studt:n\. and immediately entf!r-ed Into 
emp1ormenl.. 
--2. Aller comph,tin.g the A»ocfate degrtt., I rrmafntd al the institute Lo pursue an adnnced degree. 
--3. Afttr completlng the Atsociate degTee, r entered employment and completed advanced ftgTff 
requirements u a p&t\-lime lludenL 
SECTION n. CURRICULUM EVALUATION 
P1eue indicate two respon.,es for Heh COUr9t: or curriculum of counes WJted below. Mm your evaluation of 
CONTENT in the column heading o( "Covee C..W.t· and mark 7our evaluation of JNSTRUCTlON in &ht 
eolumn huding o( .. lattnKdon'". Consider the (oUowing criteria when making your evaluation. 
COURS:E CONTENT: Your evaluation o( the toUrte content u relates to relevancy or real world jobs, 
appropriateneu for entry level jobt. and adequacy for promotion, or career ad,;,ancement. 
lNSTRUCTION: Your ewaluadon of the instruct.Ion of the course H ttparai.. from conlt:nt.. Pleue consfdtr 
auch hems as tutbooks. preparaUon of the ln.st.ructor. adequaeJ of facillti~t and equipment, adequacy or 
laboratory uperienct:t, and uae of audio visual or supplement aids. 
N 
I-' 
\D 
Plt.ut nalu.at.e lhe (VrricuJUffi whh u -.• under 
toUl'M ronttnl, ud an ........ under lnt1rutUon, 
OOl1RS£ CO,_'TENT INSTtlUCffON 
Pt,.ce an a bl the app,. Platt an • la UM- appro,. 
pri.ale •JMIH· priate ap,.ce. 
I . COIi£ 
Drawing I 
Powu ft nukl Mechanic: 
IET 103-Technkal 
IET 190lolN>lo 
IETl!lll-.... ulart 
lET ZD:J. Toc:hnkal """'" rabrka 0ra .... , n 
Metahll 
IET -~-IET z«l.11&,k Elect ridty 
Control 
out.DH_ 
Shop( 
old 0..1p and Con,iru,tloo-
JET 31!1-Quall11 
IET:901 Tool La1 
lET lll!II-M.whino 
IET 31111-Pluli< M 
lET4MPallen1 
IET-M.whino 
l.!AJPPOIITIVE 
lET :Illa Weldlag 
lET llDil-To<hnkaJ 
IET:Dl-lndu.trial 
lET 320 s..p.,,,1--, 
S.GENDALED 
IIATII 110 Pniblo 
ENG IOI Com.-, 
llATil 135-Math 
IIATII 15U:ollop 
ENG lft-T,,d,alal 
4. t?UlCTTVF,8 
IE•ahuteToW 
Making and Foundry 
Shopll 
1Uwilral1 .. -
Dulp 
UCATTOS 
m 5o1.,.,_ Tedullq 
"Uon • 
for Technkal Sluden 
Algobn 
-
Compaol 
Elt<IJ•t Co<lnu) 
·-
n 
u 
., 
; 
f 
S. Pln...w rate academic advWng rft'fived during 7our prorram. 
iJ L: '1 J_ 
--MJoro than adequate --Loss than adoq"""' 
--Ml<!"""' ---Complet<l1 inadequate 
Wu u..,,.. ...,_ lW one advbor-7 --Ytt --No 
~., I JI J! I ~1 
~.!J 
tf L, 
I. U 1""' could have choten t.o not lU• an1 one dau-lbt thal ct.au.. -------------
1. U rou eouJd ban tu.en aaothu cl&u wtlh ,ubjtd of your choke--Uat. -----------
I. Give an o,,uaJI program ••aha.at.ion. 
-More than adeq'Uate 
- - Adequate 
--i.... than adoqoale 
---ComplotelJ in,d<qu•le 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
8 
• 
... 
.s 
m 
t 
a. 
' 
... 
• ::, 
... 
~ 
.9 
..c 
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., 
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SECJ10N DI. 
The lollowing 1pace hu beeo provided fo, 7our fraok and candid <0mmenta aboul your prognm. The 
lnlormalion will be used u guidelines for program improvement onl7, and your oommenta will be considered 
STRICTLY OONnDENTIAL. The space ma7 also be uM!d to explain some of lhe answers given above. 
TBANJtYOU 
N 
N 
0 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
DIPLOYIIENT 8TAnl8 
I. la your prtNOI Job-<llncttJ mat«! lo 7f1Ur ........ pn11n111 prepanllao? 
--Y• --No 
Lloolua<t poollloo lklo ud briel ci-riptioo ol job .....,..,..1111il}'::------------
I. e- .... allff rettl-rin1 yow ........ did 7oa ob1obi -ioJ-ot? 
--snc1 .. -
--0Mtoaiz .... uallffrrod .. u... 
- -.ob lo - 7eor all«r snc!uatioa 
-t-pr llw, - 7ev altor gndualloo 
I.Wluil lo I.he UU1oal oala,y nnp of 7oor p,-nt employmeol? 
-Looo 11wi M.432 -112.001 loS15.000 
_._ .. iosa.ooo -11a.001lom.ooo 
---.001 loSl0.000 --$'20.001 lo'25,000 
-110.001 lo 112.000 -stS.OOl udop 
4. Bow did 700 Dlll&la 1- ,,_., poolllao? (CIM,ck all ~lo ......,.). 
-UDiffnil7 1Kol17 and/or dopart,Denl aNlsloDce 
--Uoloenit7 .,,_meot Semce 
---&alo emplo7_,,t _._ 
-Foaadowojob 
5. ll 700 .,. not preotnlly emplO)'Od. wby? 
--Jobo - .. allablo lo dMlrod -hie locaUou 
-Not lalerNlod ID jobo preotolly anllablo 
--Coau.uloe ad-Uoo 
L ll ...-•ll7 -,u,,ulo( 7oar odocatm. ploua iDdlcale alotn. 
--hD-tlme oludoot --Part-tlma oludool 
N-ol collera or IJlatltolioa::-----------------------
1'1"""' ol ,...,....,, __________________________ _ 
1. How,..., llmN Uff JOO dwlsad emplofon lliDce sndoalloo? 
-----OM 
--Two 
- - 'nrw or more 
n....,i.,,..ot hu chang,d. llal tha primary~.-----------------
I. How well 11lialled IN 7ou ln your prett.nl potit.ioa? 
--Thoroughl7 aalltl1od 
--SallsDed. bot would co,111dor a clw,p 
Somewhat diaaalltllod, would chaop 111-'d 
--Tho<Gog-hl7 diaaaU.riad 
---Other------------------------------
FOLLOW-UP 8Tt/DY 
ASSOClA TE OP APPLIED !ICIENCE 
POWEii A.ND ft.I/IDS -nx:BNOLOCY 
PArra 
~ad and coa>lcMr uc,h q- lllorou1hl7 and IDdlcate yow ....,.,,.. b7 m.uldnr ID llie 1p ... pn,¥1dod. 
Ret,-- wW be tr-eated <Oftllde11Ually with Item& reportod on an K<Omulallvo boall. 
SECTION L CRECll ONE OP THE FOLLOWING: 
--t . Mt.r complellng tho -lo degr-eo, l loll the loltilolo u a"""""' and lmmedlat.ol7 onlor-ad lolo 
cimployment. 
--1. Aller complotlns llie -lo derroo, I romalaed al tho wtituto lo - ao adn,-d clopM. 
- Atl.r camplotlns tho Auodate clopM. I entered employment and completed act,,a,-d deg,-.. 
requlre.me-nta u a parl,othne m>deot. 
SECTION IL CURJUCULUII EVALUATION 
PleaN IDdic:ate two fflSPCll'.IN for ucb «IU1"N or curriculum ol coann ll,t.ed ~ - Mark 7oar "ah&allon ot 
CONTEl'IT lo tha <Olumo hudl"I o1 -C-- C.tNt" and man 7ow- ovaloallao ol lNSI'RUCTION lo the 
<OiufflJI hudinr ot •-•. Contider tho followln1 criteria when making 7ow- naluallon. 
COUl8E CONTENT: Your e¥aJaatioD of lhe ~ con\ot u re1a&a io rtlitYanq" of real wond Jobe., 
19propriaw,eu lor ••"7 le•el job,, and adtqllk)' for pn,mol.lono or coreer oc1 .. - .... 1. 
INSTRUcrtON: Your evaloalloo of tho lnolnictlao o1 tho coune u ""l)U1lte frvm -""'- Ploue ---,., 
IUCh lloma u lttlboob. pt'Opanllon ol tho wtnlclor, adtqllXJ ol ladlilleo and eqmii-nt. adeq-,. ol 
labon.to<y e,rporloocn, and ... of audio YiRal or supplement aids. 
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,More than 
Adeauate 
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Adequate 
Adequate 
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CODE----------
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Thia follow-up study will &mat the Department of Industrial Education and Technology at Morehead State 
University to evaluate programs and graduates from 1979 to 1982. The questionnaire will be in two parts. 
Part A, items concerning employment status and other pertinent information common to all graduates. 
Part B, items concerning each Individual degree programs for a curriculum and Instruction evaluation. 
Students earning more than one degree will complete separate questionnaires for each program completed. 
Questions will be treated confidentially and responses will be reported on an accumulative rather than an 
individual baais. 
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SECTION ID. 
Th<! following spa<e has been provided !or your lnnk and candid eomrnenla about your program. The 
in!onna1ion will be used as guidelines for program Improvement only. and your commenta wiU be con1ldettd 
STRlcrLY CONFIDENTIAL. The spau may alJo be used to ezplain some o( the answen given above. 
TBANIYOU 
N 
N 
N 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
PAIITA 
DIPUIYIIENT IT ATUII 
I. la,- ,,_..1 job-4irodlJ rola&od IO 1-~ PJ'OIT&m prepuatloa? 
--Y• --No 
Lioloucl,-itlaotilloandbriol~ oljob ,_..n,llit7:------------
.. - ... --... ,-..... did JOUolM!a omplo,-t? 
--..-.-
---OMIOm-. aAer snduatloa 
--.co-,--an4..u.a 
~thaa-,--~ 
I.WW la tJ,o auoal aalu7 ...... ol 7our _,.1 -ploymoal? 
~thaaN.m --41Z.OOIIOl15.00II 
-tt.alCOl&.000 --411,00ILoP0.000 
--,001 IO tl0.000 --aG,001 IO 1215.000 
--410,00110 SU.000 --US.001 and up 
4. How did JOU - ,,_ ..,_t poaltloa? ((liock all appropriate ......... ,. 
-U.i...aitJ faalllJ u,d/tr deparlmeal uaiatAMe 
--uai .... nit7 Placem111t Service 
-&.co omploJ1Mlll aonicu 
----job 
S. U JOU .,. - ptUOAtiJ em.,io,.d. wi,J? 
---Jol,o oat ··-- la - pasnplllc locatiooe 
-Nol late..cod la joba p,_,,U, avallablo 
-C.l.laola1r educatloo 
I.U..-tl7 ...,lil,olaJ Joureducalloa. pleualadiuteelOlua. 
--f'wl.llmo otud .. t --Part--dme nudoal 
- ., ooUep .. laetltutioa:-----------------------
Namo of.,..,.,...,., __________________________ _ 
T. Bow-, timN lla•e JOU dwlpl tmplo,en "'- snd11&1loca? 
------<>-
--Two 
--n-or-.. Uemplor-at llaa <lwlpcl, listllleprimuJ ,......._ ________________ _ 
I. How -11 NLWitd .,. JOU la your prt0tat potltloo? 
--Thoroughl7 Nliafltd 
--Sallalled, bul would <ODlicler I dw,p 
Somewhat dlautlaf'oocl, would dw,p 111 -'cl 
--ThoNM,cbly dieaatiafied 
---Olhe,r---------------------------
FOLLOW•I/P 8T\IDY 
A880CIAn: OP APPUED SCIENCE 
INDl/8'RIAL EDUCA noN (VOCATIONAL 
TIIADE AND IHDUSTlUAL EDUCAnQNI 
PAIITS 
IIPd and <OG8lder each q ... tlon t.horougbl7 o.od ladleate 7our ..._ b7 ~ la lhe a.,_ provided. 
Retpc>Mff wW be treated eoo.fidt.al.iaJJy with Ji.m.1 reported oa u accumu1a1in buia. 
SECTION L CHECK Or.'E OP TIii: FOLLOWING: 
- - 1, AIIA!r <0mplet.ln1 the ,._.,. dt .... , I ltlt lhe wtllute u 1 11ud•al and immedla10l7 enterod IJ>w 
employme.nt. 
--1. Alla <0mplelia& Ille ,._.,. cloirr-, I ruwoed at Iba wt.ilulO l<I pun .. u adva.o<ed .i..,... 
- Alter <0mpletlnr Iba ,._.,. dtJne. I onlA!red tmploymeol o.od compie<..t advu<ed c1o,... 
requirement.I u a pa.rt,,Ume a:tudeot. 
SECTION O. C\lll.lJCULUII EVALUATION 
Piute indicate two rupouu for MU CO&&rM CW' ourlaalwn of tour.et llsled below. Mark your tvaluatioa of 
CONTENT In <he eolum,i heacliog ol -C-.. C..at" and mark 7our e•alualloa ol INSTRUCTION la LIie 
column heading ot •.-•. Couidtr the lollowlar uiterla whaa malrJal[ your ovaluatloa. 
COUllSE CONTENT: Your •valualioa ol Lbe coune c:ont.enl u relatu to relev&DC7 ot reaJ world jobs, 
approprilt.cuMM for •nU-7 lent jobs. &Dd &d~uacy for promot.ioftl or caretr ldvanc:emtinl. 
INSTBUCflON, Your ovllualloo of lhe Ulltnl<tloa ol Ille <OUrN u - "- -LenL Pio- cocwdor 
1U<h ;...,. u teatboou. pnparalloo ol tlio inltru<IOr, adequac7 of locilitloo o.od equlpmeat, adequa,y ol 
iebontorJ uporie-. and UM of audio vbual or 1upplement aids. 
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CODE------ ----
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF UillUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD C'A TL Ul\1VERSITY 
This foUow-up study will assist the Department of Industrial Education and Tec:hnology at Morehead State 
University to evaluate programs and graduates from 1979 to 1982. The questionnaire will be in two parta. 
Part A, items concerning employment status and other pertinent information common to aU graduates. 
Part B, items concerning each individual degree program., for a curriculum and instruction evaluation. 
Students earning more than on.e degree will complete separate questionnaires for each program completed. 
Questions will be treated confidentiaUy and responses will be reported on an accumulative rather than an 
individual basis. 
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SECTION ID. 
The following 1p1ce has been pN>vided for your !rank and candid comments .bout your program. The 
inlormation will be used as guidelines for program lmpN>Yement only. and your com men to will be eoruiidered 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. Th• s pace may also be uoed to explain some of tho answers given above. 
TBANltYOU 
N 
N 
~ 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
PABTA 
EIIIPLOYNENT STATUS 
RNd al>d _,. each quetlioa thoroughl7 and indicate JOUT ...._ b7 marklnf in the space provided. 
I. la 7aur .,.-01 job-directl7 Mted lo 7our degNe p""'°"' pr.paratlon? 
--Y• --No 
Ua\ouct pooltloo title and brief deocrip<loo of job ....,..n,o;t7:------------
t. How ..... alw- ,-Jvlng 10\lf dtp-ee dld you obtAin tmploymont7 
--Btfon gnduatloo 
--ON t.o IU week.I lfttir graduation 
--Su: wetb to ooe year after gn.duat.ioa 
-Lonpr UWI on.e. ye&r aft.er gn.duatio!l 
I. What ii the a.aaual aala.r7 n.q,e oC 7wr present e:mployment? 
-t-tua 18,482 --112,0011<>$15,000 
- • .uz1ose,OOO --115,001 tor.11.000 
-,(IOI lo 110,000 --'20,001 to 1,2!;,000 
----410,IIOI lo 112,000• --126.001 and 1p 
'- How did you obt&Jn your prettnl po:,ritloD? lChtc.k ..U appNllprintc an,<Netst 
--UDiversity fKUlty and/or departfflt'nt. usil!ll.n«i 
--Uninnit7 Plactmtat Suvice 
---Sta.Le employment lffVioes 
--Found...,. job 
S. U yov ue not pruenUy •mployNI. why? 
---Jobi not 1nllablo In dtsi~ pogr1phle locotlon1 
--Nftll iDte:rett.ed In jobs pretenU1 avallabl• 
--Coc,Unuing educ:allon 
--Other·------------------------
&, U ...-"'1y COlltlnulog JOUJ' edvcatioo, pftlN lndieote l\ltut. 
--hll-limutudent --Put-time studeot 
N...,. ol col ..... or lnstitutlon:-----------------------
Nuno ol prognm,-. -------------------------
, . How -, tlmn hav1 ,.., chao,-.t omplo7on linN gnduotlon? 
--Ono 
--Two 
--nree °" fflOf't' 
ll•mplormeot haa changed, lin the primary r-ouona .. -----------------
8. Row well oalisfitd art 7ou lo 7our p.-01 pooltlot,7 
--Thorourhl1 aatlslltd 
--Satisfied, but would <00sldor • ch&o«e 
--8omowh1t dilaalisfied, would thon,e ii I tould 
--Thoroughl7 diaaaUafitd 
--Ol~------------------------
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
AllSOCIATE OP APPUED SCIENCE 
11'ELDING TECIINOLOGY 
PAIITB 
Reid and CCNldor ooch qu..U011 lhorourhl, end lndlcate 7ou, .._.. by maninr In tl,o - pnnidod. 
Ruponoe, ..W bo 1"altd -11dentia07 with itema roported oo 1111CCU111ulalive bou. 
SEC'l10N L CIIECII ONE OF TB£ FOLLOWING: 
--I, Alter complollng lho "-!all dtgno, I Iott the lnatJtull u I lluoenl llld lmmodilllly .. torod Into 
emplo7me.nL 
--2. Allor complollnf t.ho Aooociale degNO, I ......iaod al Ibo lnalitute lo punve ai, adv1J1Nd degree, 
--a. After completlng tho Auodato deJr-oe, I eolltoed -ployment llld .-pltl«I ldv111c:.d do,.... 
requtrement, u a part,.Ume aludent. 
SECl10N ll. CUBIUCULUM EVALUATION 
PftlN lndlcall t"" -Jor ooch oouno or curri<ulum of_,_ 11,tod below. Mm ,oor ••lluatioo ol 
CONTENT 1n tho column hudlng ol -C-. c-• al>d aw-k 7our euloatloe ol INSTIIUCTION In tho 
column he1dlnr of-•· Cooslder the lollowlns critoria wbon muLnc ,-enluotlocL 
COUIISE CONTENT: YOllr ovalu1tloe of the ..,..... COQtont u Nlatoo lo ro1oYanq ol Nal world jobl, 
oppropriato- for ••"7 ..._, Jobi, llld ldequac, for p,omot1on> ., .....,. adv--. 
IN8TltUC110N: YOUr evaluatloe ol tho lnstructloo ol tho eouroo u oopa,ato - -toot. PleaN --,.r 
ouch flew u textboob, proparatlon ol Ibo lnatrud«, ldoquaq ol lac:llliloo al>d eq~t. adoquaq ol 
laboratory exp,:rieneet. and use of audio vuual or oupplemeot aid,. 
N 
N 
V, 
P1n!Je evatu•te the cu-rriculum with an ...... under 
course content. uad an .._.. under hut rue lion. 
COURSE CONTENT INSTRUCTION 
Place an 1: in the appro, Plact an s in the &ppTO-
prialt space. pria..te spatt:. 
I , CORE 
e Welding 
neWelding Lo 
8 .. 
ekting 
elding La 
tallurgy 
eta.llurgy La 
ign & Testing 
WEL IOl•()rJedLylt!n 
WEL 101A,Oxyocetyle 
WEL IQ2..Arc Welding 
WEL 102:A-Arc Weldin 
WEL201-lnert Gu W 
WEL20lA,IJ>erl Gu W 
WEL 205-Wolding Me 
WEL 205A-Wolding M 
WEL 200-Weld J oint 0.. 
WEt..202A•Weld Joint 
WEL204 WoldingC:00.. 
l . SUl'l'Oll11VE 
Oesig-r. II Testing Lab-
& Blueptfnt Rndin1 
lET l<G-Teehni<al Dn 
I.ET J.86.Ma.nulKt.urin 
IET240-8airi<Eleelrid 
!ET 317-Twe and Mot 
IET 319-Quality Contro 
!ET 320-S~ Pl-
3. GENERAL EDUC 
MATH 135-Math lorT 
MATII 110.l'Mblem Sol 
F'.NG 101 Compo,ritlon 
ENG 1112-T«hnlcal Com 
'- £LEC11VES 
IF:va.Juate t.otal Elect.Iv 
wing 
g l Fabrkat' 
ty 
ion Study 
1 
acti 
ATION 
echnical Stu.den 
ving Techniqu_ 
. 
poailio 
e Courses 
·-
-2 ~ !l ! jj 
5. Pluse nl.e academic advi!fng ~ved during your program. 
l.n ]! . ~ ]! Ji 
--Mc:"lll'e lhu adequate --Less than adequate 
--Adequa14 --Completely lnadoquate 
Wu lhtte more th.an one ad\'UOI'? --YH --No 
= !l i = !l f-5 ~ 
~1 !il .f ~ < 
-< .h 
.. ., 
ti !] 
e. U you could llave chDMn to not tue 1ny one clan-list that clu,.-------------
7. II you cou.Jd have take.n another clul with 1ubject or your choice-Ii.st.-----------
8. Cive an ovtra.11 Protr•m evaluation. 
--More than ad~q1,1.1,te 
- - Ade,quaLe • 
--Le-$5 than 1dequate 
-Completely inadequat.«: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
SECTION m. 
The following apace hu been provided for your frank and candid comment. about your program. The 
information wiU be used u guidelines for program Improvement only. and your commenu will be eonsldertd 
STRICTLY COl\ll'IDEI\ITIAL. The space may also be used to Hplain _,,. of the anawen given above. 
THANJtYOU 
N 
N 
~ 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
l'AllTA 
__..IITATU8 
L la,-_. jol>-<lwctl7 nilated to 7avr deer- P"'IT..., preparation? 
--Y• --No 
..__,.._ Wouid brio! clncriptkm of job ... poulblll,7:------------
I. &.w ... after ~ 7our ..,_ did 7ou obtalo emplo7meol? ___.,...._. 
--0..t.ailtWNUallffgndllalioa 
--... -, .... -sra<1ua11oa 
I~ Uaaa w yur &ft.er pw:IU&tJoll 
I.WW la 1M ouual ulary nnp of 7our p,...ot emploJmellt? 
--t..llou ll.4112 --$12,0011'>115,000 
--. .... .000 --$15,001 C.,121),000 
---.001 lo 110.000 ---$20,001 w '25,000 
--JJt.001 w SU.000 ---$25.001 and up 
4. &.w 61 you obi.lo 7our p.-nt pooltloo? (Check all appropriate ......,..,, 
------Ua,,wm7 facult7 aod/or departmeot ualataoco 
-U..........,,~-··-
--State -,loymellt Nrvicet 
- _,, job 
S.. ir ,-.. - .,._..11, emplo,.,.I, whJ? 
___,... - .. - lo - ,-,-apblt locatloao 
--- ..........i lo jobo p,....tlJ avallable 
Cveherins NUCALion 
I. ir ,.-., coollouioc ,our educatloo, ploue lodicate atatua, 
-----• - - P,n,.tJmeotudeJlt 
-of colop or lutll•tlon:----- ------------------
- of-:------------ ------ ---- ---
,. &.w - - have Y°" clwirad employ.,. aloce ,radualloo? 
-----ON __ ,._ 
--Tlowaorman 
ll~haachaopl,U.tMprima,y,.,_,----------- ----
a. How ••ll tatt.fltd are you ln your preNnt poaitJon? 
--Thorouahly aat.lallad 
-S.tldled, but would CDOllder • cban ... 
-$omowhal dluatWied, would chaop ii I cowd 
--Thorou1hly dllutlaliad 
---Other 
FOLLOW-UP 8TUDY 
8ACBELOII Of 8CIENC£ 
AJlEA OF CONCENTBA TION IN INDU8TIIIAL EDUCATION 
OPTION IN ORIENTATION/EXPLOILATION LEVELS 
PAllTB 
Read eod consider each quettioa lhorOIJChly eod lodlcala your rupooaa by mulr.lng lo tba apace provided. 
Ro- wW bt IN1ted -8dentlally wilb ltema Nport.d 00 ID ICCWllul&tlvt bub. 
SECl'ION I. 
1. 1 ractlved ID Aaaodate Degn,o by w0<1r.lng ,_INI requlrameota btlon or durloc Iha 8aculaurute 
O.,,W: --Yea --No 
Z. Check one or more of tbe lollowlof: 
--Alter complelJos U.. 8accalaurate Degn,o, I tDte,ed dinclly loto tachlog. 
--Alter complellD1 tht llaccaltwule Degn,o, I eot.e...i diroctly loto - ·IAIIIChiDa job. 
--Alier complellDg U.. BaccaleUNete Degn,o, f eoteffil diroctly blto ll'"'fuate acbool 
---Otbe,----------------- - - --------
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Leu than 
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Adequatr-
AdequoL< 
Leu than 
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CODE----------
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION A "ffi TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD 81 A TE UNIVERSITY 
This follow-up study will assist the Department o( Industrial Education and Technology at Morehead State 
University to evaluate programa and graduates Crom 1979 to 1982. The questionnaire will be in two parts. 
Part A, items concerning employment status and other pertinent information common to all graduates. 
Part B, items concerning each individual degree programs for a curriculum and instruct.ion evaluation .. 
Students earning more than one degree will complete separate questionnaires for each program completed. 
Questions wiU be treated confident.ially and responses will be reported on an accumulative rather than an 
individual basis. 
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SECTION m. 
The following space hu been provided for your !rank and undid comments about your program, The 
lnform■Uon will be used as guidelines for program improvement. onlJ, a.nd your eommenls will be cootidered 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. The space may alao be uHd lo explain some of the answers given above. 
'JHANI[ YOU 
N 
N 
(X) 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
PA&'l'A 
--8TAn18 
L lo :,ew -1 ~ Nlol.od lo 1- clop._...,. Jlffpualloo? 
--T• -
...__,.._111loudbrWdoomptloo oljob....,...n,ilit7:-. - ----- ------
t. ---- .-,,i., 1- dopeo did 7ou o!Mla emploJIDODI? __ .,....__ 
--Ooo lo .. - - ..-u.. 
- -.1o - 70., aft..- ,ndualloo 
-1-1Ma-7ooraft..-,ndualioD 
I.WW lo i. .....i oo1a,y .....,.o17our ...-1 ~ ' 
~---« - l2,0011ol15.000 
---.411 to18,000 -LUO! to '20.000 
---.001 lo SI0.000 ---all,001 lo 125.000 
-10,00lloSU.000 -$211,00lud"I' 
4.. - .W.,,.. obi.Ila 7our ,,_. pooilloe? (Chotk all appropri&lo auwon). 
-u..-.il7 locull7 aad/or dopanmeol auisi-
-t/-7 Placomeot Suvico 
_.....,_..,_ 
----job 
~lf-aro--•IIJomp&o,.d.w~,i 
___,__•nllablo lll cloolrod~loca1iooo 
--No& - Ill Jobe p,-atly nollable 
Cetfeuiq: educa.Lloo 
.. u ~ ... u..111q JOUI' -u... ................... 
_...___ --Put-llmoot-
_., ..... ..- wtltuUoo::---------- ----- ---- - ---
_., _,, _______________________ _ 
T. - - - llovo 7ou chucod omplo)'on .i-vodualloo? 
---Ooo 
--T-. 
__ ,,.._,.._ 
-~-dwlpl.U..i.prilftU)',- ---------------
S. Bow well ..O.llod .,. JOU Ill JOUI' _,ot pooiU..7 
--Thofoushly .. u.lled 
--&U.flod, bul would -.Ider• c1w1,. 
SomewMI dluallalled, .....id ~ if I could 
--Tboroocblydiuatwiod 
l'OLLOW-OP STUDY 
IIACIIELOll OF 8CJENCE 
AB.EAOFCONCENTllATIONININDUSTRIALEDUCA110N 
OPTION IN TJlf: P8£PAJIATION LEVEL 
PA&TI 
Reed aod cooalder e1<h qllfftloo lhoroosblY ud u.licalo your rNponN b7 manioc lo lbe 1p1<e p,ovided. 
lteopoaMO will be lree~ coolldoollally wilb Ito,... roponod OD .. IC<lllll.S.llvo buls. 
liECTION L 
I. I received u AuodaW Del"" by wOTkhlJ toward nquiNmenl.8 befort or du:ring- Lh• Baccalauntale 
Dogroo: --Y.. --No 
I. .. , atH ol l.eaclwl,g1peci1liutioo •----------------------
1. Chedt OM or more ol tbo following, 
--Aller cocnpleli.og the e.-lauruto o...-. I eolor«I dire<tl7 into tea<blos. 
--~r cocnpleli.og the e.-laurulo Degroo, I eolonod diN<tl7 into• ODO-....iu.c job. 
--All«r eamploli.og lbe e.-lauruto 0.,..0, I uienod dinctlJ into ,nd\laU ochool. 
--Olh<r-----------------------------
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FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECDNOLOGY 
MOREBEADS.ATE ur-n le:RSITY 
This follow-up study will assist the Department or Industrial Education and Technology at Morehead State 
University to evaluate programs and graduate& Crom 1979 to 1982. The questionnaire will be in two parts. 
Part A, items concerning emplo,ment status and other pertinent lnlormat.ion common to all graduates. 
Part B, items concerning each individual degree programs for a curriculum and instruction evaluation. 
Students earning more than one degree will complete separ&te questioruia.irea for each program completed. 
Questions will be treated confidentially and responses will be reported on an accumulatlve rather than an 
individual basis. 
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SECTION ID. 
The loUowlog space b .. bttn provided !or your !rank and candid comment. about your program. The 
information will be used as guidolinH !or prognm lmprov•ment only. and your comments will be coosldered 
STRICT'LY CONFIDENTIAL. The space may abo be used to uplain some of the answen given above. 
TIIANltYOU 
N 
w 
0 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
PAJlTA 
-.oYIIDIT8TATU8 
a.d ad_. -ii q- l.borou&hlr aad Indicate yow- - by martini in Ille ,pace provided. 
L la,- ,._, jolHlitecliy ..iaud lo your do,.... program prepar&lioo7 
--Y• --No 
U.eud ........ lilloud brief dacriptloo ol job .... pouU,111,, ------------
Z. - i..s- .-.i.., your .i.,.... did you oblaia emplo7meol7 
---sndllAlloa 
--0.. lo tiz - aftu gndualloa 
- -. lo oae yur aftu graduation 
-----'-u... - ,.., aller graduation 
I.WW ii u., ......J aalary raap of your pAMDl employmeo,7 
~u... suaz ---u 2.001 lOl15.ooo 
-«lolll.000 --•5.001 lo $20.000 
-----.001 lo $10.000 --$20.001 !0$25.000 
--10.001 lOIU.000 --125,001 aad up 
'- llow did you ollul,a your pretelll pooilloo7 (Checlt all 1ppropriai. &ru1wer1). 
-Uoiv-J t.cullJ ....Vor deparlmeal umWICO 
--Ual-nnily Placemel>l Servioa 
_ _..,_., .. -
----job 
I. U ,-.,. aot -•tlJ employed, why? 
--.lobe aot avallablo lo dewed geographic localloat 
--Not m.- In jobo preNdllJ avallablo 
--e..lllwlag education 
&. U ,.--,. -U.ulng your education, pl- lndiule 1\alul, 
----t --Par<,time1t.udeol 
_., ___ .. ...Ulution:-----------------------
-"' _...,., ---------- ---------------
, . - -., - 11a .. you chaapd amployera - rredualloo7 
-----Oao __ ,... 
--n....--u....,_ 1-tlwipd, litllho pr1m.vy ,........ ______________ _ 
8. How we.ll utbr..d are you la yow preaent pGmtloo? 
--Tho<oughl7 allafied 
-&litfied, but would COCllidtr a cbaa(e 
-Somewhat dittal.Wied. would clwp 111 could 
--Tho<oughly ditatiolied 
---Other·-----------------------------
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
BACHELOR OP 8C'IENCE 
ll.AJOB IN INDUSTIUAJ. EDU CA noN 
OPTION IN THE ORIENT A TION/EXPLOIIA T10N LEVELS 
PAJITB 
Read aad C0<11ider each que,t.ioo lhorouahlJ and indicate your response by marking in Ibo apace provided. 
Responses will be treated mnfideotially with items report.eel on aD accumulative hula. 
SECTION I, 
1. Were gene.ral etecdve-s t&k.en In u lndu,trW EduuUoa IN!•? --Yu -No 
2.. 1 received a.n Aa.toclate degr-oe by workinf toward requlrement.l be.fore or durin&' the B&ccalaure&Le degree. 
--Yu --No 
3. My 2nd m,joror minor wu Ul -----------------------
'- Chedt one or more or the following: 
--Aft.er completlng the Bacctlau.reate des;ree, I entered dlrectly lnLo Luchinc. 
--Aft.er completing tlie Jlaccalaurule de,,_, I eotered din,ctly ialO OOD•leachiag job. 
--AliA!r completing lh• Bece&laureale c1e,...., I entered directly lDIO rteduale Khool. 
---Other---------------------------
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CODE------- ---
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
This follow.up study will assist the Department or Industrial Education and Technology at Morehead State 
University to evaluate programs and graduates from 1979 to 1982. The questionnaire will be in two parta. 
Part A, items concerning employment statua and other pertinent information common to all graduates. 
Part B, items concerning each individual degree program, for a curriculum and instruction evaluation. 
Students earning more than one degree will complete separate questlonnalrea for each program completed. 
Questions will be t reated confidentwly and respo118H will be reported on an accumulative rat her than an 
individual baais. 
~ 
SECTION lll. 
The following spa« has been provided !or your lranlt and candid rommenlo about your program. The 
information will be used u guidelines for program improvement only, and your comment.a will be considered 
STRIC'll,Y CONFIDENTIAL. The space may a.lao be used LO e.pWn some of the aoswen given above. 
TIIANltYOU 
N 
I.,.) 
N 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
PAllTA 
DIPLOYIIENT STATUS 
Read aod -.idtr -b q- thoN>ugb11 azul U1ditale 1our rupoue ht markiJig IA Ibo space provided. 
I. It 1our -•• jol><liroctly Nlatod 14 1ow- de,- P"'IT&JII prepuatlon? 
--Y• - - No 
LiotUA<t pooltioa liUo alld brio! daeriptloo of job reoponsl1>Wl7:-------------
Z. How loaJ allo, ...tmr ,our dtgne did you obtain emplo7ment? 
- e.toncndutloo 
-One Lo m week.a aft.er ,nduatJon 
----&& .....u 14 ooe yur att. ll'Mluatloo 
--i:.oa,,,r lhu ooe yur after pual.ioo 
3. Wbat io tile &DDul ula,y ~ of your preaenl employment? 
- - 1-tliu SUS2 ---Sl2.00I 1<1$15,000 
- - 4US2"' 18.000 ---Sl&.001 ID $20,000 
-.001 ID SI0,000 --120,001 14125.000 
---SL0,00114112.000 --$25,001 and up 
4. How did you obl&in your p,-n1 poell.ioo? (Chock .U appropriate ... w.,.J. 
--UniYert:ity t&cuJty and/or department a.asist.ance 
--UaivenitJ' Pllt:ement Servicff 
---state employment M:rvices 
--Fowid OWD job 
S. U you .,.. OOl _,.uy employed, wby? 
--Jobe OOl avallable IA dMiAd Jeotn9bic iocalloclo 
--Not usteresled us Job• p .... nlly available 
--C<lalloui,,g educatlon 
I. U p.-oUy CO<lUDui,,g your educalioo, pleuo iAdicate 1111..., 
- - Full-lime student --Pan--lime .iudent 
Na.me of. c:oBege or io.atilut.ion:-----------------------
Name of Procf&ID:---------------------------
1. How ...,., limn bave you cbanrod employen aiAce ~uallon? 
--NaN 
----0,,e 
--Two 
--Tbneorm«e 
U •mploy-DL bu dwlfed, list LIie primary N&IO<>I •. ------ -----------
8. How weU ullsfled a.re you to your prnenl poa:itioa? 
--Thoroughly A l1'fied 
--SaUsr.ed, but would eon,idu • chap 
--Somewhat dbNLit&id, would change lf I could 
--Thoroughly di,a1i1Red 
-Other•-----------------------------
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
IACIIELOR OF SCIENCE 
All.EA OF CONCENTllA TION lN INDUSTIUAL TECIINOLOGY 
PAllTB 
Read and considu each question thoroughly and indicate )'our rwpon,e by marking to the apace provtded. 
ftuponJeS will be treated confideatWly with items r~port.ed on an accumulative buis. 
SECMONI. 
t. My emphuia wu In: .-scitoee ud M11b --BuaiAeal andEconomico 
2. My lec.h.o.icaJ opUoo wu ln::-----------------------
1. 1 received an AaociaLe derree by working toward NquiremenLI before or during lhe BaccaJaurule 
degree: --Y .. --No 
4. Check one or more of the foUowinr: 
--Aller compleli.ag lhe Baccalaureate degree. I secured .a poliUoa dlrec:tJ:7 NM1ed lO my program of study 
and directly ear.erect einto employmenL. 
--Alter comple ting I.he Baccal.au.rut.e derree. I NCUNd .a pNIUOD ... -r.a..c.d t.o my progra.m of atudy and 
ditec:Uy enlered into employmenl. 
--Aller cnmpleUng lhe Baccalaureate dog1'M, I enteN!d ,radu1le achool. 
--Olbe,r--------------------- ---
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FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
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CODE----------
This follow-up study will assist the Department of Industrial Educati.>n and Technology at Morehead State 
University t.o evaluate programs and graduates from 1979 t.o 1982. The questionnaire will be in two parts. 
Part A, items concerning employme.nt status and other pertinent information common to all graduates. 
Part B, it.ems concerning each individual degree programs for a curriculum and instruction evaluation. 
Students earning more than one degree will complete separate questionnaires for each program completed. 
Questions will be treated confidentially and responses will be reported on an accumulative rather than an 
individual basis. 
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SECTIONm. 
The following apace hu 1-n pTOVided lor your frank and candid commenta about your program. The 
information will be u,ed as gvide.lines for program improvemenl only. and your eomme·nts will be consi~red 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. The space may aJao be uaed to explain some of lhe ans.,..,. given above. 
TIIAN1[ YOU 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
PAffA 
EIIPLO'IIIEHl'ffATIJ8 
Rood ud - OKI, q.-tioa thac-ouahl1 and IAdkate you, rupon>e by marting iD the space provided. 
I. Is.,_ -1 ~1 ~led to your d._ pN>gTLID proparatioa? 
- -Y• -
u.teuct ,...._ lltlo and brio! ducriptloa of job rHpowbillty:------------
t. Daw 1,,os .a« r-1~ yow- clel'M did you obtala omplo7mtot? 
----...-
-0-to oia ...... - gnduatloa 
- - to - 1- aft4r gnduatloa ~ - - yur after gnduauoa 
t. WW ii 1M ....... ......,. ronp ol your p....,,, employmoat? 
-t- tMa M,"2 ~12,001 IOS16,000 
-az 1018.000 ~ 15,001 to '20.000 
~I to $10.000 ---420,001 to $25,000 
~10,00J to J12.000 ~26.001 ud up 
L How did JOO olKolo your prueal pooitloa? (Check all approprial4 answoro), 
--tJ..i...itJ laaally and/or doputmonl uols~ 
--U-y Plocemool Serva 
_.....,,_.1aemca 
- -•---job 
L U 7'"' .,. ... -•117 omployed, wb,? 
------Jobo ... ··- iD - ..... apb.le locatloaa 
--Nat ialeral,od iD jobo prueotly avoilablo 
--Coatiaoiag educatioa 
-Olhor---------------- ------- -
I. U p,-i,, -llaWDf 7our educalloo, plUN iDdk.al4 OlltUI. 
--t --PUWimestudent 
N.-ol callop or instituuoa:------------- - ------- --
Nu."' _ , ___________________ _ _ ___ _ 
7. How _., ,_ havo you chanpcl employers aloeo gnduaUoo? 
---0-
- - Two 
--n.r.--U~laudw,ged.U., tho primary reUODI.---- ------- -----
a. How well talilfied an you i.n your praeol poaitloo7 
--Thoroughly 10lillled 
--Satisfied, but would COllllder • •banr• 
--som.what dluallalled, would cbaop ll I could 
--Tborou1bly dlsoatW'ted 
--Other- --------------------------
FOLLOW•UP STIJDY 
IACBELOII OP SClENCE 
MAJOR IN INDU8TIIIAL TF.cHNOLOGY 
PilTI 
Read and eon.sider e.,.cb quest.ion thoroughly and in.dJcate your re1poc1M by markinJ ID the apace provided.. 
Reapon.N,1 will be treat.eel confideatlally wflh lLem, reported oa an accu.mula\Jve buil. 
SECTION I. 
1. J ~ lved an At.eodate Degree by worklDJ toward nqwrtmeat• be.fort- or durin1 Lhe Baccalaurute 
DegrN: --Y .. --No 
Z. My techniul optloa wu in--- - --------- ------------
S. My 2nd major or miDo< wu iD------------------ -----
L Check ooo or more ol the following: 
- - Allor completinr the Baccalsnreal4 0e.,_, 1 eecu,ed I pooitlM dlndl7 Nloted to my program or atudy 
and dlrectlr eol4,ed into employmeJ>L 
--A/14r completing the 8accaJau,ea14 DegrN.1-u~ 1 pooitloo _,.tated to my pr<>cn m of study and 
dl,..cdy e ntered lato employment . 
--A/w completing Ibo Blccalauroal4 Degroo, I e.ol4red gradual4 acbool. 
--Other---------- --------- ----- -----
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CODE----------
FOLLOW-UP STIJDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
This foUow•up study will assist the Department of Industrial Education and Technology at Morehead State 
University to evaluate programs and graduates from 1979 to 1982. The questionnaire will be in two parts. 
Part A, items concerning employment status and other pertinent information common to all graduates. 
Part B, items concerning each individual degree programs for a curriculum and instruction evaluation., 
Students earning more than one degree will complete separate questionnaires for each program completed. 
Quest.ions will be treated confidentially and responses will be reported on an accumulative rather than an 
individual basis. 
SECTION ID. 
The following space hu been provided for 70,,r lranlt and candid commenta aboul 7°"' program. The 
information will be uaed u guidelinOI for program lmp.,,.ement only, and,..., "°"'mentl will be considered 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. The space may abo be uaed to explain some of the answers given above. 
T1lANlt YOU 
N 
l,J 
°' 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
-.anllENTBTAT\18 
L lo,-,.-jol>-<linctl7 Niai.d to your "°P- prornm prepantiaof 
--Y• --No Uot-.-.. lltleudbriordoocrip<lonoljob _.n,w,,,------- -----
a. a-.... - -lac,..., .s.p... did J'OU - _..,_,, 
--p-adualloe 
--O..t.uwoobalt.rsnd11A1loo 
- -•-to-yuralt.r .,..lualloe 
___,_ tau - Jur - ....i-
a.ww io tM """'1111 NWT rup ol 1oar _,., emi>lo7-tf 
~-•uaz -12.ocn to1u.ooo 
---t.'8,000 -15,001 toSI0.000 
--11,101 to 110.000 -$20,001 to Slli.000 
-41D.D01tol12,000 --'25,00lud .. 
4 a- clW you obtalu your p,-ot pooitloo? ICbock all &pp"'Priai. ...... ,. 
UaitwaitJ lacultJ aodl• do~•• ...W..-
~1 Placement Ser-rice 
- omploJ,,,eot -
---l"oaa,lowojol, 
I. If,-an eot pNNlltl), ""'ployed. why? 
-..i- eot ••• .able in - -blc loealioDo 
---.............. Jc,ilo p,MUUJ ··-C:nr:tir;,, tMluc:a&loo 
&. If ~-ttautai ,our adueatb,, pi.aa. !Adicai. ........ 
--· --J>art.li,m-
- ........ .- lulltutioa,----------------------
f. S-_,, time& have JOU ebaopcl-loJen - p-aduatloo? 
----OM 
--Tw. 
-------U "'7-t baaciw,pl. liat Ille primary...-... ------ ----------
II. H- weU .. llllled .,. you in your p,_,., poailloo? 
- - Thoroughly .. llalled 
----S.ll1fied. buL would con,kler • chanp 
-Somewhat dlaulialitd, would cbanJw 111 c<>llld 
- - Thoroughly diu&Usfitd 
-Olher------------------ ------ - - - --
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
MASTEII OF SCIENCE IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
INDU8TIUAL EDUCATION 
PAIITB 
Read aDd consider u eh qutttiao tharouply aDd iadieai. your ..._ by muklng in the , pace provided. 
Rupoo,ea will be treated coo.fidentiall,- wilh it.em.I reported oa an acewnu.Ja.tive bui.t. 
SECTION I. 
1. Check one or Mott of the foUo.-1.ag: 
--1 eomplel.K requiNrouU for • 1t.uclud teaehlaa ctrt.Lneat.a. 
--1 renewed a provWonal cenilieai. tor coa.lJ.nuou,: ee.rvk-es. 
---Other·- ------------------- --- - -----
2. J alto received ctrt.ilicatloa for ad.m.lnittralioo, .upet'VWO'G, &Dd coordioalioo of voeacJon:al educatJoa. 
- - Ya - -No 
3. Cbeck ooe or mote o( lhe foUowio.g: 
- - All<r eompletlag lhe Muw'a de1NO, I MCund or cootlauod in • i.aehing po,ldM dirwt.ly ...ia..1 to 
my program of at.ud,1. 
--Aller completlag lhe Mut.r'a degne, I aecund • po,ldM ...-.lated to my pn,snm ol atudy and 
e.n:.ered Into noo•teachin& employmeal.. 
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FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
This follow-up study will assist the Deput.ment of Industrial Education and Technology at Morehead State 
University to evaluate programs and graduates from 1979 to 1982. The questionnaire will be in two parts. 
Part A, it.ems concerning employme.nt status and other pertinent information common to all graduates. 
Part B, items concerning each individual degree programs for a curriculum and instruction eva.luation. 
Students earning more than one degree will complete separate questionnaires for each program completed. 
Questions will be treated confidentially and responses will be reported on an accumulative rather than an 
individual basis. 
SECTION lU. 
The following space has been provided for 70<Jr frank and candid commenl4 about 7our program. The 
information will be uoed as guidelineo for program improvtmenl onl7. and 7our .-menl4 will be considt~ 
STRICl'L Y CONFIDENTIAL. The apace mar aloo be uaed to explain aome of the answers given above. 
'J'IIANltYOU 
N 
\.,,.) 
CX) 
FOLLOW-UP STUDY 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
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)EPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 
Dear Former Student: 
210 LLOYD CASSITY BUILDING 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE 606-7B3-2007 
- The School of Applied Sciences aucl Technology at 
Morehead State University is conducting this survey 
in hopes of tabulating an accurate account of the 
associate, baccalaureate, master degree graduates in 
Industrial Education and Technology. 
You can be of great help to us in our program by 
·completing the attached questionnaire which will 
provide data on future student needs. If for some 
· reason you choose not to answer one or more of the 
questions, please place an (x) on the question number 
so we will know that the question was not accidently 
over looked. 
The attached questionnaire has been coded to protect 
your identity and all information will be treated as 
being highly confidential. All results will be analyzed 
and used in a tabulated manner. Please return the 
requested information as soon as possible in the 
self-addressed, postage paid envelope. Again, your 
-assistance will be appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Robert E. Newton, Chairman 
Department of Industrial Education 
and Technology 
Professor of Industrial Education 
Research Pr-oject Director 
#~#.~ 
Mr. Henry Heston Lacy 
Research Project Coordinator 
Enclosures 
RN,HL/js 
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)EPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 210 LLOYD CASSITY BUILDING 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE 606-783-2007 
Dear Former Student: 
Two weeks ago we sent you a letter and questionnaires 
requesting information which would help us in 
tabulating an accurate account of the degree graduates 
in Industrial Education and Technology. As of this 
date, we have not received a reply from you. 
In the event that you did not receive the first 
questionnaires, or they may have been misplaced, we 
are enclosing a duplicate of the materials orginally sent 
to you. 
Again, we thank you very much for your, help and 
cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Robert E. Newton, ChJ.irman 
Department of Industrial Education 
and· Technology 
Professor of Industrial Education 
Research Project Director 
Mr. Henry Heston Lacy 
Research Project Coordinator 
Enclosures 
RN,HL/js 
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>EPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY 210 LLOYD CASSITY BUILDING 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE 606-783-2007 
Dear 
Some_ time ago a questionnaire was mailed to you as a 
graduate of one of the programs in Industrial Education and 
~echnology at Morehead State University. The questionnaire 
was mailed by Heston Lacy as a part of his thesis. 
I would like to impress upon you the need for alunmi 
follow-up information. This information is· very important 
to maintain relevant content in our curriculum. 
Thank you in advance for your assistance. 
Sincerely, 
